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10 MONTHS MUSIC CONTROL AIRPLAY CHART TOP 50 
OVER 500,000 SALES UK 

FOUND A CURE • THE SINGLE • 06 • 04 • 98 
MARKETING: 
• MAJOR APPEARANCE 
@ CAPITAL RADIO LONDON MUSIC AWARDS • 08 • 04 • 98 
• MAJOR APPEARANCE 
@ COFA {CELEBRATION OF FEMALE ARTISTS) AWARDS • 01 • 04 • 98 ^ 
ADS; 
SMASH HITS 
TOTP 
TIME OUT 
ATTITUDE 
MASSIVE NATIONAL FLYPOSTING 
TWO UK PROMO VISITS MARCH 1-5TH AND 
MARCH 30TH - APRIL 9TH TO ENCOMPASS MAJOR 
PRESS, RADIO AND TV COVERING SINGLE AND ALBUM, 

BOYZ (LONDON & NATIONAL) 
SCENE UPDATE 
DJ MAGAZINE 
UPDATE 

SITUATION:CRITICAL • THE ALBUM • 27 • 04 < 
MARKETING: 
LONDON BUS SUPER SIDES 
ADS: 
SMASH HITS DJ MAGAZINE 
TIME OUT TOUCH 
SKY ATTITUDE 
COSMOPOLITAN BOYZ (LONDON & NATIONAL) 
MINISTRY OF SOUND 
MASSIVE NATIONAL FLYPOSTING 

PRESS: 
MAJOR FEATURES CONFIRMED: 
MINISTRY TRACE 
M8 BLUES & SOUL 
BASSLINE ATTITUDE 
UPDATE BOYZ 
TOUCH 

MORE 
TV HITS 
SMASH HITS 
SUGAR 
TÔTP 

ORDER FROM THE POLYGRAM ORDER DESK TEL: 0990 310 310 
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Here we go for the 

World Cup anthem 
by Robert Ashton 
call: support Glenn Hoddle's football squad and supply your biggest acts to add vocal support to England's World Cup 

The appeal to the music indus- try follows last week's décision by the Football Association to give ils backlng to a song penned by Echo & The Bunnymen's lan McCulloch and former Smiths guitarist Johnny Marr. London managing direotor Colin Bell says the universal sen- timent of the song, (How Does It Feel To Be) On Top Of The World, 
vocal and he wants to tap into the wealth of the industry's tal- ent to oontribute a line or two to 

î 

expected to suggest it 
i the demo 

; choice of e against ito the fin- time to ■ ished r time for the kiok-off at the Stade de France on June 10. No name for the supergroup has yet been deoided and the release date is still to be confirmed. The FA's commercial manager David Smith, who chose On Top Of The World above a reworked version of Three Lions and new songs from a range of artists including Damon Albarn and Océan Colour Scene, says England ' " 
McCulloch; up for the cup the ni 

the things this country de 
the two,' says Bell, wh been overwhelmed by the interest in the song, and its in particular. Bell, who gave MW a preview of the demo featuring the music business McCulloch and Cast's John London and the FA, 

Power on Friday, says, "l'd like to think when England go out on the pitch in France the whole music ; oest industry will be cheering them on nbine with this song. It'll help give the has team confidence." nedia Bell adds that he is already lyrics approaching artists from other labels and, although none has înfirmed, he is confident respond. 

campaign. "Three Lions will always remain a terrace anthem, but a good analogy is the James Bond films," he says. "They will always have the i Barry theme, but every film n« g. This i i for everyone music industry to get behind the England team because music and football have never been doser bedfellows," he adds. 

Berman promotes Green 
for 'revitalising' Mercury 

tion of his contribution to the label's revitalisation overthe past 18 months. Managing direotor Howard Berman says Green's the pc 

directly to Berman. The m not create a vacancy for a new marketing direotor and marketing manager Matt Thomas will remain as Green?s number two. Prior to joining Mercury Green worked at EMI UK. most reoently as head of marketing. 

helped engineer Mercury's évolu- tion from rock label to broad- based record company. "It's to show our appréciation for the way he oreated the Texas revival, helped break Alisha's Attic and turned Roni Size into a massive selling act," says Berman. In his new rôle, the 34-year-old Green will be responsible for Mercury's marketing, promotions, press, oreatlve services and video departments with A&R, 
international continuing to report 

rocket 
Green (left) and Berman 

MW survey reveals CD prices dip 

aecordlng to the latest MWprlcIng survey. A study of prices In nlne 

, compared last survey was conducted In mld October. The research also reveals that Asda and Tesco charge roughly the ' • CDs - both 
sharglng an average of £13.49 for 9 See analysls, p6 
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Fifteen-year-old Blllle Piper, the face of the Smash Hits TV advertlslng campaign last summer, is now getting ready for an assault on the chart with Virgin Records' Innocent label preparing to Issue her flrst single in June. Despite still belng several months away from release, Innocent's managing direotor Hugh Goldsmith says he is getting fantastic feedback for Blllie who will be the label's first major prlority. Goldsmith adds that Innocent last week slgned Its thlrd act, Glaswegian three- piece guitar band Soundbuggy, and yesterday (Sunday) was on course to hit the Top 40 with its release, Essence's The Promise. "We want to be a broad- label and, although we not consciously trying to get 
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I El7 ditch boy band image forTelstar début ™KZ*LLie 

lZZP::leV0'e>rChaSan  —  Alone, will be released In the sum- "0^68 fOlB Ml IFPI Création président Alan McGee ««tact with three of the original JÊÊ^^ mer with an a|hlim crhPri.iiPH fnr Fnrmor ^ ^ u expects to meet employment 
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"a, ^ndonT/d ^ /ÉkfliHà reTmp^'T'1 
Telsfar head of A&R ^lark Jnllle Theyre not going to tum Into anelyst in stratégie planning anS tlme empioyment o, a job. 

to%S.her r:tfgerS^ baCk ^-U^'buu^fïlve" se,. DTI OFfERS GRANTS FOR POPKOHM anf started0demrg Z"# wlh ^s Brian Harvey ^^.Kii: o^hf b" i Ï ^mTcoTrit abie eo-writers and co-producers Mark deal and we wanted the whole ating the group's fanbase. "E17 is bis new rôle "He's haVan^Mea" 1° Claim 0T' grantS '0'the first 
and Ivor Reed. "We were in a lot of package," he says. sueh a great band and we want anee on theWogan show buïïis ïooo"1 3 m°ve which wil1 save 
compétition with other labels, but Joilie says the first single, pos- them to be part of our new roster not just his music backsround f 0n 3 C 5tand costing 
many only wanted Brian for a solo sibiy the track Each Time We're of young artists," he says. which is important " she savs f The BPI'S S,3nd at the 
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lo shed Manlovam image forces across the south east and 

| g © ■p _ • « © expanded to provide more 

Radio Two puis music firsl === H internet by acts such as The pn g h 4 M M m ® iS\ O Beatles, Oasis and Nirvana was 

to shed Manlovam image forces across the south east and by Paul Williams —  "H ' Pau, Gambahdini wii, mnow Him =. Midiands. The goods seized_ 
commitment to music in ils 30-year Line-up changes at :d| " - history with a wave of new pro- the station include \ grammes and presenters that will (start date); shed the station of its 'Mantovani • Johnnie Walker - / and vintage port' image. 3.30pm Saturdays p> Mark Lamarr and Jools Holland (April 18) 1 have been given weekly pro- • Paul Gambacclni- grammes for the first time. while 5,30pm Saturdays Paul Gambaccini and Johnnie (April 18) Walker are among the presenters • Jools Holland - who have landed new prime-time 8.30pm Mondays slots in the newly-announced (April 20) I^HI schedule. The new line-up, which wiil be ically 60% music and 40% spe, phased in from next month, is the and, in repositioning it, we've de latest in a sériés of evolutionary ed to alter that to two-thirds mt changes which have been intro- and one-third speech," he se duced to the station over the past "We wish to establis'h ourseh few years in a bid to attract younger definitely as a music station and iisteners. expert and crédible one too." Station controller Jim Moir says The weekday schedule, wh 
extra one-and-a-half hours a day of Debbie Thrower's departure at music. "Radio Two has been histor- end of May, will see Ken Bruc 

SPIfek (rock'i |B Monde 
^ f -S 7 fc (April : # stuc Itt . ' x (north. \ -/ ' V Wedne A «Spe. A. Turner, ■JtV^BiBobM 
sch mid-morning show 
isic to Ed Stewart's lys. gramme. But it is 

the full force 
ich Former Radio ing Johnnie Walker the Saturday afternoo e's 18 with a new two- 

n'roll) - 9.30pm lys (July 27) y Peebles (soul) rWecfnesdays 22) irt Maconle îm soul) - lOpm sdays (July 22) cials on Tina Phil Colllns, arley 

afternoon pro- at the weekends tlist slots where s changes will be 

n slot from April hour programme. 

5.30pm presenting America's Roms as well as en Greatest Hits. Jôols Holland Is glvsrrSrTSISOpm slot on Mondays, fllBARH & NVHAN GET GQ-AHEAD startmg on April 20, and Mark fjeil Tennant has given the go- Lsmarr joins the station on July 27 ahead for Damol1 Albarn and for a Monday mght rock'n'roll show. Michae| Nyman.s recordi of The range of music we carry is London pride t0 be inc|uded on as strong and as broad as ever. Twentieth Century Blues - The says Moir. But the arrivai of Songs Of Noël Coward after it Walker, Gambaccini and Holland was originally overiooked for the and Lamarr is as strong a signal as project. The album will be 
ai^d the'riÏÏ^bî^nSsI^1 3^"° releasecl by EMI on April 13. lar that we ain't no cardigans and HARKET SHARES slippers station." Soby.s 12 3^ share of the The changes have been warmly albums distribution market in welcomed by pluggers who believe 1997 put ,t in fourth p|ace for ^ it will give them another outlet for year, and not fifth as suggested in 
RCA^dirertor^of^romofons0 toe the MW AW3rdS br0ChUre 
Shack says, "1 can't see why any- RCAwas Hwbiggest ^ngleshlle 
body would not welcome the tact company last week, taking a that good music people have been 16.1% share of the sa|es of the given better ^slots on a national jop 75, contrary to information on radio station."  page 12 of last week's issue. 
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Run DMC sel lo 
stop Spice run 
Ifs Like That by Run DMC vs Jason ■ Nevins was yesterday set to end ; the Spice Girls' perfect run of new 

Just prier to last Monday's release Profile had shipped nearly 300,000 units of the track on its house imprint Smile and at one point last week it was outselling the Spice Girls' Stop by two to one. The track has already topped the charts in Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands and crept into the UK's Top 75 on import. Jon Sharp, international direotor at Profile's London office, says the label want- ed to handle the track in the UK rather than licence it to a major as 

fono 

Breaking hits in europe 
Every week from March 24 

Retailers are gearing up for the video release of Spiceworld The Mov which will be accompanied by what Is expected to be PolyGram Vidée blggest-ever marketing campaign. PolyGram is keeping the exact deta of its marketing drive under wraps, but after the success of 1997 750,000-selling Officiai Volume 1 and the current Uve In Istanbul vide retailers are already readying themselves for the film's release - It « be available on both rental and sell-through - on May 25. Sarah Sande, assistant manager at HMV's Oxford Clrcus branch, predlcts the video u be one of the blggest sellers thls year. "WeTI be giving It a big push. Ti shop will plastered from top to bottom In Splce Glrls pictures," she say The movle has already grossed more than £10m at the UK box office ai a further £40m around the world. 

le, quite unusual for a fs Europe and then i Ils says. "There had "s before Christmas i 10, the imports we thoi illl get on and release ■s, However, his pi 'ill entry at number 01 lie scuppered when s. broke the Monday id Sharp says distribt investigating the bn 

hit to go around tome here," he been a buzz 
Jght we'd better 
ie were almost some retailers 9 embargo and itor Pinnacle is For a sample copy Call Anna Spemi or Richard Coles on 

+ 44 (0) 171 921 5906 
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mvi C 0 M M E N T 
SUPPORT OUR FOOTIE ANTHEM London managing director Colin Bell was a welcome visitor to our office on Friday when he arrived to give us a sneak prevîew of the officiai j England song for the World Cup. Along wlth a lot of other people, I fully expect to be belting out Three Lions again before this year Is out, but as the anthem of the terraces it now has a worthy rival in the shape of the lan McCulloch/Johnny Marr-penned (How Does It Feel To Be) On Top Of The World. Until this week, most people would have found it hard to imagine another song could repeat the feat of dellvering the requisite cheesiness of a football song wlth a modicum of musical credibillty, but On Top Of The World delivers the goods. It's hard to Judge whether it can succeed in unlting England fans - and the public at large - in such a feverish round of patriotism as the Euro '96 song. But the chorus, and closing England, Forever England refrain, should prove every bit as stirring as Football's Corning Home. Given the massive sales and profile afforded Three Lions, the compétition to secure the officiai song was understandably hot. The only hope is that the losers are big enough to throw their support behlnd the successful song. It could prove vital for the industry in dragglng tens of thousands Into the stores over what wlll inevltably be a quiet month for sales. 
Qomething else the industry may end up being grateful for is Uthe reshaped Radio Two. Increasingly lis schedule Is filling the gaping hole left by Radio One's évolution into ultra- trendlness and so successful has it been in shaklng off its dire Image that it's even becoming a tlny bit cool to admit to listening to it. Radio Two provides a much-needed outlet for pop acts aimed at an older démographie. And when the effects of its latest shake-up begin to kick in, its listening figures could also provide some embarrassing reading for Radio One. Selina Webb 

mm LEADS THE REGGAE WAVE Is Jamalcan music going to be big this summer? Almost every year we have one reggae tune that breaks the charts open, but maybe this is the year for a big breakthrough, with the wonderful Beenie Man In the Top 10 and newer acts like Sizzla on the verge of happening. Dance hall music is becoming more accepted by white rock fans because productions are getting better and better. Also, Justin Robertson's Lionrock have broken into the charts with the lovely sampled Rude Boy Rock. But the big one is still to corne - the old master Mr Prince Buster, the king of Ska, wlll definitely smash up the top five thanks to the new Levi's ad. Yes, with ska, reggae and dancehall ail hitting the charts, Chris Blackwell setting up his Island Life here and the English cricket fans returnlng from the Caribbean with a taste for the music, I think this will be a big year for the sounds from Jamaica. 
It there were a chart for popularity, Tony Blair appears to be Ion his way out of the Top 10, according to the NME articles which appeared last week. Alan McGee, Damon Albarn, Jarvis Cocker and others have viciously attacked the Labour Government for not fulfilling élection promises on welfare, single parents and éducation. The honeymoon is over for the Government and they must realise that invitlng stars like Noël Gallagher to Downing Street réceptions, attending music business functions like the Brits and attempting to appear "cool" will eut little ice with the youth of the country when Labour promotes such pollcles as the Introduction of students paying unlversity tultion fees. As I said in a recent column, the record business needs to forge links with the government of the day, whoever that is. Perhaps this government would be wlsest to continue these links at serious meetings with those who run our business, and the BPI, rather than at photo opportunlties wlth the stars. 
Tllly Rutherford's column Is a personal vlew 

Industry braced for sales slump during World Cup 
The music business Is turnlng careful eye on its release sched- ules and marketing stratégies for the month atter Brazil kicks off the World Cup against Scotland. If France '98 follows the pattern of Euro '96 and the 1994 World Cup, the Industry's spring bubble Is expected to turn into a summer slump on June 10 and wlll remaln In the doldrums until the wlnning team holsts the trophy on July 12. Retailers seem resigned to a fall in sales: album and single sales were 5.5% down during the month 

of USA '94, compared with the corresponding perlod Just prier to the tournament. There were also only 135 chart entries, nine less than the prevlous month. Slmllarly, album and single sales were 3.7% down during Euro '96. Adrlan Rondeau at Adrlans Is expecting quiet shopping alsles. "If the public Is watching the box for a month there is nothing really we can do to stop them," says Rondeau. However, the early signs are that record companies are not panlcking about summer releases. 

Parlophone marketing director Terry Felgate says, "We have to be aware the market wlll be quiet, but there are no plans to jump around the World Cup at présent." His label Is releasing Neil Flnn's Try Whlstling This and albums by Dr John and the Beastie Boys during the summer. Tony Crean, marketing director at Independiente, is planning his marketing effort for Sunhouse and Roddy Frame releases wlth the football in mlnd. "It Is a softer mar- 
number one," 

Slrange Fruit deul 

unlocks US vaults 
Pinnacle Entertainment's Strange Fruit label is planning to release a huge volume of vintage concert recordings after signing its biggest licensing deal in more than a 
vehicle for issuing archive BBC material including an ongoing sériés of Peel Sessions releases, has won exclusive European licens- ing rights for the King Biscuit Flower " —' e comprising hun- 

ie présent day of the 

BBC material in 1986. a fantastlc archive and it's taken us a while to achieve the rights there were a few people trying to get hold of it," she says. 'It's very similar to the In Concert fits in exactly 

The in corne out on April 27 and will com- prise In Concert albums by Iggy Pop (pictured above), Motorhead, Emerson, Lake and Palmer, and Gentle Giant. The sériés also marks the first time King Biscuit material has been issued in Europe. Other releases already lined up include titles by America, Canned Heat, lOcc and David Crosby, 

i 
A&M Is hoping for a second chart entry for Ladysmith Black MambazTs The Star And The Wiseman after the haunting Zulu choral track was plcked up by Heinz to spearhead its latest TV campaign. The label which had a Top 40 hit wlth the song when it was origlnally Issued last year, Is re-releaslng a Roger Sanchez remix of the single on April 13 tn coïncide wlth the screening of a sériés of the baked beans ads featurlng the song. A&IVl's head of marketing lan Ashbridge says the label and Heinz have been deluged with requests to reissue the trar from the slx-tlme Grammy nominees' latest album Heavenly "The to have stmck a chorri with tha ni.hii» .... . . . m 

Memies music 
to corne under 
Smiths revlew 
corne under the spotlight as part of a comprehensive revlew new owner WH Smith is undertaking of the 232-store chain. The revlew, which will be carried out over the next few weeks, follows the announced purchase last Monday (9) of the business from the John Menzies group for £68m which includes £10m for freehold property which Smiths intends to sell and lease back. Smiths says it is planning to bring Menzies' product range in line with the existing WH Smith-branded stores. It will retain the Menzies name for the 92 Scottish stores, but the England and Wales stores will be rebranded WH Smith and some branches will close. The purchase cornes just a fortnlght after WH Smith selling the £300m to a up by EM1 y group Advent International Corporation. 
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Mac and Hitman lead bids 

fo bring youlh la NE radio 

FM licence with a wave of applicants proposing musio stations for a young audience. Nearly half of the 14 bids received by the Radio Authority by the closing date last Tuesday (10) are applications aimed at a teen- plus âge group, while Capital Radio is looking to break new ground for UK radio with a station targeting four to 14-year-olds. Overali, there are around three times as many applications for the and Kiss licence than when Century Radio backing won the first régional licence for the north east four years ago. For this second licence, which will cover an adult population of around 2m people, dance music figures most heavily among the formats proposed with Chrysalis Radio aim- ing to open a fourth Galaxy station 

■ bidding 

Alternatlve/dance - Crash FM, 
Dance - Galaxy FM, Ice FM, Vibe FM Easy listening/MOR - Crystai FM. State FM Rock - NE Rock, Rock 105 Others - Fun Radio (children), Jazz FM (jazz, blues, soul), North East News Radio (news), Route FM (country), Virus Radio (new 

Gordon McNamee h East's Ice FM, a dance-related station promising to be at the forefront of new music. Essex Radio Group is looking to add a second Vibe FM station to its portfolio with a format comprising classic and contemporary r 

bld. The Point (Get T dance and alterm " to 30-year-olds. 

the te id 20s m The Radio Partnership's 

le Point), is a station for 15 
t's hopes rest with Crash FM, an alternative rock and dance station for a 15 to 34 audience and Pete Waterman heads the Virus Radio consortium with its new music station aimed at young 

A mix of classic and contempo- rary rock, indie and blues is pro- posed by Northern Radio Initiative's NE Rock bid, easy listening by Crystai FM, MOR and adult contem- porary by North East Broadcasting's State FM application, country music by Route FM, classic and contempo rary rock by Rock 105, and jazz, soul and blues by Jazz FM. Ken Garner, radio critic for The Express On Sunday, believes the youth bias in the applications is down to the make-up of radio in the région. "Ifs quite obvious that some bidders feel the exlsting sta- tions in the north east. including Métro and Century, mean there are big gaps in the specialist and spe- cialist youth sectors," he says. Nick Godwyn, director of Brilliant Plugging Company, believes the number of youth bids underlines a général shift in radio over the past few years towards newer music. The fîrst fruits of the renewed partnershlp between Création président Alan McGee and the Reld brothers wlll see the llght of day on April 6 with the release of The Jésus And Mary Chain's Cracking Up, the first single from the 
Munki. McGee, who managed the séminal Scottish group in the Elghties before recently signing the band to his 

dark records llke Cracking Up." McGee believes the single will appeal to long- tlme fans and a new 
kids who bought Song 2 wlll want it too. We need a bit of spunk In the charts again," 

MTV suffers royalty war setback 
MTV Networks Europe has lost the latest round in a long-runnlng légal dispute with VPL, IFPI and Warner over the payment of music video royalties. It failed to convlnce the Court of Appeal last Tuesday (10) to over- turn a High Court décision made last October whlch ordered the broadcaster to provide Its three opponents with confldentlal Infor- mation about royalty deals it had struck with BMG, EMI, PolyGram and Sony. The appeal hearing represented just the latest chapter In an ongo- Ing battle over royalty payments, whlch first reached a head In June 1992 when MTV referred VPL to the European Commission. Fourteen months later MTV launched Hlgh Court actions In the UK agalnst the majors, VPL and IFPI, with MTV claimlngthe record companies had "used VPL and IFPI 
MUSIC WEEK 21 MARCH 1998 

to collude and fix prices" for the use of videos In violation of EC compétition law. Proceedlngs agalnst BMG, EMI, PolyGram and Sony have since ended following the drawing up of confldentlal Individuel deals whlch formed the basls of thls latest part of the dispute. High Court judge Sir Richard Scott had previousiy ordered that 
the deals avallable to Warner, VPL and IFPI, a décision upheld last week. MTV is now consldering tak- ing the matter to the House of 
while UK court proceedlngs between MTV and Warner, VPL and 

BMG backs indies 
with releases link BMG is stepping up its commit- ment to indle retailers by launching a free téléphoné line supplying new 

NME is being given a . .   this Tuesday (17) in a bld to attract a new génération ofyounger readers tothe paper. The redesign, the weekly's biggest overhaul in its 46-year histo- ry. introduces joli colom on every page, new typêràces~" and non- smudging ink in a slightly smalier Sunday supplement-sized format. Editer Steve Sutherland says the changes, which follow a smalier- scale rethink about four months ago when some new type faces and sign- posting were introduced, are aimed at attractlng new readers and meet- ing the demand of record compa- nies and promoters for full-oolour ad slots, "A lot of young people have been brought up on magazines and 

mm 

new s f i Ie 
EHflP MAGIC ROLIS OUI Emap Radio Is further rolling out its Magic network of stations by replacing its Newcastle-based GNR station with two new stations. Magic 1152, which has a similar programme line-up to GNR, will cover Tyneside while new service Magic 1170 covers Teeside and North Yorkshire. 

The line, whlch is launched today (Monday), will be avallable to more than 800 dealers natlon- wide and will provide détails of new BMG releases as well as 45-second snippets of forthcomlng singles. Its Introduction follows research carrled out last August on behalf of BMG whlch canvassed the views of more than 40 Indépendant retailers In London, Manchester and Glasgow. Richard Corps, trade marketing manager for BMG, says one of the points hlghllghted was lack of access to new release information with tracks 

showease venue for April 23's Radio Academy Music Radio conférence. The conférence sessions will be taking place in the daytime at the capital's British Academy. formerly Bafta, 

SPICE GIRLS SCOOP US AWARD Spice Glrls were named favourjte pop group at the 
Entertainment Awâfâs which took place last Wednesday (11) at the Pantages Theatre m-Hollywood. The winners were chosen by customers in voting 

NAMES SIGN UP FOR T IN THE PARK Catatonia and Chumbawamba are the latest additions to the line-up for the T in the Park festival whlch is taking place at Balado near Kinross on July 11 and 12. Among the other acts confirmed are Pulp, The Seahorses, Garbage and James. 
UK HQ FOR MCGHEE ENTERTAINMENT McGhee Entertainment Inc, the US-based management company which counts Kiss, Bon Jovi and Motley Crue among its clients, Is opening a London office in Camden. London office manager Daniel Francis says the company 

NME splashes oui in colour 
to attract younger readers 

SAIES UP AT DOCDATA DOCdata Group, whlch acquired Mayking Multl Media at the end of last year, has announced a 50% sales increase for the year ended December 31, 1997 on the back of the UK acquisition and an accélération of CD-Rom sales. Sales were up to £53.1m with operating income for the same period also up 50% to £6.65m. 
GLAMMA KID WEA signing Glamma Kid's Moschino and Iceberg street hits were released on the Clarkey & Blakey label, and not as stated In last week's MW. 
FUU MONTV GOES PLATINUM The soundtrack to The R P FU" IV,0nty WaS Certified 
  twlce platlnum by the BPI last week as Madonna's Ray Of Llght and Queen's Queen Rocks were awarded their first platinum dises. A gold award went to the Fantastic 80s compilation and silver dises to Officium by Jan Garbarek and the Hilllard Ensemble, the compilations The Magical Sound Of The Pan Pipes and Superwoman, and the singles Stop by Spice Glrls ./ and Slng Up For The Reds by , Manchester Utd FC. ^ 
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IMUnH:ll. 
WHAIPRICE MUSICIK THE HIGH STBïEI? 

TITANIC (OST): J< 
URBAN HYMNS: LIFE THRU A...: F 
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9 13.99 13.99 13.99 12.99 1 9 14.49 14.49 13.99 13.99 1 9 14.49 14.49 13.99 13.99 1 
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9 12.99 3 12.9S 
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13.99 14.49 14.49 

9 12.99 12.99 11.99 12.99 1 9 12.99 12.99 12.99 13.99 1 9 13.99 13.99 12.99 13.99 1 

L3.99 12.99 13.99 12.99 13.99 9 12.99 12.99 13.99 9 12.99 9.99 N/A 9 12.99 13.49 13.99 9 12.99 13.49 13.99 9 12.99 12.99 13.99 9 10.99 10.99 N/A 9 12.99 13.49 N/A 9 12.99 12.99 12.99 

L2.99 12.49 13.99 L2.99 12.99 12.99 N/A N/A N/A 
13.57 12.82 12.77 

TOP 10 DOUBLE CD COMPILATIONS FANTASTIC 'SOsI CLUBLIFE KISS SMOOTH GROOVES 98 A LITTLE BLUES IN YOUR SO 

CARIBBEAN ULTIMATE CLUB I AVERAQE PRICE 

15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 
15.49 15.99 15.49 15.99 15.49 15.99 15.49 15.99 15.99 13.99 15.99 1- 

16.99 11 16.99 li 16.99 li 
9 15.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.49 15.99 

ALL CHANGE: Cast IMMACULATE...: Madonna LEGEND: Bob Marley/Wallers FAITH: George Mlchael 
GREATEST HITS: B Sprlngsteer 

9 16.49 15.99 15.99 15.49 N/A 9 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.49 N/A 9 15.88 15.89 15.09 15.49 15.99 15.91 

i 15,99 15.99 13.99 14.99 13.99 i 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.49 14.99 49 15.99 15.99 13.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.49 14.49 49 15.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 15.99 14.99. 15,49 13,99 99 15.99 15,99 13.99 10.99*16.99 14.99 14.99 13.99 .99 15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 13.99 14.99 .99 15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 15.99 14.99 14.99 i 15.99 15.99 14.99 13.99 14.99 I 14.99 16.99 12.99 15.49 13.99 49 15.49 99* 16.4 55 15.S 15.75 
AVE1U6E PRICE OF TOP 75 

ARTIST ALBUM CD 
AVERAOE PRICE 0FT0P10 
DOUBLE CD COMPILATION 

AVERAOE PRICE OFBACK 
CATALOGUE FULL-PRICE CD 

While both Asda and Tesco, currently boasting the highesl market shares among the musio-selling grocers, are undercutting the likes of Virgin and HMV by around £1 on chart titles, MWs latest pricing survey shows the pair of them are virtually neck 
The two supermarkets matched each other on 13 of the top 25 artist albums in their respective Peterborough stores last Monday (9), while nine of the other 10 titles they were both stocking were ail within 50p of one another. Only Aqua's Aquarium, £12.99 at Asda and £9.99 at Tesco, managed to buck the trend - overall Tesco averages £12.77 for chart artist albums with Asda comlng in Just 5p dearer. Steve Gallant, Asda's category controller 

supermarkets keeping an eye on each other's prices, it seems they are tracking the High Street players and coming to the m price. "To make sun >d value we compare our price icross the High Street and not 
Woolworths, Smiths or Our Price because people are not going to change their weekly shop because of a CD price," Although both the supermarkets surveyed continue to undercut the industry's more traditional musio retailers, 

je settling down with the EMI dii 
différer and High Street stores are charging for CDs now fairiy fixed. "The days of selling at a lower price purely to gain market share seem to be behind us." he says. "Ail of the grocers want to make money out of music so they will only drop the price for a week or couple of weeks which is what people like Our Price and Menzies do as well." Desplte the specialists continuing to charge more for titles than the 

PRICE 

POINTS 
While supermarkets may be cheaper that the High Street 

chains, among themselves pricing could not be doser 

Flnley Quaye supermarkets, the survey shows that overall the average price for chart artist albums has fallen slightly to £13.49 since the last pricing study, although this could be explained by several chains currently running offers on chart releases. Among these is HMV which is selling the likes of Robbie Williams' Life Thru A Lens and Flnley Quaye's Maverick A Strike for £12.9£ or two for £22. HMV's rock and pop manager Jonathan Rees says he is surprised the average has fallen because he notes the £14.49 price tag has been appearing more and more over the past few months on chart product. This is certainly the case with his store, as well as Virgin and Our Price, although both Woolworths and Smiths have so far held out against the higher price and instead are 

year's first Man Grey Lantern. B survey dearly il 
ick Of The en, the 

Savage G staying with £13.99 as their dearest price point, Woolworths, in turn, is also continuing to reap the benefits of its multi- buy artist promotions such as offering Madonna's Bedtime Stories album for £4.99 to anyone buying Ray Of Light. McMahon belleves that if the release is good enough people will be willing to pay £14.49 or more, but feels stores are reluctantto make the move. "It's almost as if retailers are convinced they have to sell chart releases at £12.99 or £13.99 and people won't pay more than that. Our view is that for a strong album people are willing to pay 15 quid," he says. At the other end of the scale, he says there is room to sell developing acts at a lower price, a polioy EMI has backed with lower dealer prices for the likes of last 

some significant îs with Savage Garden's self-titled début going out at £10.99 in four of the eight stores surveyed which stock it, while the other four are selling it at £11,99. This makes it up to £3 cheaper in some stores than other artist albums at the top end of the chart. On double compilations, £15.99 remains 'the standard price, but £16.99 is creeping . in more and more as record companies put up their dealer prices and retailers then 
With customers getting two CDs and around 40 tracks for their money, Rees does not believe there will be much résistance to the price rise. "It's still very good value when compared with a CD single or artist albums," he says. Back catalogue titles in some quarters appear to be gradualiy rising as the familiar "" "9 gives way to £16.49 or even 

 -  -vm.vï uan save around £5 on evergreens such as The Beatles' catalogue or Pink Floyd's Dark Side Of The Moon. Présent offers include Woolworths giving a fourth album away for every three purchased at £7.99, while Virgin is running a three for £21 campaign. Efforts to raise the price of new release singles appear to be fiagging with Spice Girls' Stop the only one going out at the full £3.99 mark up. Even key new releases such as Texas and Wu-Tang Clan's Say What You Want (AH Day, Every Day) and It's Like That by Run DMC Vs Jason Nevins were widely available last week at £1.99. while much of the Top 10 could easily be found for the same price. Included here were Natalie Imbruglia's Big Mistake and Fîve's When The Lights Go Out. both releases by BMG which last year vowed to go . iutrpi iuu witn au ns major releases, confirming that singles dlscounting is far from being on its way out. Paul Williams 
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Published monthly, PROAAO covers the world of muslc 
video, profiling the best of the lotest clips, the most creotive 

new directors and the latest video production news. 

PROMO provides comprehensive and accurate production 
and post production information, artist management 

détails, future singles releases, and MTV, VIVA, The Box 
and Chart Show piaylist information. 

Keep an eye on ail thafs fresh and innovative in the 
world of promo video - subscribe now to PROMO. 

For more information about how to subscribe to PROMO, contact: Anna Sperni or Richard Coles on tel: 0171 921 5957 or 5906 
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Sites and sounds: Winamp (left) boasts a M iveloping its own digital distribution System 

ÎHREÂTOF THE SONG SWAP SHOP 
by Simon Waldman Archangel tells me that he bas Paranoid Android by Radiohead on offer, Culcuiro thanks Musicman for Today by the Smashing Pumpkins and says he can give him Brimful Of Asha by Cornershop in return. Olw recommends a site in Roland that has the latest Madonna single and Arkany asks if anyone has anything from Skunk Anansie. This slightly surreal and decidediy illégal gathering happened on the internet one night last week. Something similar will be going on tonight, and every night for that matter. The participants are sending each other songs over the net. The internet term is "swapping MP3s". MP3 is short for MPEG3, a compression technique that reduces a sound or video file to about 10% of its normal digital size while losing little of the quality. You need not concern yourself with how it Works, but you should be very concerned about what it means for the industry. A student sitting in a university computer room can nomnally download an MP3 track in around three minutes, at home over a normal modem it might take 20. The sound quality is excellent - Winamp, the most 

free at http://www.winamp.com) even boasts a ICrtiand graphie equalizer. Once you start looking, there is plenty of music available - the vast majority of it illégal. A swift trawl round the net one night brought me a fair old compilation disc's worth of audio from Blur. Ail Saints, The Chemical Brothers, Smashing Pumpkins, Pearl Jam and others. That it is so widely available is hardly surprising. Anyone with the right software (again, available for free on the net) can take a track off a CD and turn it into an MP3 file - the correct term, 

Three site owners were finaily taken to court with damages amounting to more than $lm stipulated against each of them. in the end, they were spared having to pay the damages, but the message given out by the settlement was more important than any money that might have changed hands. As Hilary Rosen, président of the RIAA, said at the time: "While we forego collecting damages from these défendants, that may not be the norm in the future. People are now on notice that their action may have serious conséquences." The RIAA's recent end-of-year anti-piracy report concluded, "Given the speed and ease of widely-transmitted information on the internet, the potential harm to copyright owners is exponentially greater than traditional acts of piracy." As a resuit, they have a full-time team tracking down sites containing copyright material, as well as software that constantly trawls the net looking for offenders. Much of it can be deait with swiftly and easily. They simply send a cease-and-desist letter or e- 

MBB BDDB 
of the week 

SIMPLE MINDS 
(www.simplemmds.com) 

m Neapolis 
There are no officiai figures ' of MP3 swapping that is taking a look at ber of people who 

files. Michael Roberts, founder of the main site information about MP3, (http://www.mp3.com). 

month. Even if that figure is exaggerated, it gives an idei of the scale of the problem. We are not simply talking about a few dozen geeks. The Recording Industry Association of America certainly takes it seriously. Last year it cracked down oi some 250 sites offering MP3s. The problem was not only with sites offering currt 

Simple Minds have launched officiai Internet site to coïncide with the 
(March 16). In keeplng with Simple Minds' reinvention, the site employs the latest Internet plug-in and uses eye-catching design executed in a futuristic style reflecting the look and feel of the new album. There are 

nlghts slnce the slte's launch on February 25. There Is a football page 
Scotland's performance In the World Cup. The full version of the site requires a Shockwave Flash plug-in which takes 
download, but a non plug- in version is being launched later in March. is designed by Motion Pixels with of the band. 

<s off a 

where students like to set up their own illégal archives. But even this is not enough. MP3 files can flit around the globe with ease. The RIAA can send a letter to a site (and it does this several times a week), but within hours, the owner of the site can set up on a différent machine. And, just as with CD manufacturing, enforcement can be rather tricky in certain parts of the globe. While download sites in the US have been stamped on, there are still plenty of goodies to be found behind the old iron curtain. Try heading to http://mp3.mtl.pl/ftp/lista/ in Roland if you fancy a copy of Ail Saints' Never Ever. For the regulatory bodies it will get better before it gets worse. True, there are serious and sensible efforts being made to guarantee artists royalties for their work on the net. Last year here in the UK, the PRS established its first internet trial iicenses, and in a month's time the BMI in the US will be paying artists their first internet royalties. But movement in corporate and officiai circles is sluggish compared to developments among the pirates. Consider how quickiy we have moved to get where we are now. Only two years ago, thmgs were very différent when it was easy 
connections to download creaky 30-second clips of songs from various sites. Oh how executives laughed when told that this might be the future. Even now, the sound snips available from officiai sites are hardly worth getting excited about. Now, however, r 

Independlente's CD-Rom version of Vltro's début album Distort features a video game Invented by the bî must be played to   
addltlonal track. - As well as featurlng the 
singles, Orange, _. . Mentally Dull and Biji-Î!? ; Ji" Set It Down, Distort enables users to play the Space Invaders-style video game called Defender. But players need to progress to a high level of the game before the track will play. A spokesman for the label says, "The only way you can get a chance to hear the extra track is by scoring high." The 12- track enhanced version of the album also Includes the videos of Liquid, Mentally Dull and Set It Down. 
Californian-based Imagine Radio is iaunching a new internet radio service which combines elements of conventional radio with the immediacy of the net. Chris Anderson, président of the station's parent group Imagine Media, says the new service wiil offer 16 genre-based music stations ranging from jazz to .alternative rock. Web surfers will also be able to find out artlst names and song titles, rate their favourite tracks and customise their own song rotation within any given station. Anderson says, "It combines the best of radio programming with the interaotivity of the internet and will revolutionise the concept of radio." A spécial software tuner can be downloaded to access Imagine at http:www.imagineradio.com. 
Pitchshifter are ensuring their new web site gets the widest possible exposure by namlng their new album after It. The web site was launched last Monday (9) to coïncide with the release of the 

in MP3 ing worth committing 
The irony of ail this is that MP3 actually has the potential to be quite good for some artists. While Ail Saints might not be too pleased about people downloading their work, there are plenty of small bands delighted that people can hear what they're up to wilhout the need for a record deal and fighting for rack space in a megastore. Michael Roberts at http://www.mp3.com lets bands put up their singles and sell them for around 55 cents each, the system and everyone 

(http://www.liquidaudio.com) or AT&T's new offering a2b music (http://www.a2b.com) that will ail offer copyright protection. But these are simply technologies and, in truth, the problems with digital distribution have little to do with technology and everything to do with the potential chaos it might cause between artists, labels and retailers. Inevitably, ail three groups have to get their heads around digital distribution - whether they like it or not. After ail, a sizeable chunk of the US record buying public already has, and it might not be wiiiing to wait much longer for the industry to catch up. 

Matt Logan, creative director of Skyrock Internet Services, which designed the Interactive site, says it is probabiy the first time an album has taken its title from a net address and adds that there are immédiate opportunities to market the site alongside the album. "The site will be vlsited by the entire fan base and anyone else who sees the web address," he says. 
Online entertainment specialists Mischief New Media is planning to launch what it claims will be one of the 
sites. MusicStation will go live next month and will combine two of Mischief's most popular music-orientated web sites: the music news MusicNewswire and TV guide RockOnTV. New Media président Jason Hirschhom says the new web site, which has been in development for around a year. will feature an artist archive, fan forums, a music collector database and a detailed listings section. It wiil also offer a fast, free news compilation service which is updated every 20 minutes. The new site will be available at musicstation.com. 
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BABYBIRD 

Steve Lewis, Echo boss and chief executive of the Chrysa 'There's a misconceptlon that Babybird are 
songs llke You Gorgeous beca 
massive hit. tackle that' - Steve Lewis 

write after it happened. his songs to be heard widely but he bas high standards and he didn't want to become formulaic." Bad Old Man and the other 10 songs which accompany it are anything but shiny, polished radio fodder. Instead they display fresh depth, complexity and previously untapped layers of darkness. °l thought it would be a Vou're Gorgeous to write, but those songs were i ' and I found it quite eas explains Jones. "Many of the songs melanchollc-sounding a 

ly lyrics, 

m that verse-chorus-verse thing." The as-yet-unnamed new album - working title Hate Songs has been dropped for being 
at II Cortej in southern Spain, scene of BjôrK's Homogenic project. Although written and demoed on four-track like Jones' vast back catalogue (he released his fifth lo-fi album Dying Happy last summer), an important considération this time was that he was recording a fresh set of material especially created for the band, Babybird, and it helped shape the resuit significantly. "l'd say there's a compelling argument is the first proper Babybird 

TOÎÊffl 

Netherlands airplay charts while holding spots in other charts across Europe. Polydor is releasing the record in the UK on June 8 ahead of Eagle-Eye's rootsy album Desireless, which features his sister Tityo singing on one of the tracks as well as a song written by his late father. 
LODGER When ex-Powder vocalist Pearl Lowe began collaborating with Will Poster and Neil Carlill from Delicatessen, they found themselves heading into an eclectic mix of musical directions. But it was only whi drummer Danny Goffey put hi; 
helped out with demo funding, that the four became Lodger. Although ail are committed to the band, Danny's Supergrass rôle means that he is not involved in their Island Records deal, ! which was signed in January 1997. Lodger's first single, l'm leaving, (out on April 13) is a duet between Pearl and Neil, containing the kind of theatrics they want to incorporate into their future live shows. Their 

poppy ones. But this album's certainly more depth and substance about it," 
r the breadth and depth of Stephen's terial, and what they've delivered is a ord which builds on the band's greater maturity 

first example of that. Ail together now: he drowned his stepson in the duck pond. Mlke Pattenden 
Act: Babybird Label: Echo Project: single/ album Songwriter: Stephen Jones Producer; Babybird Publisher: Chrysalis Music Released: April 27/August '98  

STEVE 
LAMA ION A&R 

Cagey. There's definitely a feeling of caginess in the air. l'm not saying that A&R staff are slipping into that condition known as "Politicians Paranoia", but the milliners of London must be doing a roaring trade of late, because everyone's keeping everything under their hats. Not that this is a new trend of course. In the same way that Channel Four films are preceded by a warning about strong language and nudity, most A&R conversations don't even get close to the juicy bits till after the continuity announcer tells you, "This is between you and me" or "This is strictly off the record." My head's so full of stuff that's strictly off the record at the moment that l'm having trouble keeping conversations going for more than two 
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minutes without clamming up...Um, erm, um. Oh sod it. Anyway, here are a few things that are fit to print, starting with a gig that's so notorious that either you might know about it already, or you were actually there: Badly Drawn Boy's recent Manchester show. It sounds brilliant. In front of the massed ranks of about 400 labels the lights dim and Badly Drawn Boy starts his set. Only he's not there - the opening songs of the set are a film of him playing at home, projected on to a screen on the stage. Now that's style. If anyone's going to force a reaction out of the public this year then it's the Beta Band and Badly Drawn Boy. And, to be honest, it's good to see some music emerging that doesn't adhéré to the rulebook (would it surprise 

you to know that Mogwai's last album has already outsold a number of new major label pop acts over the past six months?)...There was a big industry presence as well for Sniper at the Camden Underworld supporting the incredible Japanese techno terrorists Boom Boom Satellites. Sniper, the latest heavy big-beat- meets-rock-noise outfit - featuring guitars, drums and gadgets - have a single out shortly called Crossfader Dominator (already weli-received in the clubs, l'm told)... Fînally, staying with the dance theme, a mad but infectious tape from Naive, mixing big beat, hip hop and so many samples of people swearing it's cool. One of the tracks is called I Have a Cold Shower Every Morning Before I Go Mad. Top notch. 



unbelievable 
T R U T H 

put on hold. but the hiatus g spring they signed to Virgin, ariro their melancholic, dreamy songs riding the coattails of Yc 
Virgin A&R director Paul Kinder love with their "expansive sonic landscapes" the way the songs are traditional but passionately executed. "They're the a of the Britpop thing. There's nothing brash about them and ifs a brealh of fresh air," 

'They're the 
antithesis of Britpop. 

There's nothing 
brash about them 
and it's a breath 

of fresh air' - 
Paul Kinder 

Before the Virgin deal, Unbelievable Truth put out a 1,000 copy release on the Oxford indépendant Shifty Disco. Virgin has taken a slow building approach with them, releasing the Stone EP and then their first single Higher Than Reason, which made the Top 40. Solved, due out on April 27, is another track taken from their upcoming album Almost Here, released on May 11. After playing a radio session in drummer Nigel Powell's bedroom, the band were attracted by the idea of doing a live set on the web, where they already have their owp site. Not only can fans log on to hear the 

W A I W A N 
^hrysalis is taking a deliberately hands-off approach with Waiwan, the first signing to its Autonomy offshoot. ' " début album Distraction is due out on March 30 on the new which Chrysalis A&R director and général manager Gordon Biggins says was set up specifically for artists such as Wai to be "allowed to breathe without being tarred by a major corporation's brush". Wai wrote, played on and produced the entire album, a genre-crossing work which demonstrates his fondness for hip hop, 

Biggins, who describes Autonomy as a dance label with music you can't dance to. says the marketing strategy for Waiwan is initially focusing on getting the album out on the street and into clubs, reaching record buyers who mlght also own Roni Size and Lamb records. To that end, last year's 12 inoh Revenge and the recent single Goddess were deliberately low profile to build 
Raised in Hull, Wai moved to ago and took a job in Silk Studios where he soon found hii recording a demo at the suggestion of its directors, and now his Stanley and Rose Marley. Chrysalis stepped in 
The soulfulness and depth moi v the use of lyrios (with the exception vocalists on some tracks) is clearly .„.„i on attention. Wai. who is seeking a publishing i someone puts that belief in you without cre, really good sign." Wai is continuing to find his sound in the balance between computerised and live r - The album's title refers to things in Wai's Personal life that catch his eye and then subconsciously seep into his songs. Autonomy's hope is the record will have a similar effect on critics and fans alike. Ann Carmody 

nages to express without ouple of friends as guest ted Chrysalis's il, says, "When 

Some might say Independiente is going out on a limb with its latest priority act Sunhouse glven that the three plece only played their first gig two weeks ago at The Flowerpot pub in Derby. But there is an air of unshakeable confidence in the act at the label launched from the ashes of the postPolyGram deal with Go! Dises by Andy Macdonald two years ago, Thus any fears about the unusual route taken by singer-songwriter Gavin Clarke and his cohorts are countered by a strong belief in their deceptively simple, often brooding but always mélodie music, which was first displayed on the recent limited édition Small Time EP, as well as new single Monkey Dead (released on March 23) and fortheoming album Crazy On The Weekend. Clarke, 27, only started making music properly two years ago when movie director Shane Meadows (currently receiving plaudits for Twentyfourseven starring Bob Hoskins) asked his long-time friend for tracks for the hilarious verite-style short Small Time, which cost £5,000 and wowed the film festival circuit last year. Independiente's A&R and publishing manager John Niven says, "Gavin has never been in a band, or played in a youth club, or made démos g|| until relatively late «1 in life. The resuit 
created his own very off-the-wall, untutored approach which gives him an oblique way of looking at things musically." ' d by Paul Bacon's guitars, including and slide, as well as the intuitive nés of Rob Brooks (who is the only any musical pedigree as a member of Midiands indie outfit the Telescopes). Clarke's gruff vocals and bittersweet lyrical observations mark Sunhouse out from the crowd, particulady on tracks such as the epic-sounding Hard Sun, the acutely romantic Crazy On The Weekend and the upbeat Monkey Dead. Marketing director Tony Crean says, 'Sunhouse are part of a move 

I M 0 G 
The transition of Imogen Heap fre School prodigy to artist in her o\ is being guided by former Creati Tim Abbott. The marketing man behind Oasis's first two albums and ex-manager of Robbie Williams was called in by Almo last summer to act as an independent marketing adviser. His input has led to Heap's évolution into a gigging artist who has earned herself respect at venues and 

i MD 

part-fund his Better label and signings Smaller and Nightnurse, says, 'I was called in to give her a bit of earthliness. She's a really talented kid - there's a good British soul voice and singer-songwriter in there. "I sat down with her and told her to get 

wants to be in a band." Ahead of the release of her single Shine (out on March 30), Almo is well aware of the classically-trained 20-year-old's obvious selling points. At six foot two, with red hair and an ability to write hone'st, beat-laden guitar songs with a passion best compared to Kate Bush and Patti Smith, Heap is an arresting personality. Her début album, I Mégaphone (an anagram of her name), is released in.June/July and includes a complex range of ideas. From the dusky ballad Sleep to the more radio-friendly 
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SUNHOUS 

Wm 

ever been in a band, played 
youfh club or even made démos 

until relativeiy late in life. The resuit is 
that he bas created bis own off-the-wall 
untutored approach' - Niven 

I and bathroom," says I Clarke, This, according to 

'lt was no surprise to me that, say, The Verve have had two massive hits with ballads, and Sunhouse are working the same acoustic area, which has a blues feel, but it's not T woke up this moming' stuff. This 1s uplifting, fluid and lyrical," Crean reveals that he came across Sunhouse as a direct resuit of getting into short films when working with Portishead at Gol Dises. "We had a band which wouldn't leave the studio or do interviews, so we used a film (the 1995 release Dummy) to introduce them," he says. "Frorn that we made a film called Spooktime for the Trash Can Sinatras, which was shown at the Cork Film Festival. And that's where I first saw Small Time and was really taken with the music for it." 

Signed in 1996, Sunhouse have already amassed an impressive body of work as a resuit of enforced creative hot-housing. Clarke admits to not being fazed when rs point to comparisons with artists -Dm waits, Beth Orton says, "We were stuck sn Trent and spent ust working on tracks. l've got th any of the comparisons. n being compar ! the Birdie Son the father of thi the range of instrumentation, frorn bare bones acoustic paeans to lush use of strings and organ washes, to the trio's approach. "We're not kids: the 

working in a big 
matched the personality of the band on record," he 

And, says Niven, the resulting tracks should appeal across the board, rather than just to the Q and Mojo set. Already the NME has lumped Sunhouse in with the likes of The Unbelievable Truth, Gomez and Witness in the hastily constructed "stool rock" genre of 

average ag necessary be 

Niven says, "I think their audience is going to be much younger than we first anticipated. Monkey Dead is already being played to death on XFM and I can see it making the transition to Radio One." Which suddenly doesn't seem ail that far away frorn an audience of family and friends at The Flowerpot. Paul Gorman 
Act: Sunhouse Label: Independiente Project: single/album Songwriter; Gavin Clarke Producer: John Reynolds Studio: Reynolds' home Publisher: Independiente Music Released; March 23/May '98 

EN H E A P 
Corne Here Boy (second single due in May) ' Tm trying to keep it they are the kind of songs which made names for the likes of Tori Amos and PJ 

to Heap by former going to 
or its music and just wanted to meet musiciansl If l'd known it was 

Almo/Rondor European président Ralph Simon and was employed after the bt " set of recordings with producer Dave 
wouldn't have gone," she says. Abbott adds, "The Brit School thing puts you Stewart were scrapped in fâvour of her work a spoilt child prodigy. But she with Guy Sigsworth (Bjork) and David Ki (Soul Coughing). He says, "You have to the long term. But this isn't about bankroliing, she's been ce 

'This isn't about bonkrolling. She's been caught on the 
peripberv and just hasn't iound the slol yef - Abbott 

periphery and just hasn't found the slot yet." Essex public schoolgirl Abbott admits he has eut back on was found when campaigns to let the vibe around Heap grow manager Mark Wood organicaily. He adds,'A marketeer can't walked in one day break a band. It's my job to put it in front of and discovered l enough people in retail. Corne Here Boy is Heap "messing one of the least painful ballads l've heard around" on a piano for âges. It strikes a çhord here, and Radio during a lunch One have said they like It and are going to break, have a go with it." After waiting The plan is already working. The 1,000 two years for her Mft limited édition release of the intense Getting to finish her A- 1 ' Scared in November was an XFM single of levels, Wood the week and received rave reviews. But as trawled her one of the first talents to emerge frorn the around re—"" Brit School, Heap has found it hard to labels, dt accept that is how she will be plgeonholed. which time 
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labels, during ïl whirh time she 1k 

Garbage - Push It (Mushroom) The first single frorn the May-released album Version 2.0 is intense, noisy, looping and very, very addiotive (single, out April 27) Agnes - album sampler (Island) The Cocteau Twins-style touches and emotional songwritlng of this glrl-fronted duo make their first tracks real growers (album, out late summer) Melys - Diwlfr (Aftic) Be st aptly ta: i word for sweet if this offering is anything to go by (single, out March 30) Superstar - Palm Tree (Deconstruction) The songwriting and canny mélodies make this one of the standout records of the year so far (album, out April 13) Ledger - l'm Leaving (Island) The 51st way to leave your lover has got to be to post them this record (single, out April 13) The Wallflowers - Three Marlenas (Universal/lnterscope) The video and the song win hands down for beckoning in the spring sunshine (single, out March 23) Babybird - Bad Old Man (Echo) An inspired change of direction which is increasingly addictlve with every play (single, out April 20) The Bluetones - If (Superior Quality/A&M) It's the naggingly brilliant Hey Jude references in this track which make The 'Tones stand out frorn Oasis of late (single, out April 20) Lo-Fidelity Allstars - Vision incision (Skint) Downtempo big beat which sets up a whirlwind year for these tipsters' favourites (single, out April 13) The Dandy Warhols - Not If You Were The Last Junkie On Earth (Parlophone) Witty lyrics make ail the différence (single, out April 20) 
performed her first ever gig in front of 150,000 people in a slot between Eric Clapton and The Who at 1996's Prince's Trust Concert in Hyde Park. The next day she came back to earth with a gig at Parsons Green Craft Fair. Interest ran a line through Gut, Food and the Sony labels but Heap went with Almo because of James Dewar at Rondor. "First of ail I was just going for publishing and looking for a development deal but I met James and went frorn there. I loved James Dewar," she says. Other acts on Almo include Redwood and the recent signing Boomboom Mancini, but Heap is a clear priority in the UK and abroad. General manager Tony Quinn says, "Imogen is a major signing for Almo. She has that certain something, It ilr [on otl ir acts) to say sh she's the one we've most ! clearly got a focus with and will market outside the UK." \ He says American, European J and Auslralian releases are • planned. "She's quite mature ; in her songwriting and I don't 

I worldly." adds Quinn. Almo sees ILR support as key to Heap's success and she has toured at least 20 stations, often performing Impromptu acoustic sets. Heap is happy to do the graft - as long as the Brit School connection isn't dragged up ad infinitum. "l'd llke to get some crédit for being an individual." she says. Stephen Jones 
It 
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DAHL 
persuaded BMG to launch her internationally vvith an album of songs drawn exclusively from the Thirties, Forties and Fifties. "She's a real priority artist for us in the UK this year," says BMG Conifer marketing 

manager foi 
"Wilh her vocal sivle ond looks plus Ihe 
success she's alrendv hnd in Europe, we and 
Ihinlt she'll do verv well over here. She's 

neriect (or a vounner nudience which 

style 
already had in 
she'll do very well 

- Grdinne Devine. BMG Comler 

promoktnly live recording cinéma commercial by perfumier Cacharel ■ -  on the continent and has already been released in France, Germany, Denmark, Japan and the US, where it received a mixed reaction. Although one LA-based jazz reviewer declared it the "worst jazz album of 
of the history of the music have been beguiled by Ekdahl's delivery and impressed by the muscular, unreverential playing of the Peter Nordahl Trio. Ekdahl's fresh and idiosyncratic style is reminiscent of alternative talents such as Stina Nordenstam than Roxette, and BMG is planning to centre its late spring campaign around the singer's looks and personality, using men's and style magazines as well as selected TV 

At a time when Scandinavian music is making a huge impact through acts such as Aqua, The Cardigans, Robyn and Michael Learns To Rock, Ekdahl's naive yet knowing vocal style and a current shortage of young Julie London-like stylists should guarantee both média 

Artist: Lisa Ekdahl Title: When Did You Leave Heaven Label: RCA Victor 562662 Publisher: various Studio: Studio Atlantis, Stockholm Released: May 5 

JAZZY 

brtmdîng 
Manchester and London-based broadcaster Jazz FM has begun the year with an aggressive new High Street retail campaign. By revamping its marketing and retail opération, it hopes to increase the brand's revenue potential. Its successful compilation album business - which has been responsible for titles such as Dinner Jazz, Groovin' High, Listen In Colour and Spirit Of The Street - wiii now focus on new artists and original 

The move follows th FM's enterprise department of former Music Store marketer Mark Doyle and a subséquent deal struck with distributor Beechwood. "We're very lucky to have experts on every sector of jazz within the station," says Doyle. "Part of the rethink involves making more use of their talent-spotting and A&R skills." 
s first re ible CD compilation, which Doyle.. 'designed to piggyback on the relaunch of the station". Featuring core artists such as Miles Davis and Ella Fitzgerald, it has already sold 8,000 units in the UK. But the pinning its future hopes on Spirit Of The Street 2, due on April ;essor which was released September 1997, and has sold 5,000 units to date, the new compilation centres on progressive, dance-related jazz. Marketing will include a £25,000 on-air promotion campaign, national listening-post exposure, a premium-rate phone number supplying hlghlights, and compétitions in major style and music magazines. More albums planned for May and June will feature Blacknuss, Erykah Badu, Terry Cailler, Down To The Bone and Courtney Pine - ail of whom are currently favourites with dance and pop stations. Jazz FM intends that its new venue, The Cafe Jazbar in Liverpool's Albert Dock oomplex, will also play a key rôle in its future plans. 

running radio stations," says Doyle. "Now we're hoping to broaden public awareness of the Jazz FM brand." lan Nlcolson 

RIDING A DIFFERENT WAVE 
In 1995 an albumcalled The Sea, by Norwegian composer and pianist Ketil Bjprnstad and his fusion quartet, was or of celebrated German jazz label ECM's r 

By fusing the mélodie skills of classically- trained cellist David Dariing and pianist Bjprnstad with the unmistakeable jazz styles of drummer Jon Cristensen and guitarist Teije Rypdal, the group broke new ground and garnered UK sales approaching 2.000 

ict the notion that are difficult or the fact that we'd played some of the pièces in concert before we began recording in December 1996 really helped." ' is also very happy with the 

the tierce, emotionally-charged interplay guitar and drums. Steve Sanderson, EC 

strong individuals for The Sea, and I think he found them," he says. The Sea II will be backed by co-promo ads in the Guardian, with HMV and Virgin, and Jazz W/se magazine as well as listening in the iarger retailers. rat would really develop this into the frontline is a UK concert tour," says Sanderson. "We have our fingers crossed arranged for the summer." ire currently planning a of concert performances from both albums in Germany, Austria and France, and ' ' s band will also be irway in June. lan Nlcolson 
Artists: Ketil Bjarnstad, David Dariing, Jon Christensen, Terje Rypdal Tltle: The Sea 11: Label: ECM 5373412 Pubiisher: ECM Verlag/Gema Producer: Manfred Eicher; Studio: Rainbow Studios, Oslo Released; out now 
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TO FOiLOW... 
n :■ . . ; ■"iê- • RAY BRYANT TRIO: ■ BWf j Tribute... (JVC 9031). Out p F now. Bryant présents a set of superbly reçorded (■|P^salutes to-.Btfme of the jl greatsof jazz piano, m M ^ rii i featuring Ray Drummond and Winard Harper. JOHN KLEMMER & OSCAR CASTRO-NEVES; Simpatico (JVC 9025). Out now. This long- lost collection of atmospheric collaborations between the Sevenlies sax and guitar stars lives up to its réputation. SUSANA BACA: Susana Baca (Luaka Bop 946627). Out now. Ex-Talking Head David Byrne's label picks a winner with African/ Latin fusion from outstanding Peruvian singer Baca. MILES DAVIS; The Complété Columbia Studio Recordlngs (Columbia C6K 67398). Out now. This six-CD remastered anthology of the master trumpeter's work should prove a blockbuster. 

ROY ELDRIDGE: And His Little Jazz Vol. 1 (RCA Victor 511412). Out now. These 1950 Vogue masters see Eldridge teamed with fellow Goodman alumni Zoot Sims and Dick Hyman as well as be-boppers Gerald Wiggins and Kenny Clarke. CHARLIE HUNTER & POUND FOR POUND: The Return Of The Candy Man (Blue Note 8231082). Out now. This engaging hip hop and pop release from a rising guitar star should win lots of crossover coverage. ! KENNY WERNER TRIO: A Delicate Balance (RCA Victor 51694). Out now. Jack De Johnette and Dave Holland add clout to îr's half-bop, half- rn piano stylings. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Brazil Now (EMI Hemisphere 93157). Out now. This timely repackage of some of EMI Latin's greatest assets includes Nascimento, Gil, Pinheiro, Elias, Veloso and Brown. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Tonight @ Mezzo (Timewarp MZCD001). Out now. This branded compilation of acts booked into Conran's Soho eatery lies in with plans to develop it as a showcase.for jazz in London. CHARLIE HADEN/CHRIS ANDERSON: None But The Lonely Heart (Nalm CD022). Out now. A magical 1997 live New York recording from the legendary bassist and a pianist noted for his spirit, his uniquely delicate touch and rich harmonie sense. TRILOK GURTU: Kathak (Escapade ESC 03655). IVIarch 23. Guest vocal appearances by Neneh Cherry should broaden the appeal of this East/West classical/modern fusion album by the master Indian percussionist. ELVIN JONES & JIMMY GARRISON SEXTET FEAT. McCOY TYNER: Illumination (Impulse! 12502). March 23. Ex-Coltrane Quartet members are joined by saxophonist Charles Davis on six jazz jewels from 1963. 

Andy PHARAOH SANDERS: Thembi (Impulse! 12532). March 23. Airplay and advertisin,, should kick off this percussion-rich reissue of staple Seventies material from the man once accused of killing off modem jazz by joining the Coltrane Quartet. SUN RA: Space Is The Place (Impulse! 12492). March 23. The rare groove status of the title eut should attract buyers to these Seventies gems which are available on CD for the first time. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Perrier Young Jazz Awards - The Winners (Jazz FM CD7). March 30. This compilation of jazz award- winners Includes best new album winner Richard Fairhurst's quartet The Hungry Ants. DAVE HOLLAND QUINTET; Points Of View (ECM 5570202). April 6. This radio-friendiy follow-up to Angel Eyes teams Britain's best- known bassist with Robin Eubanks' trombone, Steve Wilson's saxes and Steve 

GLENN MILLER/ANDREWS SISTERS: The Chesterfield Broadcasts (RCA VICTOR 63113), April 6. These never before released 193940 radio recordings have been skilfully restored and edited into a single 50-minute CD which should pr 

Santamaria, Silver, Davis ar MAL WALDRON: Soul Eyes (RCA Vi 538872). April 6. The fo 
ir Coltrane, Dolphy and Holiday, VARIOUS ARTISTS: This Is Jazz Vols. 3140 (Columbia). April 20. The latest batch from Sony's mid-price sériés includes Franklin, Holiday, Brubeck, Duke, Hancock, Ellington and Clarke. lan Nicolson 

Music will speak truth by itself. 

Mikio Masuda 
BLACK DAFFODILS 
featuring Ron Carter & Lewis Nash 

"...a jazz album of rare beauty and elegance" Q Magazine 
"A remarkable effort." The Independent 
'Tnspirear Glasgow Herald 
"Carter and Nash are faultless" Echoes 

The Ray Bryant Trio 
TRIBUTE TO JAZZ PIANO FRIENDS 

featuring Ray Drummond &. Winard Harper 
"feft,' OVC 9031-2) , 

"...perfeet timing...and a gift for drawing the full 
riehness from a piano." Hot Tickets 

"...full-voiced propulsive style searcely changed in 
30 years and remains as seduetive as ever," The Observer 

Ë'i 

JVC Distributed by Direct. Order now on 0171 281 3465 
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SiHGLtreviews 
1 CONNER REEVES: Read J My Mind (Wildstar | WILD4). Reeves' ation as one of the I UK's brightest new R&B ' rs can only be " strengthened by this solid, self-penned single, which bas Stevie Wonder influences stamped ail the way through it. Remixed (rom the album by Spice Girls, Space and Llghthouse Family remixer Jeremy Wheatley. it's not as distinctive as My Father's Son, but with Radio One playllst support already gamered together with TV appearances on the likes of Live And Kicking, Big Breakfast and This Mornlng, 

third successive Top 20 hit. HH 6 CHRIS REA; The Blue Cafe (East West EW159CD). More than seven years after his commercial peak with Road To Hell, Rea Is back again singing about "miles of endless roads" on this. the title and closing track of his current album. Thematically and musically it's as typically Rea as you can get, so much so that, despite its admittedly pleasant melody, it cornes across aimost as a colour-by-numbers exercise. Given the current radio climate, airplay could be difficult to corne by. 13 D K-CI & JO JO: Love Always (MCA/Geffen MCSTO 40156). Following the success of their recent album (now gone platinum and • still climbing). K-Oi & Jo Jo have taken time out from Jodeci to concentrate on separate projects. Already reaching number one in the Rhythmic Top 40 this romantic ballad, marked by the duo's sweet-sounding harmonies, is sure to please their female fans. The catchy chorus should ' 

QndQDB 
of the week 

JUICE: Best Days (Chrysalis CDCHS5081). The delightful début single from this Danish R&B trio sees them wooing us both with their smooth vocals and with a catchy melody. Produced by SoulShock and Karlin - who have worked with Toni Braxton and Boyz II Men - it is a radio- friendly track whose crossover appeai makes it stand eut from the current crop of R&B contenders. It reached number five in the Danish album chart and is number two in the officiai national airplay chart. It's currently on the B-list at Choice FM, as well as already proving its worth at an impressive number five in| the RM urban chart. Juice will showcase thi talents supporting the UK's most successful i, 911, on a UK 

e - ■ 

i 

The Big g, The O Zone 

will help with club exposure. H H PROLAPSE: Deanshanger (Radar ScancsZT). This is a characteristic effort by Prolapse in which their post-punk style - very Gang of Four - is tempered with wit, like a Chumbawumba with a sense of humour. Deanshanger is about how everything in the Eighties was awful, except one unnamed band - presumably not GoF, because they'd split up by then. S13 FIRE ISLAND FEAT. LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY: Shout To The Top (JBO JNR5001573). Terry Farley and Pete Heller draft in top US diva Loleatta Holloway for this funky disco cover of the 1984 Style Council hit. Besides its slickly-produced main mix, it boasts remixes from Frankie Knuckles. Club 69, Industry Standard and Roach Motel. Currently on Radio One's B-list and a former RM club chart-topper. it's also topped the CoolCuts chart. H H 

i Buildings. Big and brash in punctuated with acoustic i thrashed out with energy and by Radio One    _ _. ne's last single Top 75. 1313 EB i m iss y MISDEMHNOUR ELLIOTT: Beep Me 911 (East West E3859CD). With two Top 40 singles 
from her Supa Dupa Fly i, Missy returns with its best track. Smooth vocals from 702 and a rap from Magoo are underpinned by a skittering drum pattem. It relies less on a hooky sample than The Rain or Sock It To Me, but it's ail the better for that. 13 H l.i3..)!U.;,!ilMELYS: Diwifr (CD Frost 104). Mixing Welsh and English lyrics around the subject of painful reiationships, Melys' first single is a haunting, c ultimately tuneful - into your brain by tl 'no wires' in Welsh - sees Parker telling dark taies of maltreatment set against n 

jm, Rumour & Curses, out in June. The CD single oontains two other tracks, In Love With Danielle Steel, and Paper Stone & Scissors. Top stuff. 13 S 

Semeday I Find You/ 

ALABAMA 3: Ain't Goin' To Goa (Elemental ELM45CD). What sounds at first an unlikely candidate for the Top 40 is on second listen a very catchy housed-up blues/country number about rejecting everything new agey. Gospel tinges and cynical exhortations to spurn the Goa experience have attracted Radio One producers, who have dropped the song onto the As Featured playlist. House mixes from 187 Lockdown, Utah Saints and others will 
Alabama 3 are supporting C the US throughout March betore neaouning In the UK in April. Expect this to be the band's first hit, 1313 BEN FOLDS FIVE; Brick (Epie EPC 665661-2). Although lyrics like "She's a brick and l'm drowning slowly" might not suggest it, this is an inspired song. The third single from the platinum album Whatever And Ever Amen is a heavy-hearted ballad with an anthemic chorus which could deliver the trio a big hit. Featuring bowed bass and a great vocal performance from Ben Folds, Brick was a Simon Mayo and Chris Moyles record of the week and has been played twice on The Chart Show. Features are running in Melody Maker, Vox, The Big Issue and Uncut around the release date. Watch out for Lego pianos which will be used as compétition giveaways. H H Bit LIE MYERS; Kiss The Rain (Universal UND 56182). Kiss The Rain has already enjoyed terrifie radio play and retail support - an upfront A-list by Radio One, Capital and many other stations - and is a single of the week for both Asda and Woolworths. And it's easy to see the crossover appeai of Billie Myers. She's successfully married her distinctive soulful voice and strong presence to a trendy soft-rock backing. The song has a strong chorus, but if anything is a little formulaic. Following her UK showcase on March 18, Billie Myers plays dates in 

musical maturity and et suggests great things of their first album, out in April. Expect everyone to know their name soon. 133 ULTRA NATE: Found A Cure (AM;PM 5826452). It may not be as anthemic as last year's top five smash Free, but Found A Cure is an effective slice of uplifting, pounding house with Ultra Nate's sultry vocals and its "Feels like l'm going crazy" refrain. Mood II Swing's mix uses an unusual guitar and breakbeat in Full In is the tn : Saturday night stormer and Erick Morillo adds a funky disco mix, H H GRANDADDY: Laughing Stock (Big Cat ABB1G1SCD). This is the second single from - and one of the highlights of - the California beatniks' sublime début album Under The Western Freeway. A fragile, lamenting vocal builds over burbling synths and hypnotic puises into a wash of huge guitars and a mélodie chorus. Effortlessly linking the American gothic of Brian Wilson and Neil Young with Pixies and Pavement sawy, their beguiling, endearing psychedelia marks them as Beck's kooky country cousins. The B-side, 12-PAK-599, is also a winner. Simplicity and perfection. 13 H BT: Remember (Perfecto PERF160CD1). Promoed during 1997 but for some reason never released, this vocal track is one of the Canadian house producer's best songs yet. Curbing his epic tendencies in favour of 
remixes by Mood II Swing and Paul Van Dyk, plus a stirring new remix by Sasha. Whilst the long delay in release has sf " 

K. TV inl expectèd in April. Her al . is released on April 20. 313 CARTOON: Men From Mars (Shine Recordings Toon 002). This upbeat guitar pop cornes from a new Welsh combo who have already gained support slots with Spacehog and Space, and the support of Mark Radcliffe with their limited édition ' id EP. Tl  

m 

îd support 
j- The Songs Of Noël Coward will or ; compositions has suddenly turned iiito Underworld's Born Slippy. Responsible for this , techno-fest is the Divine Comedy whose radical reworking of l've Been To A Marvellous Party ; forms half of a double A-sided single with Shola Ama and Craig Armstrong's more faithful. . soulful interprétation of Someday l'Il Find You. Perfectiy illustrating the diverse nature of the i parent album, this single will be raising money for the Red Hot Aids Charitable Trust but is igood enough to sel) on its musical qualities alone. 33 

14 

doors off, though there's from radio as yet. QI3 GOMEZ: 78 Stone Wobble (Hut 95). The début single by the heavily-fancied Gomez - they were signed to Hut after an almighty scramble - is a leisurely-placed swamp- blues number in which two contrasting vocalists repeatedly divide the verse and chorus duties to quirky yet in effect. Although not an obvious ra it's weirdly catchy, and demonstrates a 

sounding track follows up her de Butterfly and is easily strong enough to glve the Nigerian-born singer a Top 40 hit. Already on R/W's urban chart, the release features reworkings by Full Crew, whose have done well for Blackstreet, Conner Reeves and the Lighthouse Family. 3 3 SUPERSTAR; Superstar (Camp Fabulous CFAB007CD). Lead by a pure Genesis keyboard line, this awesome track, with a bonus mix by Cocteau Twins' Robin Guthrie, Is a melodramatic follow-up to the Everyday I Fall Apart single. Describing a drift into the arena of the unwell, it's unlikely to receive the radio and retail support of its predecessor, although it deserves it. Track three is so Teenage Fanclub it's untrue, but their fans should appreciate it. 1313 
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□□□□m 
of the week 
PULP: This Is Hardcore (Island 8066/524486-2). Pulp's long-awaited follow-up to the Im-selling Différent Class retains many of the quaiities of its predccessor; Chris Thomas's production, Jarvis Cocker's inimitable iyrics and some big singles. But it's an even more diverse and ambitious collection and Help The Aged and the epic title track tell only part of the story; there's the Scary Monsters-period Bowie pastiche of Party Hard, the lush white-boy soul of Seductive Barry, the Serge Gainsbourg-style reflections of Dishes, and much more. Pulp have absorbed various uences while 

mmm 

a 

Bob James and Graver Washington Jr should be a colleotor's dream. A two- week radio campaign focusing on Kiss and Jazz FM, plus a club launch night, 
to sales. fc3H BONNIE RAITT: Fundamental (Capitol 8563972). Fundamental is 

cover tunes, live tracks and material which was previously only available on seven inch. They are best remembered for Lump (a live version of which appears here), but the act actually scored three Top 20 singles in the UK - including Peaches which reached number eight - and a gold selllng album, It's clear why many of these tracks went previously unreleased and hard to predict how many hardcore fans from their relatively short career will remain dedicated enough topurchase this, HQ CAPPADONNA: The 'illage (Epic 4888502). Navigating rap music through the Nineties, the 
- Pi"a 

«X Navif 

essentially themselves. Cocker's new préoccupa adventurous record which fans will find intriguing and rewarding massive marketing campaign, including blanket poster coverage, appearances, and a very watchable video for the This is Hardcon make it irrésistible. H H 

heads-down rawk'n'roli. Sounding less pyschobilly than Therapy? with its descending verse tension it is ultimately let down by a less-than-memorable chorus. More appealing though is the Jon Spencer- esque voodoo swagger of New York Sushi and its Pink Panther references - Not now, Kato. HH SOULFLY; Bleed (Roadrunner RR2238-3). This is a prediotably scary début métal single from the band put together by former Sepuitura frontman Max Cavalera but nevertheless will be long-awaited by his diehard fans. Taken from the forthcoming eponymously-titled album produced by Ross Robinson (Sepuitura, Korn) and mixed by Andy Wallace (Sepuitura, Nirvana), it is reieased too far ahead of their May tour and appearance at Ozzfest to rack up significant sales. HH FUZZ TOWNSEND; Smash It (Echo 

> W & 
REBBIE JACKSON: Rebbie Jackson (Epic 4897132). Vet another Jackson to appear on the e - Rebbie is signed other Michael's MJJ and this album brother-and-sister duet on By Away, a track witten by Michael. There is a definite Jacksons tinge to the pop/R&B sound, but producers Elliot Kennedy (Spice Girls) and Todd Terry give it its own 

guitar, with John Hiatt, Paul Brady and Los Lobos featuring among her co- writers. The album is consistently strong throughout its flavours, from the gospelly Lover's Will, through down-home blues ass ano tv (Round and Round) and ngle, will brooding funk (Cure For Love) to the soulful One —"—  Belief Away whi the strongest song. Fundamental wm oe promoted in the UK with advertising in Q, Mojo and the quality press. No single releases are planned. Bonnie Raitt tout US from April to June, with TV appearances on Letterman, Oprah and VFI1 Storytellers. Some UK and European dates may happen in September. !3t3 PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Pure Frosting (Columbia 489702 4/2). Quickly following on the 

e world's premier hip hop collective. The sixth member to release a solo project is Cappadonna who, having developed a following through other Wu Tang releases, présents a relentless barrage of verbal gymnastics and rugged beats. 1313 VARIOUS: 24:7 Soundtrack (Independiente ISOM 6CD). A hand-picked quality cast grâce this soundtrack, which features Van Morrison, Tim Buckley, The Charlatans and Johann Strauss, but Nick Drake's sublime Fruit Tree, Beth Orton's 

album wi. e US, and 

return of the top Midi one-man big beat army. Built around a rétro guitar riff and a thumping rhythm attack, it bounces along with a huge grin and knowinj nod'n'wink to early Fatboy Slim singles with 
sampies. The Cut La Roc mix delves into electro-ska territory, which will please reoen Lionrock converts, while the AH Seeing 1 mi) jumps up in more esoterio BRA-meets-On-U- Sound style. Bostin' gear. H H 

lividual fl< simultaneously Rebbie will be flying to the appearances on the Box, Vm ano me u Zone, as well as interviews on Kiss and Choice at the end of the month. 1313 WAIWAN: Distraction (Autonomy 4931682). This Manchester-based writer- producer's downtempo début on new Chrysalis sub-label Autonomy is marked by its atmospheric and restrained use of sampies. There are echoes of DJ Shadow, but the vocals on Ain't Easy and jazzy drum & bass stylings on single Goddess add an extra dimension to the beats. 1313 VARIOUS: Pulp Fusion 2 - Return To The Tough Side (Harmless HURTCD007). Quality compilations specialist Flarmless lives up to its track record with this collection of funky Seventies jazz fusion grooves. Rare classics by Herbie Hancock, 
This eek's reviewers: Simon Abbott, Dugald Baird, Dominic Bentham, Hamish , Catherine Eade, Stephen Jones, David Knight, Sophie Moss, Rick Naylor, Dean Patterson and Paul Williams. 

S 

Bob Hoskins and company's help, should impress at retail. H H 
Our scoring System Dur new scoring System gives two ratings: one for chart potential (in bluo) and one for the MW verdict (in red). Ratings are from El (highest) to Q (lowest) in both cases. 

THERAPY?: Semi- Detached (A&M 5408912). Therapy? make a corn 

old Therapy? magie is there in tracks like Stay Happy and Heaven's Gâte. The first single off the album, the pyschobilly-influenced Church Of Noise, received airplay, was B-listed on Radio One and got a TOTP appearance courtes/ of its Top 30 entry. The band are promoting the re' 

miro weeklv ic mdustry compamon 
Who's releasing what and when? 
Who will make the charts? Who's going on tour? 
miro weekly has the answers. 
Our weekly guide includes the following exclusive services; 
• the onlv long range singles and albums release listings in the UK • an essential upfront guide to future charf-bound singles and albums 
• détails of ail new tours, one-off shows and festivals with fuit contact information 
• in-depth information on every new Top 75 single and album chart entry 
• our exclusive international hit round-up plus the UK's only cumulative Top 75 singles and albums index for '97 
if you would like to find out how indispensable Miro Weekly could become to your working week, call Richard Cotes or Anna Sperni on 0171 921 5906/5957 - or fax us on 0171 921 5910. 
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THE OFFICIAI II K CHARTS 

SINGLES 21 MARCH 1998 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

NUMBER OKE • Unless something very odd happens next week, the Spice Girls' run of number one hits bas come to an end. Each of the girls' first six singles topped the chart, making them the only act ever fo open their career with more than three number ones, and the only act other than the gj Beatles to have six consécutive £- 
• Stop had the misfortune of being 

■t's Like That was the track that secured I Bim-nMn thplr rpr-nfrling ronfraM _ iworth a paltry $2,500 initially - with Profile Records 14 years ago, and this week It gives both group and company their first number one hits. Though subsequently overlooked in faveur of its B^ide Suokjrjyigs, Ifs Like That has come thundering back courtesy of New York DJ Jason Nevlns' r has turned the track int the year to date. Ifs Like That sold 243.000 copies last week, crushing Spice Girls' Stop by a margin of mon than two to one (see panel), while regis- tering thaJrighesLweekljLsalp for a single in 1998. beating the 234,000 opening of 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES _T0P CORPORATE CROUPS 

Before If 's My Hi 
biggest UK hit was another Ri Walk This Way, which peaked eight in 1986. That was issue .London and distributed by PolyGram, 

That - which is actually ile's rn-DMC hit, 3 Like Thafi I, My Heart Will Go On m the chart summit for i, failing 1-3 even though than 10%. InJke 

FACTFIIE up agaïnst as Ifs Like That but even if it had reached number one, Stop sold 115,000 copies last week - far fewerïn its first week than any Spice Girl single since Wannabe. That sold 73,000 copies, and was followed by Say You'll Be There (349,000), 2 Become 1 (429,000), Who Do You Think You Are/Marna (248,000), Spice Up Your Life (321,000) and Too Much (252,000). 
weeks, it has sold 765,000 copies, and its slow décliné suggests it will become the first million seller of .1998 some'time next month. Mnre than 6.000 artiste have paraded through the singles chart since its 1952 inception and, with ve 
of hits have had them collected together on CD long ago. The Dave Clark Five and the Osmonds remained elusive longer than most and it is still impossible to find Chubby Checker's hits on CD. But the most recent hitmakers whose material has remained totally absent from CD until 
reissue of one of the eight hits they enjoyed in less than two years in the mid- Seventies. I am, of course, referring to the Wombles, who finaliy join the CD âge with the re-released Remember You're A 

THE YEAR SU FAR.. 
TOP 20 SINGLES 

3 GETTIN" JIG6Y WIT IT 4 AU AROUND THE WORLD 5 RENEGADE MASTER 38 

M CLEOPATRAS THEME 

BeDLaMAGOGO SEASON NO. 5 ARRIVING 23/03/98 
REMIXES BY ADRIAN SHERWOOD & REGULAR PRIES 

CD2 GQNTAW8 X3 TRACKS RECORDED LIVE ON THE MARY ANN HOBBS SHOW. SEE BODiaM AGO GO LIVE IN MARCH SI ippootimo cm, c ru iavp S2/FRIENDLY PIRE COMMUNICATIONS. WEBSITE: bedlam-aao-ao.com MARCH SUPPORTING FINLEY QUAYE 
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THE OFFICIAI UK SINGLES CHART 

TOP 75 

| 5 1 Artist (Producer) Publishe Label CD/Cass (Oistributor) 
1 !P1M IT'S LIKE THAT Sm:)e Communications SM90652/SM 90654 (P)| 
2 E   VirginVSCDT1679/VSC1679(E) Spice Girls (Absolutel Windswnpt Pacific/lS/BMG ISoice GiilsAWatkin^MIsnnl ./. 
3 s MY HEART WILL GO ON ★ Epie 6655472/6655474 (SM) 
fi ÇJfa SAY WHAT YOU WANT/INSANE TtMS laal Wu Tanj Clan (RZAHedaasffexaal EMI/WEMÏBMG (Md Mercury MERCO 499^ERMC 493/-/- (F) 
53 3 FROZEN • Maverick W 0433CD/W 0433C (W) :MI (Madonna/Leonard) -/W 04.111 
63 2 BIG MISTAKE RCA743215667S277«21S6B784(BMGI 
7< 2 WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT RCA74321562312/7«21562314(BMGI 
0 = 4 BRIMFUL OF ASHA • Comershop (Singh) Wiiijo/Momenlum (Singh) Wiiija WIJ 81CD/WIJ 81MC (V) 
9» 4 TRULY MADLY DEEPLY O Savage Garden (Fisher) EMI (Hayes/Jones) Columbia 6656022/6656024 (SM) 

10 E jgUH LA LA LA s *** Aloxia (Robyx) Extravaganza (Zanelti/Aquilani) ;ony S2 ALEX 1 CD/ALEX 1MC (SM) 
11 ' 3 THE BALLAD OF TOM JONES Space with Cerys of Catatonia (Wheatley) Gui/Hit & Ru Gut CDGUT18/CAGUT18 (V) n (Scott/Space) -/- 
12 9 3HOWDOILlVE Curb/The Hit l .abel CUBCX 30/CUBZ 30 (GRPV/R 
1 3 mnREMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE Columbia 6656202/6656204 (SM) 

Z| B RE AT HE ^ Deconstructio n 74321570132/74321570134 (BMG) BMG/MCA (Minogue/Ball/Vaulk) -/- 
7 DOCTOR JONES • unive, sal UMD 80457/UMC 80457 (BMG) appel! (Oland/Rasled/Norreen/Dif) -/- 
2 EVERLASTING LOVE esp WESP 003CD/WESP 003C (W) 

17 f.Tirï; DESTIN Y CALLING | # UttJ jarnes (Kames/om PolyGram (Booth/Glennie/Davies/I Fontana JIMCD 19/-(R 
18 PmTHE ANGEL AND THE GAMBLER EMI CDEM 507/- (E) EM 507/- 
19" 4 YOU'RE STILL THE ONE Mercury 5684932/5684924 (F) 
20 m jrgl'M READY Bryan Adams (Leonard/Adams) Badams/Testatyme (Ad A&M 5825352/5825354 (F) lams/Vallance) -/- 
21 " ,5ANGELS ★ Chn Robbie Williams (Chamber/Power) EMI/BMG (Williams, /salis CDCHS 5072/rCCHS 5072 (E) 
22 " , BE ALONE NO MORE Northwestside74321551982/74321551974(BMGJ 
23 " 3 SHOW ME LOVE RCA74321555032/74321555034(BMG) Robvn IPop/Martinl Heavy Rololion/Cheiron/BMG (RobyiVMactinl -/74321555031 
24 " 7 GETTIN' JIGGY WIT IT O Will Smith IPolts & Tone/LESI WC/Snny ATV/IQ/Notlinfl Hill ISmill 
2519 ,bNEVER EVER *2 Ail Saints IMcVey/Fiennasl MCA IRaw/Lewisl London LONCD 407/LONCS 407 (F) 
|26 WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) AM PM 5825272/5825274^F) 
197 mi THE PROMISE 1 1^. ' Essence (Jones) Earth/Chivsalis (Simmonds/Jones) nnocent/Virgin SINCD 1/SINC1 (E) -/SINT1 
28 2 SHE LEFT ME ON FRIDAY^ ^ ^ Polydor 5695412/-(F) 
I9Q R^MYOWNSUMMER(SHOVEIT) <• 3 'tait Deftones IDale/Deflones) no crédit IDetonesl Maverick W 0432CDMW) 
3024 ,5TOGETHER AGAIN ★ Janet Jackson (Jam/Lewisl EMI (Jackson/Harris lll/lci Virgin VSCDG 1670/VSC 1670 (E) vis/Elizondo) -/VST 1670 
31 " 2 HOLLER Ginuwine ITmbalandl Gold Daddy/Wamer-Chappell/Tal Epie 6653372/6653374 (SM) ka Sip (Lumpkin/Mosley/Siplin) -/- 
32 22 3 WHO AM 1 Greansl Beenie Man (Harding) Skocking Vibes/Dubplate/Greensleeves/O eeves GRECD 588/6REC 588 (SRD) eadly (Davis/Harding) -/GREDR 538 
33 23 6 CLEOPATRA'S THEME Cleopatra (Mendis/Bradbury) EMI (Cleopaira/Scrafton/ WEA WEA 133CD/WEA133C (W) Hayes) •/• 
34 29 2 RUDE BOY ROCK Concret! Lionrock (Robenson/Lyons) Reverb (Robertson) a HARD 31CD/HARD 31CS (3MV/P) 
35 22 5 LET ME SHOW YOU Dutyfrec/VCRecordingslefisi/VCRC31 (El Camisra (Camisra/Lush) Dutv Free/EMI (CamisraAo be confirmed) -/VCRT 31 lïï??3VIM MultiplyCDMULTY31/CAMULTY31 (TRC/W) O O lUaàl jez g, choopie (Anseil/Freundlich/Geyra) Sony ATV (Ansell/Freundlich/Govra) -AMULTY 31 

L 

11 U lS"sefamtf (Pede )Pol Gram(Tucker/Baiyewu) Polydor 5691492/5691484 (F) 

j g Arlisl (Producer) Publisher(Wrilef) 

39 - , TREAT INFAMY ffrr FCD 333/FCS 333 (F) 
40 3 e ALL I HAVE TO GIVE O Jrve JIVECD 445/JIVEC 445 (EP) 
41 = 
42 
43 - 

(Big C/Guise) Malinky/BMG (Big C/Guise) HeatRecordings HEATCD Ole 
Blanco Y Negro NE6 109CD/NEG 1K 

44 - sst E 3857CD/E 3872CIW) 
45 - 2 GLITTERBALL Chrysalis CDCHSS OTafTCCHS 5078 (El 
46 3 

§47" 
48 ^ 4 WHEN I NEED YOU 

50 2 
2 DO I QUALIFY? Cooltempo CDC00LS 331/TCCOOL331 (E) 

51 mSf n 
52 2 

2 WATCHING WINDOWS Talkin LoudTICD 31/-1F) 
KO msmSILENTLY BAD MINDED Q J MM pres511re Drop IBIll0j Brolhersl Wamef. 

i 54 « 
55 rmWHERE YOU ARE 
56 4 3 THE PASSENGER ine/4 Knights (Patterson/Jazj Virgin VSCDT1689/VSC 16? 
57 3 2 GIVE ME RHYTHM 
58 22 BARBIE GIRL *2 

60 - 
61 3 
62 3 

ad) ChrysaCs/EMI/MCA (Barrow/Gibbo Go.Beat 5694752/5694744 (F) 
2church of noise (M 5825392/5825384 |F) 

Universal MCSTO 40159/MCSC 40159 (BMG) 
16459 

65 4 4 IT'S A BEAUTIFUL THING MCA MCSTD «IISWICSC «OIÏMCS mv- IBMGI 
66 1 3 IF YOU WANT ME Island CIO 689/CIS 689 (F) 
67 47 3jaYoh ,0 BAMBOOGIEO VC Recordings VCRD 29/VCRC 29 (E) 
60 3 5 0NLY THE STRONGEST WILL SURVIVE 
70 csal* 
71 raDEADHUSBAND # | "ni'DeajavPunk-Roc iDaeiay Punk 
72 - 
73 ^ 3 MUSIC IN MYMIND Positiva CDFJ 003/- (E| 

75 ^ ODu* 
G»'" 

THE CORRS 
WHAT CAN I DO 

Out Now. From the album TALK ON CORNERS. See THE CORRS LIVE at The Royal Albert Hall, p St Patrie k's Day 17th March BBC 1 m- 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 

AIRPLAY 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

21 MARCH 1997 

• Natallc Imbruglia's Torn takes a five place drop - the biggest of its 23-week chart career - to drop to number 23. As it falls, it is overtaken by her new single Big Mistake, which accelerates 21-11. • Bernard Butler's last single Stay was a big radio favourite but bis new single Not Alone is finding support hard to 

corne by. It creeps up 41-39 this week with just 144 plays - fewer than any other record in the Top 50. • Never Ever's departure from the Top 10 means Robbie Williams' Angels is the longest running hit in the top tier. It debuted in the Top 10 on 13 December, and has 

market report AT A mflNCF WEEKLY MARKET SHARES TOP 10 COMPANIES. TOP C0RP0RATE GROUPS 

rhe fact that the number one single on the airplay chart changed for five weeks in a 
act that it has been difficult so far this year or any one record to gain enough airplay to îstabiish itself at number one. 

ts support di| 
ce of the CIN ci- Radio One ploughs it generally taking little ne but it's interesting to noie mai me lasi uuet records to go to number one on sales are also Radio One's top three. with the aforementioned Madonna and Cornershop singles being bested only by Run-DMC's It's Like That, which enjoyed 33 spins from Radio One last week. It moves 30-20 nationally, though that 

patronage, which delivered nearly two thirds of its total audience last week, Enjoying their biggest airplay hit to date, VC Recordings' Tin Tin Out climb from 16 to number six with Here's Where The Story Ends. They reached number 19 with their previous biggest airplay hit, the 1995 remake of Always Something There To Remind Me but only after it had proved itself 

ahead of its release today (16th) and its inévitable saies success should lift it higher still. A remake of a song first recorded by the Sundays, its biggest supporters last week were Capital Radio, where itwas played 41 times. Ultra Nate's Free dips out of the Top 50 after a small matter of 42 weeks, yielding right of way to her new single Found A Cure, which dimbs impressively 143-41. A surefire smash, it earned upwards of 200 plays nationally last week, including 26 from Radio One, where it ranks fifth for the week. 
VIRGIN E SOUTH EAST CLYDE 1 

=1 MY FATHER'S EYES Etic Oipton ific 3 YOUR LOVE GETS SWEETER r-U =4 BACKTO YOUErYAhAda-rstASM! 
7 MYHEARTWILLGOOr 

3 TREAT INFAMY flesl Assurod (Rrr/Lo 
=5 A1NT THAT JUST THE WAY um 

RADIO ONE 

BALLAD OFTOM JONES Spaw (Gutl THE WORD IS LOVE |SAY THE WORD) Voices 01 ur TREAT INFAMY FteiAssurediFIrr/Lonionl FOUND A CURE Ulni Mate IAM:PWAS.MI BEATGOES ON Ail Saeing MUnM WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUTSIRCAI NOT ALONE Bernard BudMlCreÉSon) WHINE & GR1NE Prince Bustef (Island) SHE LEFT ME ON FRIDAY Shad Smen (Polydor) RUDE BOY ROCK UonrockICcnerele/DecoRsliucdon) HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tu Tn Oui ivc Ri SHOW ME LOVE RobvniB.cdeherl BIG MISTAKE Me ImbmglialRCAl STOP SpiceGirlslWginl MOVE ON UP Tricksler (A&M) BE ALONE NO MORE Anorlrer Levai INanhnestaidel SONNET The Verve IHW) FATHER LL Cool J lOel Jam/Mereuryl WEIRD Hanson (Metcurvl SAY WHAT YOU WANT (AU. DAY EVERY DAY) tefeaamgy 1 lAPRIMAVERAsisiïlIMeliiplyl 1 LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU Robbie William ICbrysaliel 1 AIN'T GOIN' TO GOA Alabama 3 IBemenral) MULDER & SCULLY CataMia (BiancoY Negro) KISS THE RAIN Bilbo Myers (Univorsall 

FROZEN Madonna IMaeerlckl MY HEART WILL GO ON Celine Dion (Epicl BRIMFUL OF ASHA Cornerahop IWiiijal 

TOGETHER AGAIN J.ner Jackson (Virginl NEVER EVÉR Ail SainrsILondonl BIG MISTAKE Natalie Imbruglia IRCAI SHOW ME LOVE Robyn (Ricocbetl AINT THAT JUST THE WAY Lutricia Me ANGEL ST M Peopla (M People/BMGl BE ALONE NO MORE Anothe, Levai INonr SONNET The Verve (Hml INSANE Taxes IMoicuryl TORN Natalie Imbruglia (RCA) IF YOU WANT ME Hinda Hicks llslandl GETTIN' JIGGY WiT IT Win SmiihlCoiomU YOU MAKE ME WANNA... UsharILaFacr YOU'RE STILL THE ONE Shania Twain |M, ALL I HAVE TO GIVE B.ckstre.t Boys Uive BALLAD OFTOM JONES SpacolGuil MULDER & SCULLY CalalonialBIancoYNr TREAT INFAMY Resl Assur.d IFIrr/Londonl HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tn HOW 00 I LIVE Leann Rimes (Curb/The Hh L WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUTBIRCAI KISS THE RAIN Biilic Myers lUnivorsall ALL AR0UND THE WORLD Oasis iCreeii. 
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AIRPLAY CHART 

21 MARCH 1997 
♦ music control STATION 

A-Z 
Maverick 2147 +15 70.18 +6 

2 ! ■ 9 » BRIMFUL OF ASHfl Cornershop Wiiija 1919 +4 64.84 l -1 3 9 < 2 STOP Spice Girls 1766 +14 62.83 : +26 : 
4 5 s 3 MY HEART WILL GO ON Celine Dion Epie 1827 n/c 46.01 +3 1 5 3 ! 2i ANGELS Robbie Williams Chrysalis 1574 42.04 •42 I , 6 1» a o HERE S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tin Tin Out VC Recordings 723   +32 41.09 +21 i 7 i " s TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Garden Columbia "l537" +7 40.85 -1 i 8 9 a a SHOW ME LOVE Robyn Ricochet 1228 +3~ 38.63 : -3 i 9 s » o SONNET The Verve Hot 978 -9~ 37.65 1 -6 1 10 H > 3? HIGH Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 1450 37.29 r -1 ; A 11 31 a s BIG MISTAKE Natalie Imbruglia RCA 1230   +45 37.03 +42 | 12 13 a ii BALUDOFTOM JONES Space with Cerys Gut 795  +3_ 36.24 +2 1 13 6 3 a NEVER EVER AU Saints London 1243 -27 35.89 14 10 7 a TOGETHER AGAIN JanetJackson Virgin 1373 -7 35.69 -10 15 " 1» 22 GETTIN'JIGGY WITIT Will Smith Columbia 977 -15 33.22 ' -5 16 12 ■ il YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Usher LaFace/Arista 903 -16 32 33 -14 —  HIGHEST CLIMBER  _ A 17 a a 7 WHEN THE UGHTS GO OUT 5 RCA 638 +119 30.50 +91 18 20 a o AN G EL ST M People M People/BMG 1005 +20 29.21 ""+10' 19 23 19 a BEALONENOMORE Another Level Northwestside 1010 -11 27.57 + 17 20 30 a IT'S LIKE THAT Run-D.M.C. Vs Jason Nevins Smile Communications 495 +57 27.16 +35 21 a il a YOU'RE STILLTHE ONE Shania Twain Mercury 724   26.52 -7 22 15 12 « MULDER & SCULLY Catatonia BlancoYNegro 751 -35 26.43 -30 23 a m o TORN Natalie Imbruglia RCA 780  ■$_ 26.09  ±_ 24 " a 39 TREATINFAMY Rest Assured Ffrr/London 774 ■13 2560 -14 25 a .si o KISS THE RAIN Billie Myers Universal 570 +100 2528 +21 26 a 19 52 AINT THAT JUST THE WAY Lutricia McNeal Wildstar 980  ±_ 24.95   à 27 a 32 <2 HOWDOILIVE Leann Rimes Curb/The Hit Label 620  +8_ 23.98  +9_ 28 23 33 33 YOUR LOVE GETS SWEETER Finley Quaye Epie 537 +4 21.43 ■13 A 29 ' " a o LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU Robbie Williams Chrysalis 405 IrlOL .14, 

30 29 22 66 IF YOU WANT ME Hinda Hicks Island 851 -12 20.85 n/c 31 31 94 o BEAT GOES ON AU Seeing 1 London 240 +26 19.83'  +3_ 32 22 13 20 ALL1 HAVE TO GIVE Backstreet Boys Jive 684 -65 18.99 -36 l4 33 « il» INSANE Texas Mercury 811 +40 18.78 +33 34 35 32 o BITTER SWEET SYMPHONY The Verve Hut 406 -1 17.86 +11 35 35 65 23 SHE LEFT ME ON FRIDAY Shed Seven Polydor 207 +54 17.60 +28 36 « <! 26 THE WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) Voices Of Life A&M 231 + 16 i7.32 +15 k 37 32 26 m BAMBOOGIE Bamboo VC Recordings 413 -31 17.28 +4 A 38 59 79 o WEIRD Hanson Mercury 138 " +37 17.12 ' +56 39 <1 7. o NOT ALONE Bernard Butler Création 144 +38 16.72 +14 40 32 229 o ALL THAT MAHERS 1st Avenue/EMI 356 +49 16.66 -7 •  — BIGGESTINCREASE IN PLAVS -     \ BIGGEST INCREASE IN AUDIENCE   A 41 123 0 0 FOUND A CURE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A8iM 239 +319 16.45 +285 42 SI o READMYMIND Conner Reeves Wildstar 316 +23 15.78 +32 43 33 54 o MY FATHER'S EYES Eric Clapton RepriseAVEA 374 +53 15,39 -9 . 44 <3 a SAY WHAT YOU WANT (ALL DAY EVERY DAY| Texas Featuring Wu Tang Clan Mercury 226 +48 'l5,35 +29 . 45 s. ioo o WHINE & GRINE Prince Buster Island 367 +194 15.03 +26 , 46 22 23 32 RUDE BOY ROCK Lionrock Concrete/Oeconstruction 178 +40 14.82 +3 47 a 35 no AUNE Wes Epie 357  Ç!4_ 12.90 -17 48 27 21 65 IT'S ABEAUTIFULTHING Océan Colour Scene Geffen 418 12.81 -69 49 62 69 o YOU SEXY THING Hot Chocolaté EM1 378   +28 12.71 +29 j 50 37 27 o ALL AROUND THE WORLD Oasis Création 571 -11 12.51 -23 , 

TOP 10 GROWERS 
BIG MISTAKE Natalie Imbruglia (RCA) WHEN THE UGHTS GO OUT 5 (RCA) KISS THE RAIN Billie Myers (Universal) FROZEN Madonna (Maverick) RUSH Matchbox 20 (WEA Inlernational) WHINE & GRINE Prince Buster (Island) INSANE Texas (Mercury) UH LA LA LA Alexia (Sony) STOP Spice Giris (Virgin) LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU Robbie Williar 

TOP 10 MOST ADDED 

en (Polydor) 
TiOôArtist (Label] HOLLER Ginuwine (Epie) SHE LEFT ME ON FR1DAY Shed Seve MY FATHER'S EYES Eric Cl EVERLASTING LOVE The Cast From Casualty (Warner Esp ONLY THE STRONGEST WILL SURVIVE Hurricane#! (Créa MARVELLOUS Lightning Seeds (Epie) HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tin Tin Out (VC Rocordi DREAM ANOTHER OREAM Rialto (East West) DONT DREAM ITS OVER Crowded House (Parlophone) MAMA Spice Giris (Virgin) 
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rmxtraonmanufacturing 

—strietlymi 

seeks partnej 

forexpansioi 

One of the ma ns for 

Mark Finkelsteln, MO of the legendary US dance indie Strictly Rhythm, has revealed that he has been in negotiations with major labels with a view to selling a 50% stake in his company, PolyGram and FMI have had talks with Finkelstein, who says he has been prompted to consider selling for both Personal reasons and because of changes in the 
Launched by Finkelstein in 1989, Strictly became known for ifs seemingly unending release schedule of underground New York dance tracks. Each year the label sells an estimatedfm 12-inch vinyl releases around the world on Strictly and imprints such as Subliminal, Narcotic, Henry St and MAW. Strictly Rhythm ' has also developed successful chart artists such as Real II Reel and Ultra Nate, who sold 500,000 units of her hit 'Free' which was licensed in the UK by AM:PM. The buyer of the 50% stake will get one of dance's most extensive back catalogues, a unique brand and a US distribution 

Finkelstein's décision to consider taking 
partner is to develop more artisl-based album projects like Ultra Nate rather than one-off dance tracks. Finkelstein says in Music WeeKs sister publication MBI next month, "Good tracks don't sell any more - only great ones or those by established artists. There's been a shift towards vocal releases with artist development potentiel like Ultra Nate and Byron Stingily. Putting out a track by an unknown artist is a thing of the past." A major partner would also be able to provide Strictly Rhythm with the promotional muscle to break acts in the States. "I have three full-length artist albums coming out and I don't feel I can properly exploit them on pop radio in the US because of the way radio has changed," he says. "'Free'was on the HotlOO singles chart for 17 weeks 

number 75. Ifs important for my artists to have the best opportunity for success in the US." There are also Personal 

21 MARCH 1998 

Radio One's Dave Pearce will soon need reporting to the Monopolies And Mergers Commission. Aside Irom his ever-expanding slots on Radio One and his dance column in the nation's biggest-selling daily newspaper The Sun, Dave has now put his name to a new compilation sériés for Manileslo - 'Dave Pearce Dance Anlhems'. "Dave is almost unique in that he is well known and crédible in both mainstream and underground markets," says Oarryl 1 Franklin, director of Mercury légal and Ç business affairs. "We are committed to ..3 building a strong major new compilation brand at retail." "The is will be a mixture of classic | dance anlhems and upfront club » tunes," says Pearce. "Manifesto is synonymous with quality dance records, therefore it seemed like the natural home for this Project." Piclured above, clockwise from left, are Judge Jules (Manifesto A&R manager), Jonathan Green (Mercury général manager), Luke Neville (head of Manifesto A&R), Fenella Davidson (Mercury product manager) and Darryl Franklin (Mercury director of légal and ^ business affairs), Dave Pearce, and Gérard Franklin (Dave Pearce's manager). 

inside: 
[2] SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE: TONY PORTELLI reveals what caught his attention this week 
[3] RADIO: the Top 40 Dance Airplay countdown; PETE TONG's playlist 
[4] Q&A: SCOTT MACLACHLAN talks to Caroline Moss 
[5] JOCKS ON THEIR BOX; THE FREESTYLERS 
[6-9] HOT VINYL; ail the tunes of the week, the latest reviews and DJ Tips 
[10-11] RM XTRA ON MANUFACTURING ■HEAby FOR A NEW OAY" Todd Terry (Manifesto) p7 ■LA PRIMAVERA/MEGAMIX'Sashl (Mulliply) p8 •NOBODY BETTER' Tina Moore (Delliiotis) p9 COOL CUIS: 'BELIEVE' G( 

mpeople angel st 
released march 16 
includes joey negro + genius 3 remixes, 
live versions of one night in heaven, sight 
for sore eyes + search for the hero 
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breezeblock 
blows up witb 
nati 

Those o( a nervous disposition would be advised to take note that Radio 
big beat Mary Ann Hobbs is 

lext month with the Breezeblock Blowout Tour, e dates around the country will see appearances from ot the big beat and alternative dance scene's biggest acts and DJs. Confirmed so far are Norman Cook, Lo- Fidelity Allstars (pictured), KG Kahuna, Dub Pistols, Bedlam Ago Go and David Holmes. The idea of the tour is to reflect the popularity of the last lur of Hobbs' show (Monday to Thursday, 10.30am- OOam) called The Breezeblock where she plays back-to- ick big beat. "The Breezeblock segment of my show was only mctioned by Radio One six monfhs ago but I think this ur Is a testimony to how much we've achieved in such a 
honoured - to have the support of these icons." The line-ups and dates are asfollows: Asian Dub Foundation, Scott 4, KG Kahuna - Sankey's Soap, Manchester (April 6); Monkey Malia, Bedlam A Go Go, Dub Pistols - The Venue, Edinburgh (April 9); Arab Strap, Campag Velocet, David Holmes - Queens University, Belfast (April 16); Lo-Fidelity Allstars. Regular Fries, Norman Cook - The Concorde, Brighlon (April 23); Spring Heel Jack, Darren Emerson (Underworld), 

[7 DAYS IN DANCEÎ 

(lônfportéÏÏi 

"Sunday: arrived at KISS FM for THE ; - vMuch Love'. The | guys gave the first airing of their remlx of SH° date Later headed to switchboard lit up as hsteners denl3nd®d a ion at TW|CE AS Î4ICE. - ■ for the DreemTeem s veek^ session ^ .Tears. was ouUoday Monday; up early feeling nervous as ou Tuesday; otf to a photo shoot which Big demand from indie stores flives us a hug presa ^ Tuesa y ^ the will see The Dreem Teem on the cover of Ap s 7ou™ ma9d 

opening date of our MAOE GREAT IN BRiTAIN tour. 
some sleep and woke up for a meeting with our lawy . ith niihlkhorc product, which I always set a day aside to do. Then Pad pHANTASY's North American to discuss our drum & bass artist s ohAmencan tour and label tie-ups Stateside. Thursday; off to ^to - earse or e opening night of the tour featuring Dreem Teem, Colour Girl and other 4 Libe^ art sts^A late mght , accompanying Colour Girl to a showcase at Kiss FM club night BL1SS at J^^^nday; drove to Heathrow to meet American vocalist Conme Harvey who s on a gospel tour of Europe, l'm at Terminal 3 while she's at Terminal 1. Ev®"'ua"yJe 

was over to work on our next single with NOODLES of GBOOVE CHRONICLES and DJ Phantasy. At the studio til the early hours. Saturday: even record company bosses need a day off, but mine was spent at the vet with my girlfnend's S1CK PUPPY. Several very expensive DOGGIE TABLETS iater ail looks well. Later stayed in and relaxed with a video." 
^This week sees flftfTcôôl Culs chart turn a decade old. The first top 20 appeared on 19 March 1988' when Record Mirrorms a stand alone consumer tille and saw Eric B & Rakim at number one with the hip hop classic 'I Know You Got Soul'. The chart was compiled hy Rlïïs then dance editor Tim Jelfery who still puis il togelher. According to Jeffery the original idea of Cool Cuts was merelylo supplément the more longstanding RM Club Chart. "The idea was to give people sometbing thaï was a bit more upfront and information about records there was a buzz ahout but which hadn'l started to appear in the charts yel," he says. Since then the chart has taken on a lite of Us own, moving onto radio via ils weekly rundown on Pete Tong's Essenlial Sélection show, and is now regarded as a vital tool by DJs and record company marketing departmenls alike. However, Jeftery says it's important to remember the chart is jusl meant to represent what there's xmtnn n*n buzz about at club level. "It's never SHOfll HÎP meant to be a predictor of what's T.  going to be big commercially," he says. "Records can be hits for a lot o différent reasons. For instance a dance record that's not big in the clubs can be a hit because ol radio play. So really it's just meant to be a club Ihing." Despile thaï, Cool Culs has a pretty impressive record of  spotting big records, "l'd say about ïSê- 80% of the records that are big have heen in the chart," says Jeffery, "It's never gonna be pertect, otherwise l'd be a millionaire record executive hy 

dance 2. 
guildford | (New identity) • 'Number Six' (Telca) 9 Woodbridge Road, Guildford, Surrey GUI 4PU, tel: 01483 451002, fax: 01483 451003. Dance 2 has heen at différent premises in 

"Thprparl7nt|he f3?' S|ix ï-ears and is now Bnsconced al a central location. 
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[BEATS&PIECES] 
CREAMf IELDS have added more big names to the bill for May 2. Nicely timed with their return to the chart courtesy of Jason Nevins' remix of 'It's Like Thaf, bip hop legends Run DMC will be making a rare appearance, as will Primai Scream and ladies' favourite Finley Quaye...Bjerk bas given THE VftPQURHEADZ the all-clear to use an orchestral 

sample (rom her track 'Play Dead'. The track will be released on Paul Gotel's POW! Records...BILL BREWSTER, ex-A&R manager at Twisted and dance music journalist, has ioined Mecca Recordings as a dance A&R consultant. Of his new position Brewster says, "It's a chance to put my knowledge of the dance scene to good use"...THE RED HOT BAIL will take place at the Royal Albert Hall in London on Salurday 11 April. The annual event, supporting the charity Red Hot Aids Trust, will see the great and the good of the London dance and club scene party for 18 hours with live acts, fashion and Champagne, DJs will 

include Danny Rampling, Jon Pleased Wimmin, Alex ® Gold, Seb Fontaine and Miss Barbie, plus live sets K from Chicane, Black Connection and Juliet Roberts. H There will also be before and atter parties at The ijl Saint and Bagley's. More information on 0171-994 ■ 9948 ..THE IBI2A REUNION takes place on Salurday H March 28 and has a slellar array of DJs in five rooms at the KR Warehouse Complex, Royal Victoria Docks, M London E16. Jocks reliving their Balearic memories ■ will include Jeremy Healy, Taul Paul, Lisa Loud, jS Graham Gold, Daniele Davoli, Brandon Block, Alex P, 

After 41 weeks on the Dance Airplay 40, ULTRA NATE's 'Free' (s" biggest success story in the charf's 55-week history. This week it's finally joined by the follow-up, 'Found A Cure', the highesl new entry at 12. The early signs are good, as 'Free' slid into the 40 at number 32 last May with barely a whisper. The past 10 months have established Ultra Nate as a major arlist, but releasing the follow-up to 'Free' was always going to be a difficult task. "How do you follow up a track like that?" says Chris Buckley, head of music at Galaxy 102 in Manchester. "I think AM:PM made a really good décision to hold back the second single for so long, and getting Full Intention to do a remix." It's a safe bel that 'Found A Cure' will be the track to dislodge WILL SMITH from the top slot where he's been for four weeks now. As predicted last week, BEENIE MAN's 'Who Am (' shows up at 17 and TINA MOOREfollows up her 

pete 
: U SLEEPING' Indo (Azuli) 1 

tong" |AM;PM| • 'IGET LONEIY pASON NEVINS REMIX)' Jonet Jadoon IVirginl • 'BAD BOY {TAU. PAUL REMIX)' Wildchild (Polydor) • 'MEGABLAST Bomb Da Loop I (white label) • -WHERE MY NIGG...' Fatmon Scoop (AV8| • ICE RAIN (HEUOTROPIC VOCAL)' Alex "Icombe & Big C (Xtravaganza) • 'GREECE 2000" Greece 2000 (ZYX) • 'AYLA' Ayla lAddidive) • ■ "DOWN WITH THE UNDERGROUND' Trevor Relly {Manifestol • 'MUSIC MAKES YOU LOSE CONTROL' I Les Rhythmes DigMes (Wdll Of Sound) • 'DISTORTION' Pianoheadz (Subliminal) • 'PROBLEM _W BLURRED (BREAK BEAT MIX]' Naughly Boys (white label) • 'MILES FROM HOME' Peshay (Mo Wax) • 'DAN SOLO (ALBUM EDIT)' Groove Armada (Tummy Touch) • THE INSIDE' Andy Lomboy feat. Michelle iveland CUy) • 'DEEPER LOVE (RUFF MIX)' Ratf Driverz (Infemo) • 'STRINGS OF UFE' Ralph! Rosario (Nite Grooves) • "HEAVEN (TENAGUA VOCAL)' Kinone (Coalition) • 'SONAR1 Trace (Prototype) • WOID' Catapila |3 Beat) • j'AFRICAN HORIZON' (Perfecto Fluoro) • "LONG AS I CAN SEE THE UGHT' Monkey Mafia (Heavenlyl • "YOU ARE iSOMESODY" Full Intention (Sugar Daddy) • 'SUPERSTAR Novy vs Eniac (Kosmo) • 'BEUEVE' Goldie (ffit) • 'HERE I GC (DOP (Polydor) • W HOPPAS TA DET BASTA' La Cienda Honduras (Gungeligung) • THAT SOUND' Do Techno Bohemion I Présents (white label) • "YA-HO-HE" NC Tribe feat. Sabine Kapfinger (ZYX) • 'PHUNKEE MUZEEK' Shazzam [Tripoli Trax) • -UNTITIEO' BBE vs Nalin & Kane (Red) • 'MYSTERY LANO (H.H.C, REMIX)' Y:Traxx (Un) l AS FEATURED ON RADIO ONES THE ESSENItAl SELECTION WITH PETE TONG ON FRIDAY13 MARCH |6pm-9pm| 

previous radib hit with 'Nobody Better' which enters at 21, Other new entries are INDO's 'R U Sleeping' at 23, LIONROCK's 'Rude Boy Rock' at 28, MISSY ELLIOTT's 'Beep Me 911 ' at 31, WILDCHILD's 'Bad Boy' at 32 and TZANT's 'Sounds Of Wickedness' at 40. Girl power has hit the London airwaves between 4pm and 7pm Monday to Thursday with last week's launch of Full Frontal hosted by Dani Behr, Lorraine Ashdown and Janice Vee. The girls seem to be having a good laugh and are pulling in the celebs, with Another Level, Comershop, Gary Numan and actor Max Beesley appearing in the first week alongside guest DJs Marshall Jefferson, Tony de Vit and Shorty Blitz. The show strikes a good balance with Steve Jackson's boys behaving badly in the morning. However, Steve is being replaced for the next two weeks by Alex P and Brandon Block, who will be starting work when they're usually knocking off. Good luck to them. 

   
10 GETTIN' JIGGY WIT II Will Smilh 14 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Usher 4 BRIMFULOFASHA Comershop 2 BEAT GOES ON Ail Seelng I 5 TREAT INFAMY Resl Assured 5 BE ALONE NO MORE Another Level 2 I GET LONELY Janet Jackson \ 2 THE WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) Volces 01 Llle 4 IF YOU WANT ME Hinda Hlcks I 3 HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS Tin Tin Oui VC Reco jo VC Recor 

13CD - SHOW ME LOVE Robyn 14 8 4 MOVE ON UP Tricksler A&M 15Œ3 - TURN IT UP Busla Rhymes EastWest 1611 11 WiSHING ON A STAR Jay-Z feat. Gwen Dickey Roc-A-FeiWNortliwestside 17 23 4 SAY WHAT YOU WAMT (ALI OAY EVERY DAY) Tens leal. Wd Taug Clan Mercury 18 6 15 T06ETHER AGAIN Janet Jackson Virgin 19 20 3 THE PROMISE Essence Virgin 20 31 7 LET ME SHOW YOU Camisra VC Recordings 21 17 38 i'LL BE MISSING YOU Pufi Daddy & Faith Evans Bad Boy/Arista 22ED - FATHER LL Cool J Def Jam/Mercury 23 25 3 IT'S LIKE THAT Run-D.M.C. vs Jason Nevins Smile 2413 7 OEUCIOUS Déni Hines Mushroom 25 34 2 UH LA LA LA Alexia Sony 26133 - ANGEL ST M People M People/BMG 27 21 16 AIN'T THAT JUST THE WAY Lulricia McNeal Wildstar 28 30 12 I REFUSE (WHAT YOU WANT) Somore XL 290 20 SOMETHING GOING ON Todd Terry Manifeste/Mercury 30 26 40 FREE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M 31 37 3 WATCHING WINDOWS Roni Size Talkin'Loud/Mercury 32 22 15 NEVER EVER Ali Saints London 33 14 4 NO NO NO Destiny's Chiid Columbia 34 35 11 SO GOOD Jullel Roberts Delirious 350 2 KUNG-FU187 Lockdown East West Dance 3618 3 SLIDE Junksler RCA 37133 - LADIES IF YOU'RE WITH ME Phoebe One Mecca 380 21 REMEMBER ME Blue Boy Pharm 39133 - MUSIC IN MY MIND Adam F Posiliva/EMI 40 33 2 NAKED AND SACREO Maria Nayler Deconstmction Stations monitored between 00.00 on 06.03.98 and 24.00 on 11.03.98: tQss 100, Galaxy 102. Galaxy 105. Galaxy 101, Cholce (London & Birmingham). Vibe FM. ^ Music Contrai UK. 55 SI John St. London EC1M 4AN: Tel: 0171-336 6996. 
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  Having signed one of the biggsst 
dance artists of lasl year, Sash!, 
whilst an A&R man at Mullipiy, Scott 
MacLachlan left the company to jom 
Jive and start a new imprint. The 
new dance label, Pepper, is already 
enjoying a buzz on one of its first 
signings- 'Feel If by The 
Tamperer, which will be released 
next month. Tony Farsides finds ont 
what MacLachlan plans for Pepper 

scot maclachlan 
SO WHY -PEPPER'? "No reason. I actually wanted to chose a name that had nothing to do with music. I thought Pepper sounded nice. So it's as crass and simple as that," HAS IT BEEN A RUSH SETTING THE LABEL UP IN THREE MONTHS? "l'd forgotten how much was involved. It's quite tough but there's a really good team here already. One good thing is that I haven't had to worry about the signings so much because l've gone in for tracks and got them, When i started out at Multiply I had no profile or track record so it was quite difficult convincing i people to sign with you. One of the secrets of Multiply's success is that the ) System works so well, so if you sign a good record you can put it through the 

tine is. 
tickin auay 

- r . mi 

• -, 
mixes by the 

dKty^rDtten scoundrele 
vlfl & xenomania 
tél\eased 16th m^ch 1998 
TOP TEN RIVI CLUB, RIV1 POP^AND WlIX MAC 

machine and corne out with a hit. So l'm trying to get the business end of things completely sorted out here. Thafs nuls and bolts as far as l'm concerned." HOW SIMILAR IS PEPPER GOING TO BE TO MULTIPLY? "On the licensing front it's going to be similar-picking up high-profile tracks, hopefully having hits with them, and reaping the benefits in terms of compilation and licensing revenues. The other side will be différent in the sense of getting involved with acts on a more long-term development sense. l've signed a group called Kowala who are a live band. l've also done a deal with Lawrence Malice from Trade to handle their compilation LPs. So there'll be two avenues." 00 YOU EEELPRESSURED? "Not really. Certainly not from.within Jive. People are obviously interested to see what happens and whether l'H get egg on my face. But one of the reasons I joined Jive is that at Multiply we achieved what we set out to do and I didn't feel pressured any more. By the law of averages alone it's unlikely that l'm immediately going to sign another Sash! but what I want to do is take what I learnt from doing that and use it to move on to something différent. In 20 years' time I don't want to be licensing records -1 want to do proper development-based A&R." 
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UjEBES) 
ULTIMATE DILEMMA Second Floor, 91 Brick Lane, London El BON, tel: 0171-426 0268, fax: 0171- 426 0269 HISTORY Ultimate Dilemma was born in 1996, the brainchild of Max Lousada and Peter Adjaye who were partners in Brighton- based hip hop distributors In A Silent Way. The label's first release was The Runaways' 'Pathways EP'; other early releases included tracks from Req, who also records for Skint. The label's first crossover commercial success came last year with 'Non Non Non' by Melaaz, a French version of the Dawn Penn classic which was produced by La Funk Mob. The label has also built up a loyal fanbase through its regular club nights and tours. A licensing deal with New York label Rawkus Entertainment will provide further releases from Cyclops and other artists later in the year. The label is also committed to developing artists, and début albums from Jadell, Misterjon and Blueshift are in the pipeline. "We are trying to achieve a balance between studio-led and live proiects," says Lousada. "We aim to keep things organic, adding the rawness of beats and electronica to the musicality of vocals, melody and lead lines. We're notjust putting out stripped-down beats. Each ofour artists has an identity. Jadell, for instance, is a drummer who programs his beats but he wants to take it live. A live show prevents the artists from being faceless producers." The label is now gearing up for a busy '98, and Lousada promises a few surprises emerging from its hook- up with Rawkus. KEY STAFF: Max Lousada, Peter Adjaye SPECIALIST AREAS: Scoobie snax beats and rhymes KEY ARTISTS: Runaways, Jadell, Misterjon, 45 King, Cyclops 4000 LAST THREE RELEASES: Runaways 'Classic Taies' LP; Cyclops 4000 'Macroscope' 12-inch: Jadell 'A Brand New Sound' 12-inch COMING UP: Runaways féal Cyclops 4000 lévitation' 12-inch; Common Ground 'We Don't Need Another Hero' album; III Dependents EP RETAILER'S VIEW "One of the best of the up-and-coming UK hip hop labels. It always sells really well in here. It's got a good rester of artists and good links with the US, like its tie-up with Rawkus. It will be doing J)ig things in '98." - Pete Herbert, Atlas^ 
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•THE CHASE' GORDON'S WAR SOUNDTRACK (BUDDHA) Aston: "It came out around 1977 and it'sthe funkiest, baddeist break in b-boy ! 
history." Matt: "It makes b- boys do strange things on the dancefloor." Aston: "B-boys spin on their heads." Matt: "Spontaneous headspinning. 

'FREESTYLE' DON'T STOP THE ROCK (MUSIC SPECIALIST) Matt: "King of obscure early electro tunes. Fuil-on vocoder action. This was the first record we sampled as Freestylers - it 
practice body-popping toiit and I still play it today. It's really quirky. The crowd are really up for it ànd we used it on our Radio; One Essential Mix." 

■TWISTED SKA' Pick'n'Mixed (acetate) ■STAR AND GARTER' Blimey (Downboy) 'SWEET PEA' Soûl Hooligan (white label) 'DO VA WANNA GET FUNKY' Bud Bros (white label) I 'MY BEAT BOX' Deejay Punk-Roc (white label) 'J ROCS THEME' J-Rock (white label) 'STREET BEAT EP' Bowser (Freskanova) 'EL MAGNIFICO' Unknown (white label) 'DA PUMPED UP FUNK' Damage Control (Afro Wax); 

'YOU'RE GONNA GET YOURS' PUBLIC ENEMY (DEFJAM) Matt: "Militant rap at its best, courtesy of Chuck D and the crew off the first album, 'Yo Bum Rush The Show'. The sound of hip hop when it was raw." Aston: "The sound of hip hop in its golden era. We would play it as the last tune or if we're playing a long set where you can drop in some hip hop." 
'THE MIGHTY HARD ROCKER' CASH MONEY& MARVELLOUS (SLEEPING BAG) Matt: "Cash Money & Marvellous-the 
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■WICKEDEST SOUND' REBEL MC AND TENOR FLY (TRIBAL BASS) Aston: "One of the original ragga hip hop house fusions from the early rave days. When we play an eclectic set we'll drop it. It was a predecessor to early jungle and it inspired us to work with Ténor Fly." 

'PIRE WHEN READY' G DOUBLE E (JUMPIN' & PUMPIN') Matt: "The same as 'Wickedest Sound' except it inspired us not to work with Ténor Fly, It's good for morris dancing to - around Aston's Maypole." 
'JUICE' ERIC B & RAKIM (MCA) Matt: "So fat it makes b-boyp breal< wihd 
Rakim delivers his ruffesl rap ever. He drops:th Eric B's 

'DON'T HOLD BACK' BLAPPS POSSEE (TRIBAL BASS) Matt; "Produced by Blapps Possee, this was the underground origin of breakbeats, around 1990." Aston: "It still sounds slammin'." Matt: "When it's dropped, relive the summer of Vicks nasal spray! It 

'TO THE MAX' STEZO (SLEEPING BAG) Matt: "One of my favourite old hip hop 
around 1989 and it's fat, funky, furious, fresh and loads of other things beginning with T." 

'APACHE' INCREDIBLE BONGO BAND (MGM) Matt: "The ultimate drum break of ail time with some funky Shadow-ish guitar breaks, minus Sir Cliff!" Aston; "Another break for the b-boys." 
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BUSTA RHYMES 'TURN IT UP' (EAST WEST) (BIP HOP) In the LP version, Busta samples Al Green's 'Love Is Happiness' as a refrain for an overall slinky, shutfling rap track. But it's game over when 'Pire It Up' uses the hook from the 'Knight Rider' TV theme to come up with a raucous rap-raging winner that only someone such as Busta could pull off so effectively. Also included on the single are instrumentais and a scratchy Desert Eagle Dises remlx of 'Dangerous'. • • • • • Jl 

RELEASED 23.3.98 INCLUDES THE LAST HUSTLE IN PARIS MIX BY : ARMAND VAN HELDEN ALSO FEATURES MIXES BY; ANTHONY TEASDALE & WYCA MEN. 

(R&B) 

r 

WAMDUE PROJECT: WHERE DO WE GO? 

SASRi 'LA PRIIVIAVERA' (MULTIPLY) (BOUSE) The début single from Sashl's new LP is an uplilting, commercial tune w.th Spanish-tinged female vocals from Victoria Senion not tfissimilar to ^ Mixes from Magic Alec, DJ Jam X & De Léon Blank & Jones P us a Megamix, exclusively performed on the Christmas IOTP cou d seethis h,( numéro uno rather than the number two of his ail previous singles. • • • • jh 
JANET JACKSON'IGETLONELY'(VIRGIN USA) 
Dut of a vast assortment of mixes from the likes of Jason Nevms and Ja... Lewis Teddy Riley's phat down-low TNT remix is the killer eut which takes the crédit for making this tune worthy of release in the UK. This will get an abundance of radio playlisling and is therefore a guaranteed hit but it's not as strong as the previous two releases from Janet's recent 'Veivet Rope' LP. Not bad for the bedroom crew. ® » ® BH 
THE TAMPERER FEATURING MAY 'FEEL IT' (PEPPER) (BOUSE) A bit of a love-it-or-hate-it one here. Pepper's first release sees a female vocal run over The Jacksons' 'Can You Feel It' in as blatanl a manner as possible. There are three mixes with little variation, relying on the said sample to do the damage. Ifs easy to see how the mainstream clubs are going to lap this up, and with apt radio support it could resuit in lots of copies going ov- 

^95 NORTB 'JAZZ ASCENSION' |LARGE) (GARAGE) This is one of those tracks that oozes quality. A lazy swinging groove sways through some sci-fi FX and tribal rhythms with deep dubbed-out synth and organ stabs thrown in. A warm bluesy maie vocal talks us through the mix Introducing, among other things, a "badass" bassline which gels the whole thing into a funked-up party groove. Add to this excellent production and you have a track that will appeal to every dance enthusiast. • • • • ® 
PERPETUAL MOTION 'KEEP ON DANCING' (CROSSTRAXX) (BOUSE) A eut and paste track which takes samples from both house and hip hop to produce a full-on funky sound. It makes good use of breakbeats, currently rocking the housiest of dance floors and has plenty of drum-rolls for those hands-in-the-air moments. Doing the rounds as a limited 10-inch this tune is as 'in yerface' as the bright green vinyl it is'pressed on. • • • • AB 
DREAMON 'THE BEAT' (FFRR) (HOUSE) Downboy's underground success of last year has been taken on by ffrr and reissued in four mixes. The '98 remix is the toughest on offer here, with a lift in pace from the original, while the KCC & Area 51 remix has a much more funky bass and strong-sounding strings offering good support. Dreamon's Downboydown Dub goes for the speed garage arena, but ifs the original, so ahead of its time first time around, that stlll tops the bill. • • © © CF 
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[upfront house] 'W 

2 IGET LONELY (JASON NEVINS MIXES) Janet 

3 WINDOWS (SHARP/DEA MIXES) Sil ' D.Disco/flrisIa 

3 LA PRIMAVERA/MEGAIVIIX Sashl , P „V
1[9" 3 sssrssasEK,... .«..«..s; 

a siSïrŒSiss,»™!, "-■'•"•«S 14 HOURS TO SAVE THE EflRTH W^SER ElSiSSllB® S" «Si 
3 KRU MIXES) Rotlbie williams 
1 SS ?n, ^E.DrIVIY LIFE (R0GER SANCHEaFRANCOIS K/PROPHECY MIXES) Sylk 130 Ovum 2 R U SLEEPING (BUMP & FLEX/GRANT/STONEBRIDGE MIXES) Indo Azuli/Salelffle 2 NOBODY BETTER (DEM 2/KELLY G/BLACKSMITH MIXES) Tina Moore Del l us SOUNDS OF WICKEDNESS (TZANT/PF PROJECT/CUT 'N PLAY MIXES) Tzant l oi SOAKIN' WET (DILLON & DICKINS/TONY DE VIT/T-TOTAL/STEVE THOMAS MIXES) Ninety Nlne Allslais 99 North HIGH NQON (ISB IV1IX)/DEEPER Serious Danger Fresh 7 THE WORD IS LOVE (STEVE'SILICHURLEY/MOUSSET/KELLY G MIXES) Voices 01 Lile AIVLPM 4 HERE'S WHERE THE STORY ENDS (TIN TIN OUT/KLM/CANNY/MANSA MIXES) Tin Tin Dut féal. Slielley Nelson VC Recordings MOVE ON DP Trickster ^.piH PLAYMATE PUZZLE (DILLON & DICKINS/PLANET NICE MIXES) Discolecs Heatflrr 4 LOVE SHY(TUFFJAM/RHYTHMMASTERS/TODD EDWARDS MIXES) Kristine Blond Reverb THE ROOF (DAVID MORALES MIXES) Mariali Carey Columbia NEED YOUR LOVIN' M.A,S. Proiect Club Tools 2 THE BEAT (DREAMON/KCC & ARENA 51 MIXES) Dreamon Oownboy/tfrr FUN (DJ SNEAK/BASEMENT JAXX/TODD EDWARDS/DJ KRUST MIXES) Oa Mob (eal. Jocelyn Brown INCredible 3 EVERYBODY (MR. PINK MIXES) Frankie Carbone Playola 5 TROUBLED GIRL (BORIS DLUGOSCH & MICHAEL LANGEAVAY OUTWEST/FULL INTENTION/DON CARLOS/MAW EZIXES) Katen Ramirez Manileslo 5 IT'S LIRE THAT (JASON NEVINS MIXES) Run-D.M.C. Vs. Jason Neuins Sm:)e I 4 AIN'T G01N' TO GOA (187 LOCKDOWIWRIS NEEDS/UTAH SAINTS7TROUSER ENTHUSIASTSMOTIV 8 MIXES) Alabama 3 Elemental LIFE IN MONO (BANANA REPUBLIC MIXES) Mono Echo 4 WHERE 00 WE GO? (ARMAND VAN HELDEN/ORIGINAL MIXES) WamdueProjecl Eniplion THE WAVE (TAUCHER/LANGE MIXES) Sosa Additive 5 AIL THAT MATTERS (THE ALMIGHTY/HEX HECTOR/HYPER GO GO/DJ TONKA/CAS ROC MIXES) Louise 3 BOUNDARIES (BANANA REPUBLIC/TRICKY/O-NATIOWDOPESKILLZ MIXES) Leena Conques! 1 UP ON THE BLUES (YOJOWORKIN&HUFF&HERB MIXES) HuH&Herb KillerBee 0 44 33 5 REMEMBER (MOOD II SWING/PAUL VAN DYK/SASHAIBT MIXES) BT 0 45 44 3 LOVEBREAK Peach V Colucci 0 46 E! l'LL NEVER BE LONELY AGAIN (TONY DE VIT & SIMON PARKES/SOUR STONE/XENOMANIA MIXES) Sappbire 0 47 34 4 WHERE YOU ARE (STEVE'SILICHURLEY MIXES) RahsaanPatlerson 0 48 43 5 KEEP ON DANCING Perpétuai Moon > 49 31 3 WHEN THE LIGHTS GO DUT (LOOP DA LOOP/CANDY GIRLS MIXES) 5 > 50 24 4 I LIRE IT LIRE THAT (NORTHERN BOYZ/PHAT 'N' PHUNR/IST BASS/IWYCE AS NYCE MIXES) Miami Allslars > 51 32 4 CRAZY (FULL CREW/BOOKER T/MIAMIBASS MIXES) Awesome > 52 42 2 MY MATE PAUL David Holmes 0 53 30 5 GET UP (ON THE DANCEFLOOR) (DIRTY DUDE/BARRIN' BROTHERS/VITO BENITOS MIXES) Disco Dude 0 54 58 2 SUPERHERO (RATHD PG MIXES) Daze 0 55 37 5 BABY(YOUBRING ME UP)(NOODLES& LEWIS MIXES) Y-Trihe 0 56 21 5 DISREMEMBRANCE (XENOMANIAID-BOP/TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS/SHARP/TWYCE AS NYCE MIXES) Dannli Eletoal 0 57 IS3 BRIGHT MORNING WHITE FC Rahuna Rahuna Rulz 0 58 39 7 GIVE ME RHYTHM (FULL INTENTION/BURGER QUEEN/VICTOR SIMONELLI/GROOVEYARD/LEMON JU1CE MIXES) Black Connection Xbavaganza MUCH BETtER (FUTURE SHOCK/BORIS DLUGOSCH/PETER RAUHOFER MIXES) Club 69 (eal. Suzanne Palmer Twisled UR BEAT 60ES ONAIISeeingl Earth 

[commentary]| by alan Jones e not yet a quarter of (bel waythrough 1998 butl Manifesto bas ils fourth" of the year already, stealing pôle position this week with TODO TERRY's 'Ready For A New Day', wbich was the ante-post favourite this week but very nearly got caught by STATE OF MIND, whose 'This Is If advances 38-2. JANET JACRSON can count herself very unlucky too; she advances only 4-3 despite registering a numerically beastly 666 points - more than the number one record has had in each of the prevlous three weeks, Also suffering from the strength of support for its rivais at the top end of the chart, WILDCHILD's 'Bad Boy' dips from three to five despite a 29% increase in support week-on-week, while TINA MOORE's 'Nobody Better' suffers an early reverse, declining 17-21 even as if registers a 4% hike in support...» State Of Mind can climb to number one next week - and Todd Terry is going to be hard to dislodge as a carefully-timed package of dubs by Hani and Pete Avila dropped in the week, which should help to offset some of the record's inévitable décliné - they will have done so via a more difficult route than any of this yeafs number ones, Six singles have laken turns at the top this year, and ail six were the highest new entry to the chart on the week of their début, while the State Of Mind single was only last week's 10th biggest débutant. If Todd Terry doesn't hold bis crown, therefore, the likelihood is that NOVY VS. ENIAC's 'Superstar' (not to be confused with Superstar's 'Superstar', also around at the moment) will advance to pôle position, having been this week's top début at number six. A bubbler on import from Germany, where if was released on the tiny Kosmo label, it has the added advantage of being played by Pete Tong on his Radio One show seven weeks in a row. When you also consider that it was remixed by Jason Nevins - the New York DJ whose mix has made Run DMC hot again and also remixed the current Janet Jackson club hit - il must be considered the record most likelyto go to the top...For the moment, however, both of the top two records have mixes by Dillon & Dickins, as have a couple of this week's hot new entries, 'Soakin' Wef by 99 ALLSTARS (number 23) and 'Playmate Puzzle' by DISCOTECS (number 28), confirming the remixers' current hot status. 
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"swesome, phat, funky and blissfui." FWl 

READ MV MIND : NOBQDV BUT YDU 
Mixes by Booken T Brooklyn Funk and Groove Chronicles 
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POP 

1 3 LA PRIMAVEFWMEGAMIX 4 2 STOP 14 3 SUPERHERO 12 2 I SET LONELY 7 3 SHOOT TOTRE TOP 5 4 AINT GOIN'TO GOA 3 5 AIL THAT MATTERS 
10 8 5 MY HEART WiLl GO ON 

WHENTHE LIGHTS GO OUT ANGELST rais is rr HOW 001LIVE OH LA LA LA IUKE iï UKE THAT THE MANWHO SOLO THE WORLD READY FOR A NEW DAY CRAZY DOWN WITH THE UNDERGROUND EVOLUTION SUPERSTAR BADBOY MOVE ON UP l'LLNEVERBE LONELY AGAIN 

0 20 32 2 021 24 2 0 22 37 2 

31 EX 0 32 EU 33 18 2 
 NG BACK LOVE IS IN THE AIR GIVEME RHYTHM HERES WHERE THE STORY ENDS IT'S UKE THAT 

Pire Islanil leal. Loleatta Holloway Alahama 3 

Vanilla Five M Peuple 
Miami Allstais Boys 01A New Age Todd Terry Awesome Trevor Reiily Slieryl Lee Ralph Novy Vs. Eniac Wildchild Tricksler Sapphire DJDado Decaprio Black Connetlion Un Un Oui leal. Shelley Nelson Run-D.M.C. vs.Jason Nevins 

Junior Boy's Own Elemenlal 1stAvenue/EMI 

M People Sound 01 Minisliy Curh/The HitUbel 

D.Oisco/Arista Polydor AM;PM 
Academy Street Xtravaganza VC Recordings 

[commentary] I 
by alan jones 

SASH! continues at the top.l fending off a formidable^   challenge trom the SPICE GIRLS, whose 'Stop' moves 4-2 with a 65% increase in ' support. Sash! was not to be denied, however. and is currently being played by 77% of DJs canvassed for this week's chart...Elsewhere at the top. there's vety little action, with the number two record in the upfront chart - STATE OF MIND's 'This (s If - making the week's highest début, though at a lowly 16. Next week, however, we should see AQUA getting off to a brisk start in their bid for a /third consécutive number one, with 'Turn Back Time', an album track a little remlniscent of early Madonna, given a remix by Love To lnfinity...Though there are no new entries in the top 15, there are no fewer than 12 of them in the remainder of the chart, and the PopTip charfs usual ratt of long-term residents are ail tlushed out, with no record in the current list more than seven weeks old - even that , honour is held by only ALEXIA's 'Uh La La La', which looks like followlng its Pop Tlp-topping performance by making a début in the Top 10 of the CUV sales chart this week...One of the tour acts bidding to represent the UK at this year's Euroyision, SAPPHIRE are getting useful club exposure for their entry to the Great British Song Cohtest. Ifs promoed on two différent 1 Z-inch singles and is titled either 'Never Be Lonely Again' or TU Never Be Lonely Again', and is on Earth Musio or Eternal, depending on which you believe, Either way, it débuts this week at number 28. 
STATE OF MIND 'THIS IS IT' (SOUND OF MINISTRY) (HOUSE) 'This Is If continues the Ministry's style of combining club credibility with crossover potential. There's a spread of options from the M&S Club Mix, which is a full vocal plus a laidback electric guitar, to Boy Foy's vety funky disco dub. Nu Birth stress the hi-hat while Dillon & Dickens do the same with the bassline, MJ Cole complétés the mix package with a mix of tip-toe beats. • • • • CF 
DAVID HOLMES 'MY MATE PAUL' (GO BEAT) (BEATS) Similar in mood to the current AU Seeing Eye single, the latest Holmes tune is another keyboard-based swinger. The Stereo MCs mix steps up the pace and adds some twangy guitar and accordion sounds. The Holmes & Goldsworthy mix roughs up the beats a little, while the Major Force version adds some great, welrd sounds over lush hip hop beats. Finally, the Pulsinger/Tunakan mix ventures into lefttield beats territory with moderately successful resulls. • • • • BB 
K-CI & JO JO 'ALL MY LIFE' (UNIVERSAL) (R&B) The two Jodeci boys thrill with this urban beat ballad, strings and plonky piano intro making it a real show-stopping performance piece. Rich with the duo's own harmonies, ifs one of those records you can really grow into, Walch for new es by the Ignorants too. • • • • 

r 

i i % 

GOLDIE 'BELIEVE' (FFRR) (DRUM & BASS) One of the standout vocal tracks from Goldie's album, 'Believe' is a soulful breeze of a tune that wouldn't sound out of place on Talkm' Loud thanks to its mellow funk tones. Check oui the extended version for a brilliant mixdown into Loose Ends' 'Hanging On A String'. Remixers include Photek whose drum & bass- flavoured mix adds a funk bassline, some skittering beats and vety cool piano. Grooverider's mix is stunning in its breadth of sounds and totally engaging atmosphère - future jazz at its finest. Finally, there's a mix and dub from underground garage merchants Groove Chronicles which are, quite frankly, gratuitous and bear little relation to the quality of the original. • • • • BB 
AZURE 'MAMA USED TO SAY' (1NFERN0) (GARAGE) A reworking of Jujuor Gascombe's classic Eighties hit, this features the vocal talents of 25ryearmî3'MfirC'ooper, with mixes from Curtis and Moore and Ramsey & Fen. While the former go for a classic, lush piano-led club groove, Ramsey & Fen opt for a clean bumpy (eel that has a soulful vibe about it. Both mixes work, but for me, the Ramsey & Fen mixes hit the mark. • • • • • l 
NOVY VS ENIAC 'SUPERSTAR' (DiDISCO) (HOUSE) Already a Top 10 hit in Germany, this track has made its way across the Channel for Arista's sister label D:Disco's first release. Tom Novy's cufn'paste disco-funk pounder covers three promus with contributions from Jason Nevins and Birmingham's Funky Diablo among others, It is the simplicity of the infectious head nodding piano-backed "My Superstar shouts that do the trick, with an optional female vocal if required, proving that there is a definite current trend towards good dance tracks that don't rely on out-and-out pace. • « « 9 CF 

ETIENNE DE CRECY 'PRIX CHOC (DIFFERENT) (BEATS) One of the many highlights from the landmark 'Super Discount' album gels its own releases with a string of cool remixes. The laidback and jazzy house original is simply gorgeous and its "sensimilia, marijuana" hook is, naturally, quite effective. The La Funk Mob mix adds a little more funk to the beats and some extra sampled vocals. De Crecy's own remix goes for.a very chilled and relaxing reggae feel. Roy Davis Jr adds his own inimitable disco touch to the grooves, as does Alex Gopher while Cosmo Vitelli whips up some noisy, expérimental breakbeats and fuzzy guitar to dazzling effect. •••99 BB 



! NOBODYBETTER I NO NO NO î I CET LONELY ' iWAS ! BESTOAYS i NOBODY'S BUSINESS i TURN ET UP/FIREIT UP/RHYMES GALORE 
i THE ROOF i WHERE YOU ARE i WHAT YOU WANT/WILL THEY DIE 4 U' i TOO CLOSE I NICE & SLOW i HOLLER I NASTY BOY I IGGIN' ME 1 I NEEO YOUR LOVE i WHOAMI i MAN BEHIND THE MUSIC ) BEALONENOMORE ' REWIND 1 DAJONESEZ ! LAST NIGHT A DJ SAVED MY LIEE î BEER ME 911 
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) THE WEEKEND i DONT LEAVE ME HANGIN' GONE TILL NOVEMBER > CAUGHT UP (LP) FALUNG I OFFTHEHOOK Ji I PERFECT DAY S ) IF YOU WANT ME/WHEN YOU TOUCH ME THERE H 1 I DONT EVER WANT TOSEE YOU AGA1N/CAN YOU FEaiT U ' YOUNGSAD&BLUE/GHETTO SUPERSTAR UP AND DOWN/PARADISE I WANT YOU BACK 4,3,2,1/FATHER DEJA VU (UPTOWN BABY) YOUMAKEMEWANNA... 

Another Levai Celetia Structure Rlze Sylk 13D Missy Misdemanour Elliott Funky DL leat. Ty Dave Holiister Camille Douglas Wyclef Jean Original Soundtrack 

Satellite/Nertliwestslde 
EastWest 

Tommy Boy 

Billy Laivrence Jackson 5 LL Cuol J féal. MetM Man, Redman, DMX, Canlbus... Lord Tariq & Peler Gunz 

i[commentary} | by lony farsides 
Well, I got It wrong last week, I thinking thaï BUSTA RHYMES^ would hit thetop. He's actually only moved up one - shows what I k other two tips were good though - the irrésistible Blacksmith mix of TINA MOORE shoots her up to number one, while the jet- propelled JAHET JACKSON rockets from 35 to three. No doubt those two will be fighting things out next week...Cut(ather & Joe bave production/remix crédits on two new top 10 entries this week, firstly with China Records' longstanding R&B artist CHARLERE SMITH with T Was' and then on the début from ■ Swedish girl trio JUICE Last seen with Soul Il Soul, the UK's CHARLOTTE returns with 'Be Mine', which makes very creditable progress, jumping from 15 to eight,..UK R&B diva BEVERLY KNIGHT will be returning to the tray with her first release in two years, the appropriately-titled 'Made It Back1. The track was produced and co-written by UK producer Dodge and features a guest rap from none other lhan Redman...Tim Westwood, Funkmaster Flex and Chris Goldfinger are sterling up a weekly hip hop and dancehall night at THE TEMPLE (formerly Club UN), High Road, Totlenham. The first night will be March 28 and Westwood promises big things. "Saturday nights at The Temple is gonna be the bomb - it's what London needs," he says. "Bringing Flex over is just the start. We've got a lot more great things to corne, more artists and more live broadcasts on Radio One." 
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DON'T LEAVE ME HANGIN' 
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# y H on manufacturing 
( As far as manufacturers of 12- inyl are concerned,the unpredictability of dance record production is its one predictable factor. "Every hour of the day is "" mt," says Adrenalin director Tony Wicking. "Ifs either a living nightmare or ifs fun." Adrenalin's ability to deal calmly and professionally with high- ured situations bas helped it te 
dance community. "Adrenalin are incredibly tast and flexible," says Simon Wills, production mangerai Total Records, which is a regular customer, "Tony Wicking speaks direct to the distributors a lot of the so there's no pulling the wool ils eyes about whafs required." Wicking has been dealing with dance customers for over 10 years and has a highly-developed sense o( what each job requires. "Ifs imperative that dance records don't 

se there an record stitfs l copies on the shelves, the I loses sales and I lose pressings. Adrenalin's capacity is currently between 75,000 and 90,000 records es it finds itself topping up on orders before the initial run is delivered. A successful dance record will sell between 10,000 and 25,000 units in a very short time, and vinyl pressera have to be able to juggle priorities etfectively, Coping with an escalating vinyl order is not usually a problem in itselt, but there are plenty of . 

pressing 
business 

Dealing with high- 
take off is just one 

orders for 12-inches when dance tracks suddenly 
problem facing vinyl manufacturers, says Karen Faux 

-T; 

struggle to keep up." AtPR Records, 
presses for several 

dance labels including Key Productions, Mute, React and Kickin', production co-ordinator lan Dunlop emphasises that vinyl production is not as swift as CD. "It involves high-pressure hydraulics and customers have to understand that there is more that can go wrong," he says. "Even if a pressing can be accommodated quickly the records have to stand to cool and then be packed." While many vinyl plants went through a lean patch before Christmas, Dunlop says the first two months of 1998 have been exceotionallv buovant. "In January 
"We recently did the Propellerheads' album, the 'Dope On Plastic 5' four-LP box set and Tommy Boy's singles, We reckon we're pretty good on the planning side of things and we can handle a combination of hot records by running to our 25,000 daily capacity. However, if somebody came back to us and wanted a 20,000 re-press immediately 

Truly, Madly, Deeply... 

imPMESSive 

3 d amont 
DAMONT AUDIO LTD 

7" Uinyl -12" Uinyl & Cassette 
Call Malcolm or Keith 

Tel: +44 [01181 573 5122 Fax: +44 (0)181 561 0979 
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spécial materials through its Bristol office and advises 
elaborate i options from glow-in-the dark vinyl packages with 10-(oot pull-out posters. "We're always looking into new ways of packaging," says director Karen Emanuel. "As vinyl has become more specialist labels are looking at alternative ways of promoting 

example, for Sam And Valley we 

it." One of its most adventurous clients is Rephlex, the maverick dance imprint run by Richard James from The Aphex Twin. "The label currently turns out between 20 and 25 releases a yearand il is virtually 

!■_ wrapped a 12-inch with a jigsaw puzzle while for Mururoa we manulactured luminous vinyl. Both were on targetforlhe collectors' market." Emanuel underlines Ihaf spécial packaging has lo be carefully tailored to the artist to ensure ils success. "Forsome artists it doesn't really malter whether there is spécial packaging or not," she says, "but for others it can make ail the différence between peoplebuyingonecopy JL 
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* COOLCUTS HOTLINE THE FASTEST WAYTO HEAR THE BEST UPFRONT DANCE MUSIC Calls cost 5Qp/min. Service is provided by Frontier Media. Faumine: 0171-3715460. To use from o; 
0891 515 585 

fi (2) BELIEVE Goldie (Photek, Grooveriderand Groove Chronicles on the mix) ffrr mode-1855 
2 (i) FOUND ACURE Ultra Nate (With mixes from Mood II Swing and Full Intention) AM:PM mode-1841 
3 m SUPERSTAR Novy vs Eniac (Big Euro club hitnowouthere with mixes fromJason Ne vins) DrDisco mode-1867 
4 m JUST LET GO Pelra & Co (Eighties club classic in new mixes from Tait Paul and Craig Daniel) Lifting Cars mode-1868 
5 (3) UNEXPLAINED Grauediggaz (With redhot mixes from Naturel Born Chillers and Cyclops 4000) Gee St mode-1856 
6 (8) PACIFIC STATE/CUBIK 808 State (Classic club tunes get new mixes from Grooveriderand Monkey Mafia) ZTT mode-1857 
7 csn POLICEMAN SKANK Audioweb (Excellent guitar-fuelled indie big beatmash-up) Mother mode-1869 
8 m LONG AS 1CAN SEE THE LIGHT/WARD10 Monkey Mafia (Anthemicballad flippedbya tough beat workout featuring Silvah Ballet) Heavenly mode-1870 
9 (10) YOU ARE SOIVIEBODY Full Intention (Disco mixkings with one oftheirown cuts) SugarDaddy < mode-1859 
10 m UP AND DOWN The Outfit (Mélodieandsoulfulgarage tune with bigpotential) Smokin' Beats mode-1871 
11 m AFRICAN HORIZON Mystica (Israel's top trancer with remixes byX-Cabs) Perfecto Fluoro mode-1872 
12 (14) MY FUNNY VALENTINE Big Muff (Garage coverofthe classic Flogers S Hartsong) Maxi mode-1861 
13 m BROWN ACID Brown Acid (Cheeky American Underworid and Pink Floyd soundclash) white label ! mode-1873 
14 m BEEP ME 911 Missy Elliotl (Hip hop album cutgetsaretease with mixes from Jason Nevins and Timbaland) EastWesl mode-1874 
15 m COMIN' BACK EP Puente Lalino (Tough funkytechno from CariLekebusch) Primevil mode-1875 
16 m MAGNETIC Vincent De Moor (Pumping house with De Moor's trademarktouch) Rewind mode-1876 
17 m VOID Catapila (Featuring mixes from Usa Marie Expérience andMedusa) 3 Beat mode-1877 
18 m GETINTO YOU Deep Brosfeat. Fonda Rae (With mixes from Kerry Chandlerand Eric Kupper) Arthrob mode-1878 
19 m TAKE YOUR PARTNER BY THE HAND Howie B (Withguest appearance from Robbie Robertson) Polydor mode-1879 
20 m FALLING Coloured Oxygen (Progressive house with breakbeats) Glow mode-1880 

(manchester). 23rd preclncl/topp (glasgow), 3 beat (liverpool), flylng (newcastle), global beat (bracHord). massive (oxford). sry friday between 6pm and 9pm. Compiîed Mag/trax (london). eastern bloc/undergroun 

recordings tin tin ovt îr, featurlng Bhelley Nelson 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 

ALBUMS 21 MARCH 1998 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

• After live, hits and blues album releases, Eric Clapton issuod Pilgrim, his first regular LP since 1989's Journeyman, last week. Despite ovt 

NUMBER ONE FACTFILE My Father's Eyes, bas had more 
• Altogether, Clapton bas had 23 charted albums solo, plus one as a and another with John Mayall's Bluesbreakers, but it is his recent albums that have fared best - of the seven that came immedîately before Pilgrim, only one - the 1991 live set 24 Nights - has fall- en short of the Top 20. 

whelmingly positive reviews, it débuts member of C a little disappointlngly at number six, l","" ! 
while his last album, iggA's blues tribute From The Cradle debuted at number one. His lOth Top 10 album as a solo artist, Pilgrim will undoubtedly pick up a little when the first single, 

ifiad 

m after seMing a farther :s of Ray Of Light last lumber one because tanic soundtrack - from 
slow décliné. Sales of Titanic leapt 58% the week after the movie was released, propelling it to number one on the chart but it has declined in each of the four 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES TOP 10 COMPANIES 

47,000 last week alone take its 
a remarkable figure for a movie score. After the success of their single with Catatonia's Cerys, The Ballad Of Tom Jones, Space have the album chart's highest début this week, entering at er three with Tin Planet. It's the st charting album 

et makes a Top 20 de 
COMPILATIONS 

SALES UPDATE 

début at number 15 with Corne On Over four weeks after reaohing number 10 wit her single You're Still The One. Twain is 32-year-old Canadian whose début alburr 

The Woman In Me sold over 8m cc America. She is married to British reci producer Robert John Lange. Lange ar Twain wrote and produced ail the sonj on Corne On Over. Last week's hot 

country act. The Mavericks, suffer only a slight décliné in sales for their Trampoline album, which dips 17-23, and is winning support from a wide variety of sources, with unlikely supporters like Danny Baker, who enthused about them on his GLR 
Robble Williams' Life Thru A Lens album surged past the 500,000 sales mark on Saturday. After peaking at num- ber two when Angels was in the Top 10, Robbie's album has started to take off again since its fifth single Let Me Entertain You started to pick up airplay. Life Thru A Lens registered a week-on- week gain of 10% a fortnight ago and a further 36% last week, and moves 5-4. Bryan Adams' Unplugged spun off its third hit single - l'm Ready - this week, and though the single's chart position of 20 is nothing to get excited about, its release is justified by the impetus it has given Unplugged, which rose 91-65 last week, and now climbs to number 26. 

While sales of the video inevitably tumble after its record breaking first week, sales of the Full Monty soundtrack album stay high, with a further 32,000 copies sold last week, taking the album's sales past the half 
the compilation chart, and was the sixth biggest-selling album overall last week. Its continued high sales are bad news forTelstar, whose Box Hits 98 - a 

guard action next week to prevent the Ministry Of Sound label from claiming pôle position via its Dance Nation 5 AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP GORPORATE CROUPS 

cks featured on the increasingly influential channel - débuts at number two after selling nearly 24,000 copies, which has been enough to guarantee a number one position in 17 out of 21 previous March charts in the last flve years. Both albums will have to fight a rear- 

winning team of Pete Tong and Boy George, whose last collaboration The Annual III has sold over half a million copies. The latest in a long line of TV- promoted albums exploiting Motown's back catalogue, Ready Steady Go! - The Sixties Sound Of Motown débuts at number six this week, after selling 10,000 copies. Containing 50 million- rçmsmBiocwe selling tracks digitally remastered, it has also had a big impact on the Motown   Chartbusters albums mentioned in last Jj^s ^ week's budget oolumn. They ail improve their budget chart positions this week. 

SALES UPDATE 

THE YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBOMS VIRGIN RADIO CHART 

LETSTALK ABOUT LOVE UGHTHOUSE FAMILY 
RAY OF UGHT SPICEWORLD MAVERICK A STRIKE 

THE LOVESONGS IPUTER LEFT OFTHE MIDDLE 
.BEST OF 

MOTOWN/POLYGRAM TV 

20 GREATESTHITS 

■ WHEN I WAS BORN FOR THE 7TH TIME C«r.c -> INTERNATIONAL VELVET Cautonis < LIKE YOU 00...THE BEST OF Ughinlng S« ■' UNFINISHED MONKEY BUSINESS ion » THE BENDS Radiohoad 3 UNPLUGGED Bryan Adams 

£3 " THE VERY BEST OFsuno/ThePonco 24 C21 DONE AND DUSTED Oust Junkys 25 n PAINT THE SKY WITH STARS • THE BEST Of 26 n WHATS THE STORY MORNING GLORY? Oiv: 

30 m PORTlSHEADPortisboad 31 O TALK ON CORNERS Tho Corrs 32 » GREATES! HITS Quoc,■> 33 n THE DANCE Reotwûod Mac 34 » TRACY CHAPMAN Tiacv Chapmon 35 STANLEY ROAD Paul woiiar 36 csa THE BEST OF The Ooars 37 3. GREATES! HITS II ûuaen 38 O MOSELEY SHOALS Océan Colou; Scem 39 - DIFFERENT CLASS Puip 40 Hl LENNON LEGEND ■ THE VERY BEST OF jc-v 
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THE OFFICIAI UK ALBUM CHART 

ZI MARCH 1998 
ê % § Artist (Producer) 

TOP 75 

1, 2 RAY OF LIGHT ★ Maverick 9362468842 (W) Madonna (Madonna/OrbiW)9 Vnes/leonord) 9362468474/S38246M71 26 - ,3 UNPLUGGED • 

Sony Classical SK 63213 (SMI 
0_3 

27 29 ,8 UKE YOU D0...THE BEST OF *2 Epk 
28 25 6 INTERNATIONAL VELVET 8lanCoYNegro39«2083W) Catatonia (Tommy D/Catalonia) 3984208344/3984208341 

7 BLUE FOR YOU -THE VERY BEST OF Global Tetev«„ieMGi 

52 34 „ THE STONE ROSES* 
KO „ 3, NEWFORMS • 
Kifl 40 30 BE HERE NOW *6 

4 5 ,5 LIFE THRU A LENS *2 Chrysalis CDCHR 6127 |E) Robbie Williams (Chambarsffowerl TCCHR 61277- 
- Nina Simone (Vanous) RAOCO 84/RADMC 84/- 

30 i9 
15 SP

D
ho

GET
(|^

0
B
uJjD ^^000438

fl
,3MV/P) Air (Dunckel/Godin) TCV 2848A/2848 

gg 38 3QUICKSILVER Positiva4934942(El 
b3 " Cl1 AV EP'C 489,592 'SM, 31 23 3, BACKSTREET'S BACK *2JNe CHIP 186/HiPC 186/-ipi w ««««m B«ï! W/MartWUindWScott/PM gMrt««bWlMtta|« W C 7 53 ,8 THE VERY BEST OF* A&M5404282IR ^ ' Sting/The Police (Sting/Padgham/Gray/The Police) 5404284/- 
6 H g PILGRIH/l Duck 9362465772 (W| Enc Claplon (Clapton/Ciimial 9362465774/9362465771 32 26 107 OCEAN DRIVE *5 WildCard/Polydor6237872(F) Ughlbouse Family IPedenl 5237874/- KO 5, 51 BLUR * Food/Pariophone FOODCO 19(F) Blur (Streeti FQODTC19/TOOOLP19 
/' 2J URBAN HYMNS *6 Hut/VirginCDHUT45(E) The Verve (YoulhAlie Verve/PoPerl HUTMC 45/HUTlJ> 45 33 2, ,2 WHEN1WAS BORN FOR THE ÏÏH TIME •wiiîawuco iksw/disci *J*' Comershop (Singh/Variousl WIJMC 1065/WIJLPI065X gg 32 2 CRYSTAL PLANET Epie4894732(SM) 
B 6 25 MAVERICK A STRIKE * Epie 4887582 ismi . Finlev Quaye (Quaya/Bacon/Quarmby) 4887584/4887581 343. 6 UNFINISHEDMONKEY BUSINESS é Poiyd„r(F) fin 27 27 BEDTIME STORIES * Maverick/Sire3302457672(W Madonna (Madonna/Rooper/Austin/Hall) 9362457674,-9362457671 
9 9 ,6 LEFT OFTHE MIDDLE ★ RCA74321544412IBMGI 35 EEa DOME AND DUSTED Polydor5571282(FI DustJunkysISlone) 5570434^570431 gl 55 2, GREATEST HITS-A i ut - M" m ^ m c 

10 E îm BtîUBN 10THE LASTCHANCE SA100N O Sip«ta,(ta^MMBiraraiF| , The Bluetones (Jones) BLUEM 008/BLUEV 808 3fi 35 37 THEFAT0FTHELAND*3 XLRecordingsINT4844652(W} 0 u The Prodigy (HowleBl XLMC121/XLLP121 CO „ ,27 (WHATSTHESTORY)MORNING GLORY? *13Création(smv/v) Oasis IMorris/Gallagber) CRECO18ÏCCRE189/CRELP 189 
11 » 15 ALL SAINTS *3 London 8289792 (F) Ail Saints IVarious) 8289794/- 3 7 rsa THE BEST OF Elektra K9603452 |W) *" "««Tba Boots (Rothchildl EKT21C/EKT21 03 62 38 SPIDERS * GutGUTCD 1/GUTMC 1/GUTLP 1ITI/P) 
12 >» 19 AQUARIUM * UniversalUMD 85020(BMG) 3fl 28 130 THE BENDS *2 ParlophoneCDPCS7372(EI v'u Radiohead (Leckie) TCPCS 7372/PCS 7372 04 74 20 P0RT1SHEAD @ Go! Beat5394352(F) Portishead (Barrow/Gibbons/Utley/McDonald) 5391894/5391891 
13 3 58 WHITE ON BLONDE ★EMarcury5343152/5343154/-(F) 3337 26 MARCHIN' ALREADY * MCAMCD60043(BMGI 05 ua THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION *9 s,te7599254402w 
14 n 2, POSTCARDS fROM HEAVEN *2 wiid Card/PoiydortF) Ughthouse family IPedenl 5395162/5395164/- An 33 JOETONDRUMSANDROCKANOBOIL* WalioiSoundWALLCOOISIVI gg 24 2 UNDISCOVERED SOUL Mercury53M?22^(F) 
150 JJJCOMEONOVER Mercury in ^ Al 54 22FRESCO* M People/BMG 74321524902(BM6I ^ 1 M People |M People) 74321524904/74321524901 fi 7 43 73 PABLO HONEY * ParlophoneCOP 7814092 (El Radiohead (Slado/Koldonel TCPCS 736(!/PCS 7360 
16 12 

B TRULY ■ THE LOVE SONGS • Motown/PolyGram TV 5303432 |F) a Lionel Richie (Richie/Carmichael/The Commodores/Levine) 53(B434/- AO 60 T9 PAINT THE SKYWITH STARS-THE BEST OF* Enya(Ryan) WEA 3984208952/3984208954/-(W) fiO fTJ JAGGED UTILE P1LL *8 Mavarick/Reprise 9362459012(W) UU ■4* Alanis MorisseQe (Morissette/Bailardl 9362459014/9362459011 
17 6 ,9 SPICEWORLO *5 Virgin CDV2850(E) Spica Girls IStannord/Rowe/Absolute) TCV 2850/V 2850 AI 41 96 FALLING INTO YOU *7 Epie4837922/4837924/-(SM) ^ ** Ceîine Dion (Sieinberg/No-Mis/Goldman/Waîte/Fosier/Ste.nmatv'Gatica/NtA'al : gg 58 GREATEST HITS *11 ParlophonaCDP7395042(El 
18' 3 MELTING POT Beggats Banquet BBQCD198/BBQMC198 (VI The Chariatans (Charles/Charlatans/Hiilage/Nagie/Jonea/Flood) BBQLP198 A A 30 4 AARON CARTER Ultra Pop/Edel 0099572 ULT(P) ^ ^ Aaron Carter (Corolla) 0099574 ULT/- 7n 52 4 BLUE SUEDE SHOES RCA74321556282(BMGI * u Eivis Presley (no crédit) 74321556284/- 
19 5 

Will Smith (Puff Daddy/Trackmasters/Warren G/Duptis/Jaay JeW/arious) AR 36 28 NIUCHL0VE# Freakstreet/WEA 3984200202 (W) Shola Ama (Labelle/Hanis/D'lnfluence/Waller) 3984200204/- 71 UU LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND^ 7 b 
20 » 2 SAVAGE GARDEN Columbia CK 679» (SMI i Afî 48 16 THE BEST OF *2 Epie 4890202 (SM) Whaml (Michael/Brown/Carter/Douglas) 4890204/- 79 na THE VERY BEST OF... * aektra 9543323752 (w) 1 C. ■u* Eagiesiszymcyzk/Johnsl 9MS3237M/- 
71 ra G0LD ■ GREATEST HITS *3 Polydor5170072 (F) C. 1 mum Abba (Andersson/Ulvaeus/Anderson) 5170074/5170071 A1 42 22 THE VELVET ROPE# Virgin CDV 2860 (E) ^ ' Janet Jackson (JanVLewis/Jackson) TCV 286Q/V 2860 70 5, ,03 GREATEST HITS II *5 PariophoneCDP7979712(F) Queen (Richards/Queenl TCPMTV 2/- 
22 » 39 OK COMPUTER *3 Partophone TOCP 50201IEI 48 Ea REMASTERS Adantic7567804152(W) -ïW — Led Zeppelin (Page) •/- 74 13 GREATEST HITS *2 WanierBrosK92580l2(W) 
23 Jashville UMD 80456 (BMG1 a 75 E!3n

R! 

|25 CHS SPIRIT OF TRANQUIILITY Global Télévision RAOCD 79 (BMGI 

TOP COMPILATIONS ARTISTS A-Z 
Label/CD (Distributor) 

BOX HITS 98 0 zm 

itarTVTTVCO 29WTVMC 2946/-GA 
6 UU3 READÏ STEADÏ GO! ■ SIXTIES MOTOWN SOUND WiteiWB^ 

5 SPEED GARAGE ANTHEMS - VOLUME 2 

5 FANTAZIA - BRITISH ANTHEMS O 

10s 

11 
12 3 

13 3 

14 
15 
16 3 

17 
18 
19i 
20^ 

Virgin/EMI VTDCD 174/VTDMC U4/- (El 
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( ALL THE CHARTS 

E X P 0 S U R E t- 

- ^ - TRACK OF 
THE WEEK 

by STEVE HEMSLEY wiu. smith: gettin- 

il. 

THE TOP 10 
GETTIN' 

PLAYERS BEHIND 
IIGGY WITIT 

support generated for the artist by Men I Black and Just Cruisin'. "We decided to go with Gettin' Jiggy W 

In the January 10 airplay chart, Gettin' Jiggy Wit It entered at number 32 after it enjoyed the biggest weekly increase in audience (97%) of any song, rising to 15.3m listeners. It was helped by the 15 plays it received on Radio One, whict meant it appeared on the network's top 30 

Cruisin' were still tesdng so well, which wi a bit frustrating for us." says head of radit NltedioOne'sTrevor Nelson and Kiss 10' were the first stations to play the track at the end of November and the song secure a place on Radio One's Christmas and Ne' Vear playlist at a time when Men In Black re-entered the airplay chart on the back of 

Power FM Radio City Galaxy 102 Soundwave 
Red Dragon FM Key 103 MFM 103.4 

Columbia's TV promotions manager uccessfully generated plays on MTV and The Box before Christmas and January saw terrestrial 
showings on Live & Kickin on January 17. The Ozone (January 25) and The Chart Show (January 31). This airplay support boosted sales of the album Big Willie Style which re-entered the chart at number 72, and by the end of the month it had risen to 51. 

The single entered the CIN sales chart ; number three on February 7 as total radio plays topped 1,000 for the first time at 
Radio One while support in the régions was picking up as the hard work of in-house plugger - and multiple Music Week Award winner- Bob Hermon finally paid off. Among the stations awarding Gettin' Jiggy Wit It heavy rotation were 97.4 Rock FM in Preston, Radio City 96.7 m Liverpool and Sound Wave in Swansea. By the beginning of March, Radio One was still playing Gettin' Jiggy Wit It 13 times a week as the single was reluctant to leave the sales Top 20, while the album Big Willie Style peaked at number 11, earning itself a BPI gold award on 

MTV ni THE BOX BU 1 STUDENT RADIO 
1 G3 CORPSES ian Brown Polydor 
3 2 TRULY MADLY DEEPLY Savage Garden Columbia =4 O BRIMFUL OF ASHA (REMIX) Cornershop Wiiija 

=4 1 THIS 1S HARDCORE Pulp Island 7 4 STOP Spice Girls Virgin 8 6 ITS LiKE THAT Run OMC Vs Jason Nevins Profile 9 CS3 THE BALLAD OF TOM JONES Space feat. Ceivs Matthews Gut 10 C3 RUDE BOY ROCK Lionrock Deconstruction 

3 3 STOP Spice Girl Virgin 
5 5 DOCTOR JONES Aqua Universal 6 7 l'M GONNA MISS YOU FOREVER Aaron Carter Edel 7 4 FROZEN Madonna WEA 8 17 CELETIA Rewind Big Life 9 9 THE BALLAD OF TOM JONES Space feat. Cerys Matthews Gut 10 19 HOW 00 1 LIVE LeAnn Rimes Curb 

1 Cm 78 STONE WOBBLE Gomez Hut 2 dm DREAM ANOTHER DREAM Rialto EastWest 3 6 A1NT GOIN TO GOA Alabama Elemental 
5 dm WHEEL IN MOTION Mokc Dorade 
7 dm SOUNDS OFWICKEDNESSTzant Logic 8 5 WHERE 00 1 STAND The Montrose Ave Columbia 9 8 WATCHING YOU Ethor Parlophone 10 9 TRICOLORE Mover A&M 

Hiijiiajiiajiijs 
mm: Madly Deoply Savage Garden: Oh l 
Destiny Calllng James: l'm Ready Only eight oui of Ihis len wili be shc T3HH RADIO 1 | When The Ail I Waht le You 911; Aln't Coin' To -Number 1 A; -Urder The Bridge Ail 

THE PEPSI CHART 
ITÏ Destiny 

rnïïr ONE PLAYLISTS 
A LIST B L I S T As Featured 

Truly Madly Deoply Savage Garden; 
féal. Maya: Sounds Of Wickednes 

MTV UK 
PLAYLISTS 

Truly Madly Deeply Savage Garden: Froze 
Love Robyn: Ifs A Boautlful Thlng Océan Treat Inlamy Rest Assured; The Ballad 01 Space feat. Cerys: Hcto's Where The Sto Oui: Father LL Cool J; When The Ughts G< 
Sex And Candy Marcy Piaygraund: This Is 
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ALL THE CHARTS 

TERNATIONAL 

AMERICAN ARTIST j 
CHARTWATCH PROFILE: 

■ 1 - Il I I IMIIIIIII STEPS 
by ALAN JONES by PAUL WILLIAMS 

Ithe 12 UK artists featured in the Hot 100 singles chart managing to move in the right direction. Biilie IVlyers (number 22), Mono (number 70) and The Rolling Stones (number 94) at least manage to hold thelr own whiie there's even a slump by Jlmmy Ray's Are You Jimmy Ray?, whioh sinks 13- 15 while remaining the top-ranked UK entry. UK fortunes also deteriorate on the album chart, with the two Spice Girls albums deolining in tandem (Spiceworld dips 12-15, Spice 29-32) while even Radiohead s Grammy-fuelled climb with OK Computer peters out as the album falls 37-40. The bright spots are Lennon Legend - The Very Best Of John Lennon, which climbs 76-65, Sarah Brightman's Time To Say Goodbye and Michael Crawford's On Eagle's Wings, which début at 147 and 166 respectively. Brightman's album previously spent a week at number 200 in January, and its latest surge strengthens its stranglehold on the 

h peaked I , ,  more (700,000) and inoluded songs from Oats, Phantom Of The Opéra, Evita and other Lloyd Webber musicals. Madonna is another star whose recent career has been identified with Evita and she returns in spectacular style this week, with new entries in the Top 10 of both the singles and albums charts. Frozen makes its singles chart début at number eight, to become her highest debuting single to date, while Ray Of Light enters the album chart at number two, Titanic spends its ninth week at number one, withJLZêip.QO more sales, swelling its total 
ago'Tvfîile Ray Of Light sold a still mighty 371,000 copies - enough to guarantee a number one position more than two weeks out of every three. 

ACTS IN US AND UK 
ALBUM CHARTS 

te for 11 ws :s. Crawford's album, ongs like Ave Maria le SB-year-old's third antic but has a long way to go to match his last, 1993's A Touch Of Music In The Night, which peaked at number 39, selling more than 500,000 copies, or 199rs Performs Andrew Lloyd 
Spiceworld The Verve Urban Hymns 

18-22 
16-17 

^ reating pop quintets through the page of The Stage is proving to be some kii 9 of magie formula for developing 
Around two years after the Spice Girls set off on their journey to world domination, another fivesome put together via an ad in. the same publication are now making their 
The act in question are Jive signings Steps who, having defied ail the usual rules of chart success by landing a top 15 hit here without any airplay support from Radio One and Capital Radio, are currently moving up the chart in several European territories and Australia with their début single 5,6,7,8. Kieron Fanning, head of international for Zomba. is convinced the fact the single managed to hang around the notoriously fast-moving UK Top 20 for weeks and was able to sell 280,000 units without breaking into the Top 10 has played a significant part in their international breakthrough. "It's definitely helped to get them noticed both by the média as well as the public," he says. "The European territories in particular are very aware of the high turnover of the UK singles market so when you get a record corne along like 5,6,7,8 which climbed the chart three times they take notice." Launched in January in Bénélux and Scandinavia, the single has already climbed 

to number four in Belgium, 17 in Sweden, 24 in one of the Netherlands' two national charts and is 43 in Australia. High hopes are resting on Germany where a pre-promotional campaign underway will be followed by the single's release next month. While the group are having a mixed response at radio, it is on TV where they are making their biggest impact. "Because the band have got such a strong Visual appeal they are perfect for TV," says Fanning. "You can get them not only on music TV shows but get them on shows which don't normaily have music guests. We've found whenever they appeared on major TV a chart position and sales have quickly followed." The group are off next week to Germany with trips to Austria and Switzerland to follow before the release of their second UK single, while this summer the focus will turn to Asia where Fanning says the act's licensees are predicting big things for Steps. 
TRACKWATCH 

STEPS • 5,6,7.8 four in Belgium 

UK WORLD HITS 
The MW guide to the top British performers in key markets (chart position in brackets) 

■OMEUH NETHERLANDS 

CMjsTg) 1999/2000 
(^Jtours season 

CMN Tours c/o Arts Council of Engiand 14Great Peter Street London SW1P 3NQ 

it's here! 

Cali now lo order pur cooy cl 
lh| most inriispensQîils coniocl 
Nok for fîio OK music indusfry. 

0171 921 5957 or 5906 

Applications are invited from mosicians/agents/prodi wishing to propose a touring project for Contempora Network (CMN) Tours as part of its 1999/2000 season 
CMN exists to support the touring of a wide range highest quality new music, with emphasis on innovai and the cutting edge, performed by artists of nationa and international stature. Its goal is to develop audiences for this work, to provide wider exposure of outstanding new music and ta make these Performances geographically and physically 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 

SPECIALISTE" 

CLASSICAL SPECIALIST 
MY SECRET PASSION - THE ARIAS Michael Bollon Sony Classical SK 63077 (SM| ELGAR/PAYNE.SYMPHONY NO 3 BBC Symphony Orches&a/A Davis NMC NMCD 053 (CRC) CHINA GIRL - THE CLASSICAL ALBUM 2 Vanessa-Mae EMI Classics CDC 5564832 (E) A SOPRANO INSPIRED Lesley Garrett Conifer Classics 75605513292 (BMG) Yo-Yo Ma Sony Classical S2K 63203 (SM) Evgeny Kissin Red Seal 09026689102 (BMG) Westminster Abbey Choir/Neary Sony Classical SK 66613 (SM) AGNUS DEI GNC Oxford/Higginbottom Erato 0630146342 (W) PAUL MCCARTNEY'S STANDING STONE LSO/Foster EMI Classics CDC 5564842 (E) 

Downside Abbey Monks/Choirboys RSNO/lloyd-Jones Nigel Kennedy City 01 London Sinfonia/Watkinson 

ELGAR:SKETCHES FROM SYMPHONY NO 3 BBC Symphony Orchestra/A Davis 

BAX:SYMPHONY NO 1 VIVALDI/FOUR SEASONS GREAT BAROQUE CLASSICS PUCCINIARIAS Erato 0630188382 (W) 

CLASSICAL CBOSSOvER 
TITANIC (OST) MOST RELAXING CLASSICAL ALBUM.„EVER! ALLTHAT JAZZ-THE BEST OF SONGS OF SANCTUARY TRANQUILITY OF BAROQUE THE VERY BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN BRAVEHEART (OST) KUNDUN (OST) MAHLER: LOVE & GRIEF THE VERY BEST OFGERSHWIN MUSIC OF THE NIGHT - ESSENTIAL CHOPIN 100 POPULAR CLASSICS 
SILENCE BRASSED OFF-OST ADIEMUS II - CANTATA MUNDI THE SOPRANO'S GREATEST HITS SMOOTH CLASSICS THE ENGLISH PATIENT (OST) GATTACA (OST) 

LSO/Homer Philip Glass 

Sony Classical SK 63213 (SM) Vîrgin/EMI VTDCD155 (E) Decca 4589312 (F) Virgin CDVE925(E) Erato 3984222412 (W) Decca 4600102 (F) Decca 4482952 (F) Nonesuch 7559794602 (W) Erato 3984222422 (W) Decca 4600022 (F) Jeutsche Grammophon 4578212 (F) ommunication MBSCD 517 (BMG) Naxos 855433738 (S) Sony TV SONYTV 35CD (SM) RCA Victor 09026687572 (BMG) Venture CDVE 932 (E) Silva Classics SILK1VCD 3 (KO) Classic FM CFMCD18 (BMG) Fantasy FCD16001 (CRC) Ventura CDVE 936 (E) 

JAZZ & BLUES 
1 BLUE FOR YOU-THE VERY BEST OF 2 BADUI2M E3 ANOTHER STORY 7 GREATEST HITS BB King Miles Davis Erykah Badu Eric Clapton 

FEELING GOOD-THE VERY BEST OF 

Révision RADCD84(BMG) MCA UD 53027 (BMG) TalkinLoud 5369282 (F) 

Duck 9362457352 (W) Columbia CK 67909 (SM) PolyGram TV 5226692 (F) 

XFM 
ITS LIKETHAT BRIMFULOF ASHA THEBALLAD OFTOM JONES 

6 WATCHING WINDOWS 3 YOUR LOVE GETS SWEETER □3 SILENTLY BAD MINDED El DESTINY CALLING 
WOKE UPTHIS MORNING THIS IS HARDCORE ONLYYOU CS3 CHURCHOF NOISE 

Communications SM90652IP) Wiiija WIJ81CD (V) GutCDGUTIB (V) Polydor 5695412 (F) loncrete HARD31CD (3MV/P) Maverick W0432CD (W) TalkinLoud TLCD31 (F) Epie 6656062 (SM) Iher Ground HIGHS6CD (SM) Fontana JIMCD19 (F) Hut HutTXlOO(E) Elemental ELM41CDS1 (P) IslandCID 695-572 231-2 (F) 

INDEPENDENT SINGLES 
FTS LIKE THAT BRIMFULOF ASHA THEBALLAD OFTOM JONES WHOAMI RUDE BOY ROCK 

Run-DMC Vs Jason Nevins Comershop Space featuring Cerys Beenie Man 
ALLIHAVETO Gl\ Backstreet Boys Black Connection 8 WHENINEED YOU WillMellor E3 TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT/JAMES HAS KITTENS B!u Peter 11 ONLY THE STRONGESTWILL SURVIVE Hurricane#! □3 MUCH BETTER Club 69 leat Suzanne TOO REAL Levellers AVERAGEMAN Symposium MY HEART WILL GO ON Clueless AU AROUND THE WORLD Oasis HOLDITNOW JohanS LOCAL BOY IN THE PHOTOGRAPH Stéréophonies GOOD ENOUGH (LA VACHE) Milk Incorporated 

i Ea LOVE THIS LIFE ' 18 CORPSES I 17 SMASH IT l E3 FAILURE I 19 NOTALONE 20 SEX AND CANDY ! 26 DREAM ANOTHER DRE 1 CZ3 BRIGHT MORNING WH i 24 BEAT GOES ON 1 GEÏ 78 STONE WOBBLE MOST HIGH 

Marcy Playgroui 
FC Kahuna 

27 ena 28 ca A WASTE OFTHINGS TO CO 

V2 EQE50001393 (V) Polydor 569 6544 (F) Echo ECFCD 47 (P) Cheeky CHEKCD.023 (BMG) Création CRESCD289 (3MV/V) EMI CDEM508 (E) West EW156CD1 -398422680-2 (W) Kahuna Cuts KCUTS004(P) ffrr FCD334 (F) 
Mercury PPCD3 (F) Différent DIF007CD (V) Big Cat ABB156SCD (3MV/P) 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS 
SM90652 (P) Wiiija WIJ 81 CD (V) Gut CDGUT18 (V) yes GRECD 588 (SRD) 

at Recordings HEATCD 013 (V) Jive JIVERCD 445 (P) îvaganza/Edel 0091465 EXT (P) Unity UNITY 017RCD (P) 
Création CRESCD 285 (3MV/V) TwistedUKTWCD 10032 (V) China WOKCD 2091 (P) 

TIN PLANET MELTING POT WORD GETS AROUND WHEN IWAS BORN FOR THE 7TH TIME DECKSANDRUMSANDROCKANDROLL BACKSTREET'S BACK THE STONE ROSES (WHATS THE STORY) MORNING GLORY? 

CRYSTAL BALL PAY ATTENTION MYST1CAL REALMS 
White Label JSBB 001 (ADD) V2VVR 5001263 {3MV/P) Malarky/Big Life MLKD 5(P) 

Space GulGUniN5(V| The Charlatans Beggara Banquet BBQCD198(VI Stéréophonies V2 WR1000438 (3MV/PI Cornershop Wiiija WIJCD H)65|V/DISCI 
BackstreMBQ8 Wall Of Sound WAUCD 015 |V| 
The Stone Roses Siluertone OREZCDSOZIPI Oasis Création CRECD180 (3MV/V1 Toitoise City Slang 087052IVI Space Gut GUTCD1 (TI/PI Oasis Création CRECD 21913MV/V) Spirituafeed Dedicated DEDCD034(VI TAFKAP BCBCT987ICDIPI Déni Hines Mushroom MUSH 24CD (3MV/PI LTJ Bukem Good Looking IVI Suicide Blast First BFFP133CDL (V) Oasis Création CRECD 16913MV/V) The Stone Roses Silvcrtone ORECD 535 (P) One Littlo Indian TPLP 85COL (P) Aaron Carter Ultra Pop G099572ULT (P) 
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1AZ1& BLUES 
REPORT 

|LVUE FOR YOU NUMBER ONE FÂCTMLE • Nina Simone compilations - Includlng cassette, Global rechons it still has plenty of several Best Ofs - battle for shelf space in mileage. "We have the rights for three years most retailers. Yet while Verve continues to and we expect to do at least 200,000," says do well with Its Feeling Good collection at Global's Joint MO Nie Moran. More TV and number 10 and Crimson is bubbllng under radio promotions are planned, followlng a with My Baby Just Cares For Me, Global's sériés of TV ads on Channel Four and G MTV Blue For You has domlnated the chart since and heavy radio support from Jazz FM. its release seven weeks ago. • Simone product has been commercially 
by COLIN IRWIN It has already clocked up 80,000 unit sales on CD and with a further 22,000 shipped on In a TV ad, which origlnally propelled Verve's Best Of into the charts. 

Courtney Pine's crédible conversion from British jazz icon to dynamic cutting-edge dance fusion artist continues as the new re-mix album Another Story enters the chart at three this week. Pine's UK label Talkin' Loud has worked hard to re-position Pine product in a more contemporary context since Modem Day Jazz Stories first biended jazz with hip hop in 1996, followed by last year's equally daring Underground. The label's décision to market Another Story in clubs rathef than traditional jazz outlets 

US - has now sold over 200,000 units in the UK and holds onto second place in the Jazz & Blues chart, despite the lack of any current artist activity or promotion. Even more encouraging for Universal is the performance of the Badu Live album, with 15,000 UK unit sales since its release at the end of last year. Recent Brit Awards nominations have helped sales and prospects are good for both titles with Badu's forthcoming appearance in the new Blues Brothers movie. Universal is also predictably doing well with the week's other new entry - B.B.King's collaborative Deuces Wild, featuring one of blues' enduring 

high profile names like Van Morrison, Tracy Chapman, Bonnie Raitt, Dionne Warwick, Willie Nelson, the Rolling Stones and Eric Clapton. Clapton himself is at eight with hls own back-to-the-blues-roots album From The Cradle. 
Miles Davis catalogue imaginatively. The classic 1959 Kind Of Blue - regarded as the most influential jazz album ever - has sold steadily since its re-mixed reissue a year ago, and now enjoys a further resurgence at six after its high placing in Channel Four's recent Music For The Millenium. And its 

Seventies M I Laswell re-mix of eariy Davis looks like becoming one of the label's biggest successes of the year. Head of Jazz Adam Sieff describes Panthalassa: The Music Of Miles Davis 1969-74 as the most important frontline release of his three years with the label and the sequenced suite has enjoyed unprecedented retail support since its launch with an hour-long Jazz FM spécial in February. Given priority racking and featured in co-operative campaigns by ail the leading retailers. Davis' revolutionary electric fusions are being shifted firmly into the core of modem dance culture. 
R&B SINGLES 

i BEALONENOMORE i SHOW ME LOVE i GETTIN'J1GGY WITIT EHOLLER Epie 6653372 (SM) London CDiONCD 407 (F) EastWeslE3857T(W) 1 YOUR LOVE 6ETS SWEETER FinleyÛuaye 
Cleopatra Lynden David Ha 

1 YOUMAKEMEWANNA... I WHERE YOU ARE I IFYOU WANTME i TELEFUNKIN' 1 AINTTHATJUST ! IGGIN'ME I THE PLAYER I NO NO NO i DONT STOP } MANBEHINDJHE MUSIC ) WISHING ON A STAR ) MUCHLOVE 

Virgin VSCOG1670IE) WEAWEA133CD(W) Cooltempo CDCOOLS 331 (E) Polydor 5691492 (F) LaFace 74321560652 (BMG) 

Universal UNT 56170 (BMG) MotherMUMCD99(F) Columbia44K78687 (Import) Epie 6655592 (SM) Inlerscope INT 95562 (BMG) !y Northwestside 74321552242 (BMG) WEAWEA154CD1(VV) 

30 22 
© CIN. Compiled U 

SOMEBODY ELSE'S GUY IT'S ALL ABOUTTHE BENJAMINS l'LLBEMISSING YOU SKY'STHELIMIT THE WEEKEND 

Bad Boy 78612791421 (Import) CeCePeniston AM:PM5825n2(F) Puff Daddy &The Family Puff Daddy/Arista 74321561972 (BMG) Puff Daddy & Failh Evans Puff Daddy/Arista 74321499102 (BMG) The NotoriousBIG featuring 112 Puff Daddy/Arista 74321561992 (BMG) Dave Hollister/Redman/E Sermon Tommy Boy TBV 437 (V) 
dents and specialist multiples. 

DANCE SINGLES st Title Artist 3 THE WORD IS LOVE (SAY THE WORD) VoicesOfUfe 3 ITS LIKE THAT Run-DMCVsJasonNevi 3 FLORIBUNDA Mother's Pride 1 WATCHING WINDOWS Roni Size Reprazent a THE PROMISE Essence a STEP INTO OUR WORLD DJSSPtsMa4 3 GIVEMERHYTHM Black Connection 2 TEARS Underground Solution 3 DEAD HUSBAND Deejay Punk-Roc D TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT/JAMES HAS KITTENS Blu Peter 4 RUDE BOY ROCK Lionrock 
I BALLPARK I STREET BEAT EP i LET ME SHOW YOU | THE PLAYER | MUCH BETTER ' CLAPYOURHANDS I YIM I FROZEN 

Heat Recordings HEAT12 013 (V) Talkin Loud TLX 31 (F) Virgin SINTl(E) Formation F0RM12075 (SRD) Xtravaganza/Edel 0091460 EXT (P) 4 Uberty/Oeconstruction LIBT12 030 (P) Independiente IS0M 9T (SM) React 12REACT120 (V) Concrète HARD 3112 (3MV/P» Higher Ground KIGHS6 T (SM) Trésor EFA 292906 (SRD) 
VC Recordings VCRT 31 (E) 
TwistedUKTWl 2100321V) Tripoli TraxHRAX 032 (AOD) MultiplyTMULTYSl (TRC/W) Maverick W0433T (W) 

DANCE ALBUMS 
1 1 RAY OFLIGHT 2 EU MYSTICAL REALMS 3 CSa HEAVY MENTAL 4 2 DESTINY'S CHILD 5 (33 ABSOLUTE HARDCORE 5 ES3 CAUGHTUP(OST) 7 El LSG 

Maverick 9362468471/9362468474 (W) Good LookingGLREP 001/-(V) GeffenGEF 24971/-(BMG) Columbia •/4885354 (SM) Slammin Vmyl SVLP 001/SVMC 001 (BW/BMG) Virgin VUSLP139/-(E) WEA 7559621251/7559621254 (Import) Global Télévision -/RADMC 83 (BMG) DC Recordings 0C 09/-(V) LaFace-/73008260434 (BMG) 

VIDEO 

DIRTY DANCING TELETUBBIES - NURSERY RHYMES PETER PAN MATILDA TELETUBBIES-FAV0URITETHIN6S THE ROCK THE ENGUSH PATIENT PETE'S DRAGON FR1ENDS-SERIES 3-EPISODES 1-4 TURBO-A POWER RANGERS MOVIE 

INDEPENDENCE DAY 
Columbia TristarCVT24512V BBC BBCV6514 Hollywood Pictures D610062 BARNEY-MUSICAL SCRAPB00K FLY AWAY HOME THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE - GH0ST TRAIN THE G0DFATHER STAR TREK DEEP SPACE 9 • VOL 6.2 HEARTBEAT-CHANGING PLACES 

EIVEVS1235 CIC Video VHR4623 Touchstone E471782 

Columbia TristarCVR345n Video Collection VC1386 CIC Video VHR4490 

MUSIC VIDEO 
ilnlsBnbolViisinMW! MICHAELJflCKSON;Ghosls Epic489l552 MICHAEL FlATliytord Of Tha Dance WlWSffl 

FRIENDS-SERIES 3-EPISODES 5-8 ©CIN 
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THE ULTIMATE SUPER-BUDGET 
Aspect Of W j^NNfs lii 

I Andriw Lurt'i) H ' f p"*™ 

The BBC 
CoNœiïrOioiram 

K : CONNOLLY C1ASSIC CONNOUY 

g| jAn^M 

ÏKiï 
PLS CD/MC 254 PIS CD/MC 249 THE BEST OF EDMOND HOCKRIDOE ENGLEBERT HUMPERDINCK UVE AT THE ROYAL ALBERT H; 

ORIGINAL ARTISTS - ORIGINAL RECORDINGS 
ORDER YOUR FREE CASTLE BUDGET CATALOGUE FROM THE BMG ORDER DESK - CASBUD98 
AVAILABLE THROUGH BMG DISTRIBUTION - TEL: 0121 500 5678 
DEALER PRICE £1.78 (CD) - £1.13 (MO IBIS 



The 1997 end-of-year market share results threw 
MID-PRICE/LOW-PRICE 

up a few surprises. Colin Irwin examines where the two sectors are heading next 

POLYGRAM'S NEW TACTICSPAY OFF 
During 1997 PolyGram tightened its grip on the mid-price sector, gaining 2% to take a formidable 20.7% market share. The performance demonstrates the company's pledge to make catalogue marketing a priority. ■In the past PolyGram licensed out its catalogue, butthat's changed now," says stratégie sales manager Kingsley Grimble. ■The company réalisés the enormous potential in catalogue and that has been borne out by the results this year. We're actively trying to drive people into stores with huge posters publicising our mid-price range and we've worked closely with the key chains ail year. It's worked well but there's still plenty of potential so we're looking forward to another very good year." Yet whiie PolyGram trounced ail opposition as top corporate group and its product featured strongly among the year's best-sellers (notably Dire Straits, Texas, The Jam and Océan Colour Scene), only two of Its labels, Polydor (at six) and Vertigo (10) featured in the Top 10 labels of the year. The enduring appeal of Dire Straits' Brothers In Arms is particularly telling. It sold more than 20m at full price but has consistently A sold in vast amounts since its mid-price reissue nearly two years ago, and has * notched up more than 100,000 units at its lower price. Sony's Columbia topped the label chart, recording a 7.4% market share. Among its top sellers were classic reissues, including Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits, Simon & GarfunkeTs Bridge Over Troubled Water and 

♦ 

bolloc 

Miles Davis' Kind Of Blue. "Promotion Works if the product is right," says Sony head of catalogue Phil Savill. "We advertise in magazines like Q and Mojo, but sometimes we target passive buyers through Cosmo, GQ and Loaded." Virgin held on to its position as second mid-price label with a sériés of strong releases, It achieved impressive sales on the Enigma product (more than 40,000 
MID-PRICE CORPORATE 

MARKET SHARE 

Bollocks, although the Virgin company's best-seller for the year was Massive Attack's Blue Lines through Wild Bunch. It was a good year, too, for Warner Music which retained both its market share and its second place behind PolyGram in the corporate chart, while its Warner Bros imprint rose three places to end up seventh place among the labels. Outstanding sales for product by Tracy Chapman, The Eagles, Reetwood Mac, KD Lang, The Blues 
BEST SELLING MID-PRICE 

ALBUMS OF THE YEAR 
i TRACY CHAPMAN - Tracy Chapman 

Brothers soundtrack and the cuit hit of the year, The Shirehorses' Worst Album In The Wodd, did much to nudge Warners ahead of EMI, which slipped 11% year-on-year. Universal was another major which performed well to register a 3.2% market share. Leading independent Castle suffered a troubled year, losing 17% of its 1996 marketshare, although it still managed to hang on to Its position in the top 10, The year's surprise contender was Crimson. Despite its proven prowess at budget, few would have predicted the 
:, particularly given WoolwortjjsJabel woul 

the seasonal nature o 

arguments about mid-price being a sophisticated market for serious record buyers may have been thrown into confusion by these startling sales figures.  e absolutely de  ,ance," sa  d Green. 'V have done so well is that we are adding value for money to product and that has very wide appeal." No doubt Crimson's plans for this year will be tracked very carefully by its competitors. 

HALLMARK SHINES RU! EMI HOLDS LEAD 
Cariton's well publicised Hallmark label, exclusively available to Asda stores, has strengthened its position at the top of 1997's budget oharts. Geared towards 'lapsed buyers and non-traditional outlets", Hallmark has bucked the trend for diminishing sales in the sector to raise its market share by 0.7% and increase its year- on-year sales. Carlton extensively researched the market before reviving the Hallmark imprint three years ago, and built its catalogue of nearly 700 titles on popular product and sleeves to appeal to the casual buyer. As a resuit, its biggest sellers last year were The Magical Sound Of The Pan Pipes, which went silver with more than 120,000 units sold, and The Best Of New Country Line Dance, which sold 

JidçPhiJemy says, "If; Possible to br ground both creatively' and commercially at Jhese price points. TU. key factor is that concepts and P'oducts must be accurately targeted to th 
PolyGram's Mow.... Chartbusters while Carlton'; McPhilemy (right) broke ner 9round with Hallmark 
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Hallmark's performance wasn't enough, however, for Carlton to knock EMI off its perch as the leading corporate. With its Music For Pleasure range continuing to perform well behind Hallmark, EMI increase its year-on-year market share by 6% to 15,8%, increasing its lead over Carlton to 1.9%. "In value terms, EMI is probably nearer 20% because Carlton Hallmark is selling super budget which Is a big price différence to our product," says EMI Gold managing director Paul Ho.lland. EMI will be maintaining the pi a sériés of strong releases this including the introduc first time of several r I, Blur and Talking Heads. Perhaps the most . significant 

label ch te corporate 
Just behind Crimson, PolyGram's Spectrum label took a 5.9% market share, ' scoring heavily with the first six releases in its Motown Chartbusters sériés. "Ifs broken a lot of barriers," says product manager Mya y Jenkins. "A lot of people who wouldn't have looked twice at budget have corne into the market as a resuit of the sériés." PolyGram broke further barriers by advertising the sériés during the TV coverage of the NFL Superbowl, which featured a live performance by Motown act Martha Reeves. PolyGram was rewarded for its ' with 150,000 units sold across th; s. Spectrum is; the Chartbusters sériés in June as part of a year-long campaign. PolyGram also made great strides in thi ' ' 16% rise taking it into third place. Advances made by BMG's relatively ne Camden label (which ro =t classlcal labe « (in sixth position with a 5% market share) support the wi ' 

BUDGET CORPORATE 
MARKET SHARE 

BEST SELLING BUDGET 
ALBUMS OF THE YEAR 

via the High Street 
calls by the likes of Amjyjîtœefm BMG Paul Holland at EMI for the Chart  iôrTfJétwork tS differentiate between i and super budget are llkely to ever more urgent. ■ 
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1998: YEAR OF THE MID-PRICE 

STAR WARS 
Elton John, Radiohead. Dire Straits, U2, Eric Clapton. The Jam, Manie Street Preachers, Simon & Garfunkel, Blur. 
have been introduced to mid-price over the past year with spectacular résulté. With CD sales rising at an appréciable rate (3% across the last quarter), majors in particular have plenty to smile about, and are hoping 1998 could be the busies' yet for mid-price. But the buoyancy of the sector, energised by various campaigns and increasing multiple offers from the 

ry about dropplng price for a limited period is that it's difficuit to sell it at fuil price again." Kingsley Grimble, PolyGram stratégie sales manager, agréés that reducing price can be a sensitive and sometimes risky opération. "You have to study the sales path and décidé when the time is right to revitalise a product. We 

self-titled first album at mid-price," he says. company, btil encônlpassing an entii "They're a contemporary crédible band who career," says Savlll. 'It s just a matt are releasing a new album later in the year and playing festivals throughout the summer 
Jefferson Airplane reis It's not merely reissues that perform at mid-price. Attractively-presented hit 

3d catalogue îd period to exploit the interest surrounding the release of OK 
the album Pablo Honey dominating the mid price charts and selling more than 100,001 units. Wouldn't Pablo Honey have enjoyed i 
the massive rise in Radiohead's fan base last year? "We are under no doubt that the strategy has been fully vindlcated by the sales figures," says EMI Gold managing director Paul Holland. As a rule of thumb, corporates expert to triple ailing full-price sales by reducing the price, but each réduction needs to be 

'For an album to do well at mid-price, it must first have been successful at full price," says Phll Savill, Sony's t 

1996 ar îdblgsu Texas catalogue as a resuit of their new product doing so well." EMI certainly has no qualms about explolting some of its most precious catalogue in this way. Beatles albums are unlikely to go to mid-price while they continue to do well at full price, but Bowle catalogue is another matter, "Nobody would seli an album at mid-prio if they could sell it at full price," says EMI' Holland. "But there are many deals that ce 

Mercury has high hopes of a sériés of Dusty Springfield reissues, with a similar Walker Brothers sériés planned. "A lot of labels wlll be looking long and hard at their catalogue deciding what is rare and collectable," says Mercury head of catalogui EauLEeldy. "It's likea library tfiâTyou néed to keep fresh. We're constantly looking through ourvaults." Sony certainly got it right with its ELO double light Years: The With a strong ad campaign, including a BMG label manager of Virgin Radio promotion and airplay supp ' ' from Chris Evans, it has sold more than 75,000 ur 

rching the material and ta er packaging it right." "vauikKi Independent labels don't have the well too." advantage of huge resources of catalogue and thus are still reliant on licensing. But there is no shortage of opportunities, says Connoisseur Collection repertoire manager Kejjowell. "We're constantly {g discoverlng artists. Our Paco De Lucia mid-price collection sold 20,000." Connoisseur is also finding an unekpected mid-price 'demand for heàvy métal. 'We've 25,000 Manowar albums May and from the f the reps our biggest :he year is lif ' ' fAnthrax," says Howell. Castle 1s another label which unearths unexpected winners. Its ongoing campaigns with the Kinks' Pye catalogue is proving successful and it is generating excltement with the reissue of the first two PP Arnold albums on one CD and The Best Of The Farm, st manager Mick Ci 

the high profile Stoo! ranee. acknowledges    jlties in pinpointing which albums p. "We're reissuing Republica's 

3. This month it le boxed set of Cuban music packaged in the shape of a cigar case to sell exclusively during the 10-night run of The Spirit Of Cub at London's Royal Albert Hall throughout March, and hopes it will continue to sell at further 100 concerts across Europe until the end of the year. 

turning to their big guns, 1! "The market wants hits, not just from one shaping up into a very exciting year. 

THE UK'S LEADING LOW-PRICE SPECIALISTS 
BMG Bedford House, 69-79 Fulham High St, London SW6 3JW; Tel: 0171-384 7500 Labels: Camden (BMG catalogue on budget), Stop! (mid-price) incorporatlng RCA, Arista, P Decon and Giant Y Label managers; Andy Street (budget), gr Charlie Stanford (mid) Best sellers of 97: Elégant Slumming - M People, Best Of Boney M, Classic Elvis, Gladys Knight's Greatest Hits, Perfect Day - 
CARLTON HOME ENTERTAINMENT Eistree Rd, Elstree, Herts WD6 3BS; Tel: 0181-207 6207 Labels: Hallmark, Carlton Sounds, Carlton Doubles. Country Skyline, Elite V Commercial director: Pete Gardiner; audlo v: repertoire manager: Norman Joplin Best sellers: The VeryT5êsf0f"New Country Line Dancing, Luciano Pavarotti - The Voice, The Magicai Sound Of The Pan Pipes, Love At the Movies. The Very Best Of Glenn Miller 
CASTUE COMMUNICATIONS Unit 29 Barweil Business Park    Rd, Chessington. Surrey KT9 2NY; Tel: 0181-974 1021 Labels: Castle, Select (budget), Puise, Kaz, Max (super budget) Head of budget; Lee Simmonds; mid: Mick Carpenter Best sellers of 97: Best Of The Kinks, Love Hurts: Hits Of The '70s 
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^CRIMSON MarpolèTïouse, 6 The Green, Richmond, Surrey TW9 1PL; Tel: 0181-948 0011 Labels: Crimson Managing director: A Fitt Best sellers of 97: Jive Bunny & Master Mixers' Christmas Party, The White 
DELTA MUSIC 23 Gardner Ind. Estate, Kent House Lane, Beckenham, Kent; Tel: 0181-778 4040 Labels: MUSIC Digital (super budget), Laserlight (budget) Label manager: Neil Kellas Best se s: The Ni 1 Pan Pi, 
Sun, Line Dancing Favourites, Dream Lover by Bobby Darin 
EMI EMI House, 43 Brook Green, London W6 7EF; Tel; 0171-605 5000 Labels; EMI Gold, Music For Pleasure Managing director: Paul Hojland: head of marketing: Richard Grafton Best seUers of 97: Totally... (sériés), Very Bëst Of Matt Monro, lefs Fall In Love - Nat king Côle; Hôt Chocolaté -14 Greatest Hits 
HNH INITIAL ETo^elêcTMtj'slc, JMA Holmethorpe Avenue, Redhill RH1 2NN; Tel: 01737 760020 
Managing director, Select Music: Anthony Anderson ' J 

K-TEL 12 Fairway, Greenford, UB6 8DW; Tel: 018; 566 6789 Label: K-Tel (mid), RPM (budget) Label manager: Janie Webber Best sellers: The Ro". 1 Pan Pipe Love Album, The Best Holiday Album Under The Sun, Broken Hearted, Children's Party Time 
MUSIC COLLECTION INTERNATIONAL 76 Dean St, London W1V 5HA; Tel: 0171- 396 8899 Labels; Music Club, Nascente, Reflertion, Gallery, Showtime (budget), E2, Emporio (super budget), MCI Music, Westside (mid- price). Deputy managing directors: Danny Keene; Bob Fisher (Westside) — Best sellers of 97: RPO Plays Oasis, Tunes From The Toons, Kmgs Of African Music, The Move - Movemerits: 30th Anniversary Anthology ! 
POLYGRAM 
Labels; Spectrum, Débutante (mid), other mid releases on ôriginal labels General manager stratégie sales: Kingsley Grimble: product manager: Mya Jenklns Best sellers; Motown Chartbusters Vols 1-6, Tenderly (James Last), 

The Music Still Goes On - Abba 
SONY MUSIC 10 Gt Marlborough St, London W1V 2LP: Tel: 0171-911 8200 Label: Epie, Columbia, Legacy, Rewind, Sony Classical, Nice Price (mid range) / Head of catalogue marketing: Phll Savill; S mid: Darren Henderson Best sellers: Light Years; The Very Best Of ELO, Best Of Andy Williams, John Barry Themeology 
SOUND & MEDIA Unit 3, Wells Place, New Battlebridge Lane, Redhill, Surrey RH1 3DR; Tel: 01737 644310 Labels: Sound & Media, More Music (budget), Summit (super budget), Calibre, Club (mid-price). Managing director; Phil Worsfoid; product deveiopment manager: Jon Williams Best sellers: Best Of Small Faces. Sing-A- Long-A Spice 
TRING Triangle Business Park, Wendover Rd, Aylesbury, Bucks HP22 5BL; Tel: 01296 615511 Labels: QED, BES, GEB, QUAD, TRIP. MPP (budget), FMCG (super budget) Label manager (for ail): Nigel Davies Best sellers of 97: Love'^BiTgsTbllertion Volume One, Bob Marley, Vivaldi, Elvis Presley, Vivaldi/Pachelbel/Bach, 'SOs Collection 
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Doubles 

All Round ! 

1T! v<a"S\ waVv^ 
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<\RLTON 
OUBLE 

9 50 new double CD albums 
5 Release date: 23rd March 
5 Top artisl albums from Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, 

iohnny Cash, The Drifters and many more 
' Top compilations spanning every musical genre from 

blues, country, classical, instrumental, jazz, pop, 
reggae to rock 'n' roll 
Exceptional présentation with clear CD trays and full 
colour tray cards 

> Quality recordings 
> Double CD albums at 

excellent value for 
money, dealer price 
only £3.57 
Brought to you by 
budget label market leader 
Carlton Home Entertainment with its Hallmark range, 
(the No. 1 budget album label in 1996 and 1997, 
source: CIN) 

DOUBLE YOUR SALES 

DOUBLE YOUR PROFIT 

ARLTONl 
JO U B L E 

Order from Technicolor Telesales on 0181 810 5061 
CARLTON Home Entertainment 

The Waterfront, Elstree, Herts. WD6 3BS Tel; 0181 207 6207 Fax: 0181 207 5789 
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PUMP UP THE 

VOLUME 

Budget has been one of the spectacular early budget pioneers may net have won any admirera for product quality or packaging, their sell-' cheap-piie-'em-high policy was not only instrumental changing the face of retail and finding new markets, aiso transformed catalogue marketing. Now that the majors have corne to recognise that budget is a crédible, legltlmate and potentially means of exploiting hitherto dead catalogue, the 10 price sector has been turned on its head. Prestigious product by the iikes of Elvis Presley, Chocolaté, Lou Reed and Dolly Parton came into th budget range resuits. BMG's move to reissue a whole range albums from New York's Buddah label (including Gladys Knight's Greatest Hits and Captain Beefheart's Electricity), shows that the bottom of the barrel is not yet in sight. Meanwhile MCI, one of leaders, has just moved its headquarters into plush nf offices in London's West End and launche label E2. 
collectable re 

'ïou've gol fo be 
more compefitive 

or high quality packaging 
squeezed ' And despite the unprecedented volume and quality of product released in he budget sector in the past ear, BPI figures do not 

ail fhe fime and nof fn
uSSarâtive growth 

become too relionl Sates of more «« 12m . unit5 overall in ail formats for on tradltionni the year are slightly down on 
oullets ' - Roy levy traditionally lively last quarter, overall sales dropped by 17% from 27,900 to 23,300 against a 5% decrease across ail price points. In financial terms, the drop was even higher - 21% from £59.0m to £46.4m, while mid- and full-price fell by just 1% and 3% respectively. The ieading labels in the sector acknowledge that life is getting tougher. Such are today's standards that BMG has consciously marketed its highly successful new specialist label Camden without any mention of the word "budget", lest it create a négative image. Camden is so keen to distance itself from the "bad product" it 'There'solimil to associâtes with super budget, . . it wants CIN figures to Whol you con introduce separate price 

license now, so b"r budÊet and super 

supported by EMI GoTd moy be tbe future' ™:ag:ng
D

dir!ct°r p®ul 
» -ii/ !• Holland- Bud®et and suPer 

- Neil KellQS budget are very différent," says Holland. CIN currently classifies budget as anything with a dealer price between 50p and £4.25, with mid- price at £4.25-£5.99 while anything over £6 is classed as fuil price. "The market is saturated, there are new players entering every month," says Camden label manager Andy Street. "Retail demands are becoming increasingly tough, squeezing margins tighter and forcing prices down with 'three for £12' campaigns." Such campaigns do work, however, and are crucial to the overall success of the sector. Ail the evidence suggests that well targeted product will perform impressively, even if it has to fight for space, The success of Woolworths' exclusive label Crimson is significant, demonstrating the power of targeted 
32 

selling 200, 

While diehards like MCI, Castle, Sound & Media, Tring and Delta will doubtless continue to hold their own, they are bracing themselves for a frantic year. Not ail the indies are impressed by the way the majors handle catalogue. Sound & Media MD Phil Worsfoid acuses them of complacency and betraying the riches at their disposai. "Owning copyright is the most valuable asset of any record company, but the key to success is how you exploit it. Some of the majors show an embarrassing lack of imagination in both their releasing and licensing policies," says Worsfoid. independents ô 

range of super budget titles (above) performs 

new copyrights." This may be the key to the future of the dedicated budget companies. "There's a limit to what you can 
creating copyright may be the future," says Neil Kellas, managing director of the Delta Muslc Group. "At some stage you have 1 look to do it yourself. That stage may corne next year." Already other labels such as Carlton are traok-testing this theory by creating copyrights for its Héritage, Melody and Corne Dancing sériés whiie MCI has enjoyed great success with its Oasis orchestral 

"There is only one way to grow the budget market," says MCI deputy managing director Danny Keene. "And that's by coming up with fresh ideas." ■ 

Simmonds (above); 'now people expect quality recordings nicely paokaged for £2.99' 

'super' heroes 
No price point divides opinion qulte like super budget. Many of the majors and even some of the low-prlce speclallsts stlll get hot under the collar at the very notion of CDs retailing at £2.99 and the cheap'n'nasty connotations associated with them. Super budget supporters, however, argue enthusiastlcally that by appeaiing  s Impulse buyer with a ;aln, this end of the price 

with It. More than that, they say, the image of mediocre iive recordings poorly packaged is compietely out of date slnce a better class of repertoire is beglnning to become avallable at this price point as Tsuper budget specialist labels fwork hard to upgrade product ways of exploiting Itight margins. 
:he Chart Information Network to ntroduce a new price point ifferentlating between low-priee fand super budget, 1997's year-end [figures certainly add welght to their ument. contlnuing domlnance of fCarlton's Hallmark range 'unashamedly appeaiing to casual 'muslc buyers réfutés claims that the public has become too (disceming to be seduced by price alone. Of greater concern lo the critics is the way the best fsuper budget labels are fectlvely producing price and [quality, whlch could create havoc e rest of the market. years ago you could sell i anything on novelty value alone for .99," says Lee Simmonds, head of Iget at Castle, whose Puise label ne of the sector's markst lëîrdérs. w people expect quality recordings nicely packaged for £2.99. Margins are tlght but It's ail down ta volume. You aim to sell in thousands rather than hundreds. You win some and you lose some, but as long as you win more than you lose you keep going." Meanwhile, MCI Is hoplng to set a new benchmark for quality with Its new super budget imnrint E2. whlch was launched at Mldem in January and which carries a dealer price of £1.78. Michael Nledus. who Joined MCI from Sound & Media last year, believes attention to détail and Imaginative approach to creating original recordings across a wlde range of styles and genres - whlch Include banghra, flamenco, Gregorlan chants, national anthems and the first super budget 
obligatory pan pipes and line - will entlce 

"Once they have plcked something out of the racks then they're half way to buying It," he says. "But It's Important to give the Impression that the company behlnd the product cares about the muslc. Even on tlght budgets you can stlll do interesting thlngs with design." The majors are closely watchlng the performances of MCI's E2 and Castle's Puise, but warn of the long- rm dangers of the strategy and remain nant that they won't be drawn into the battle. "Super budget labels run the rlsk of dlstortlng public perceptions about prices," warns BMG Camden label manager Andy Street. "Low- and mld-prlces are under enough pressure from multl-purchase offers as It Is. We'd rather see price stabllised than drlven down further. If those labels do well, they will make low and mid-prlce seem very expensive and that won't be good for the Industry as a whole." 
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. Pi ne bound Of 

hiladelphia 
from MCI 

The first releases are now available with many more on the way 
• AH titles feature extended booklets containing detailed liner notes 

The O'Jays | Jerry Butler g *• ^àthlng.Says !Lote.fpa-Uke / Love ibu 

Corning soon... more reissues from The Jones Girls, Shirley Jones and Jean Carn 



MID-PR1CE/L0W-PRICE 

MID i LOW 

T® FOLIOW... 
KfflPfiîCS O'JAYS; My Favourlte Person/When WIN I See You Agaln (Westside WESM565): and JEAN CARN: Jean Carn/Happy To Be Wlth You (WESIVI567). Out now, Westside launches its Philadelphia International two albums on one CD reissue campaign. JUDY GARLAND: The Classlc Judy Garland (Charly CPCD8313-2). Out now. Among the " vo CDs are The Wizard Of Oz n St Louis. ■JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: ■ Crown Ot Création (RCA ■ NDS3797J; Surreallstlc Ipitlow (RCA ND83738). :-]Out now. The reissue of two séminal San ®Franslsoan psychedelio ist the credibllity of BMG's admired Stopl range. THE FLAMINGOS; Flamlngo Serenade/ Ramlngo Favorltes/Requestfully Yours/The Sound Of The Fiamlngos (WESM532/ WESM537). Out now. More late Fifties doowop complétés a sériés which already 

indudes The Chantels and the Cleftones. VARIOUS ARTISTS; Rhythm & Blues At Abbey Road (EMI 493 4532). Out now. Thls 26-track collection features Rod Stewart, Manfred Mann and Long John Baldry, whlle others In the sériés also Just released focus on Bllly J. Kramer (4934512). Helen Shapiro (4934522), Swinglng Blue Jeans (4933272) and The Hollies (4934502). P.P. ARNOLD; The First Cut (Castle CCSCD819). Out now. The former Ikatte's flrst two Immédiats albums should baneflt from her racant liaison wlth Ocaan Colour Scena and a naw daal wlth Unlversal. ROY AYERS; The Collection (Connolsseur VS0PCD250), Maroh 23. Ayers' PolyQram hits Inoluda Running Away, Vibrations, You Send Ma and Haat Of The Beat. TOIVI JONES; Songbook (Charly CDDIG21). Maroh 23. Thls 101-track anthology of highlights from hls 1981 TV shows Indudes duets wlth Dusty Sprlngflald, laaac Hayas and Gladys Knlght. VARIOUS ARTISTS; Qood Rookln' Tonlght - The Blrth Of Rook'n'Roll Vol.3 (Charly CPCD 83G2-2TrWârQfr237XaTS Parties recordlngs by Memphls SUm, Amos Milburn, Eddie 'Cleanhead' Vinson and Wynonle Harrls. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Divas (EMI Qold). March 23. A collection of classlc reoordlnga such as Peggy Lea's Faver, Julie London's Cry Me A River and Shlrley Bassay's Blg Spandar. JIMMY BO HORNE: Qlmme Some! (Westside WESM550). Maroh 30. Collection taken from the soul slnger's material recorded for the TK label betwean 1975 and 1985, a DUSTY SPRINOFIELD; Songbooks (Mercury 552863-2). Maroh 30. Dusty's définitive versions of Bacharach & David and Goffln & King songs ara part of a Mercury reissue programme whloh Indudes Evarythlng's 
1Î 

Corning Up Dusty (CD536 852-2) and Whera Am I Qoing (CD536 962-2), THE KINKS; The flrst flve Klnks albums - Klnks (ESMCD4S2); Klnda Klnks (ESMCD483)î Klnks Kontroversy (ESMCD507); Face To Face (ESMCD479); and Somethlng Else By The Klnks (ESMCD480) have been remastered to Include out-takes and unreleased raritles. ANTHRAX; Moshers...1986-91 (Connolsseur VSOP CD252). Aprll 6. Greatest Hits from the Eightles thrash métal band, indudlng an uncensored version of the hit l'm The Man end their collaboration wlth Chuok D on Brlng The Noise. REPUBLICA; Republlca (Deoonstructlon 74321410522), May 11. Sales of thls LP that put Republlca on the mep last year - Includlng the hit Drop Dead Qorgaous - wlll be boosted by a new product due thls year, LOW PRICE iCAPTAIN BEEFHEART; Electrlclty (743215 58462/4), The Very Best Of LOVIN' SPOONFUL (74321568492); The Very Best Of...MELANIE (74321558502). Cul now. BMG's Camden Imprlnt should score well wlth a succession of gems from the Buddah/ Kama Sutra catalogue. BING CROSBY: Klng Bing (Hellmark 300222). Out now. Crosby croons through classlcs Sweet Georgla Brown, Swinglng On A Star and Pennies From Heaven, THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA; Plays The Muslc Of George Mlchael (Muslc Club MCCD338). Maroh 23. Followlng the success of thelr Muslc Of Oasis album, George Mlchael now gets the RPO treatment.  iTEDDY PENDERQRASS: 
Turn Off The Llghts: Best 'Of... (Muslc Club MCCD334). March 23. Original Philadelphie International recordlngs of v^deep soul hits such as 

Close The Door, Love TKO and The Whole Town's Laughing At Me. TOOTS & THE MAYTALS; The Very Best Of... (MOI MCCD332), Maroh 23. Reggae classlcs Includlng 54-40 Was My Number, Rédemption Song, Sweet And Dandy and Funky Kingston. JEFF BECK; Gultar Legend (Hallmark 308572/4). March 27. The Yardblrds' hit Heart Fuil Of Soul Is one of the standout tracks by the Influential blues/R&B gultarist. CRYSTAL GAYLE; Blue (Hallmark 308642). Match 27, Released to coïncide wlth a major UK tour, thls album Indudes Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue. VARIOUS ARTISTS; Qlrls Glrls Glrls (Hallmark 308632). March 27. Tracks here Include Red Blrd label classlcs by The Dixle Cups and the Shangrt-Las. BILLY CONNOLLY; Classlc Connolly (Castle PLSMC/CD269). March 27. Comedy sketches from 1974 just as The Blg Yln was about to make it blg. HOT'N'SPICY: Backstreet Boys Karaoké (DQED903); Eternal/Loulse Karaoké (DQED904); Boyzone Karaoké (DQED90B); Ail Saints Karaoké (DQED906); OASIS Karaoké (DQEDB07) Maroh 30. Tring launches a séries of karaoké albums. 1KE & TINA TURNER; Feel It (Carlton Doubles 7210237). March 30. First of Carlton's new double CD range whlch Includes The Frank Sinatra Story (7210227) and Johnny Cash Hits & Classlcs (7210037). VARIOUS ARTISTS; Songs Of The Sea (Emporlo EMPRCD786). March 30. A sélection of sea shantles Includlng Blow The Man Down, Bold Reilly-0 and Sallor's Prayer. VARIOUS ARTISTS: THE BEST OF SUN BLUES (Hallmark 308602). Aprll 3, Legendary Sun studios recordlngs by Rufus Thomas, Utile Junior Parker and Bllly "The Kld" Emerson. VARIOUS ARTISTS: Move Closer (K-Tel EMC 2308). Aprll 6. A collection of tracks featurlng "sensuous" lyrlcs by Phyllls Nelson, Gloria Gaynor and Syreeta. 
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by Karen Faux An ongoingtrial in 10 of Boots' stores has revealed that ohart product yields a more profitable return on space than full-pdce pack catalogue. Since Chrlstmas a mix of small and medium-sized stores bave extended thelr chart offer to a top 50 music and top 30 video range with very promising results. "Basically we've taken back catalogue out of 10 stores and reorganised the space to be more productive," says Simon Doolan. product manager for music. •Althougb the sample is a small part of our overall estate it underlines the strength of chart product, and we plan to take the trial to more stores. Harly indications are that charts with promotional multibuys work best." Boots' in-store charts are compiled through daily and weekly sales, CIN mid-week reports and estimâtes of new entries based on sales of singles and similar CDs. Its chart displays are designed to catch customers' attention, with PoS showing the album and single of the week, new entries and forthcoming releases. "Celine Dion has been at the top of our singles chart for the past 

BETAIL FOCUS: BOOTS 

Boots: sales focus on product highllghted by 

weeks before Christmas. • Durlng thls perlod Boots' market share on an album can be as hlgh as 5î'=r6%. • 164 stores feature promotional space for rock and pop whlle 97 accommodate classlcal campalgns 
the offer of a 1 e Barbara toppled by the Spice Girls," says Doolan. Taylor Bradford "Thls week's highlighted album is Perfect Dion, Robson & Jerome, M People, the Diana Day although we expect Titanic, Madonna, - Tribute album and a range of box sets. The Verve and Celine Dion to hang on at the "Seasonal event campalgns are very top. Dion certainly rates as'a star performer important to Boots as it is a key destination for the chain." for gift purchasers," says Doolan. 'New arch are centred around artists are always featured and priority is 

given to those appealing to the store's core female customer, aged between 25 and 44, oflen with chlldren. The mass appeal of compilations makes them particularly strong 
Doolan says Boots has registered a 6.6% year-on-year music sales increase, partly due to a promotional drive in its lunch-time departments last Christmas. "Our research showed there was a causal link between people buying sandwiches for lunch and purchasing a CD at the same time," he says. "We put music and video FSDUs on the ground floor of 700 Boots stores and put incentive vouchers on sandwich packs. By having thls presence we drove people 

significantly increased awareness." Despite Boots' emphasis on chart material it is committed to keeping its range as broad as possible. Classical fans are currently being catered for with a Naxos promotion offerlng two CDs for£8. Next week it launches an MCI promotion featuring a free CD sampler with any purchase from its Showtime range. 
DN-STORE THIS WEEK 

Radio single - Trance Atlantic Airwaves; Windows - Shania Twain; In-store - Robbie Williams, Morcheeba; Press ads - Wagner, Montgomery, Jimmy Smith, John Scofield, Charlie Hade, Kenny Barrow, Benjamin Britten, Ether, Ceci), Simple Minds 
Singles - Robbie Williams, Aaron Carter, Bernard Butler, Hanson, Destiny's Child, Tin Tin Out, Pulp, Dannii, Ali Seeing I, J, M People: Albums - Simple Minds, Into The Blue, Day, Simply The Best Disco, James Last; Videos - it World, X Files inoluding box set 

In-store - chart p v'^eos 'or ^22, Mother's Day promotion featuring free book with selected videos and CDs, two for £10 on budget CDs and videos, buy a mid-price Sony CD and get a free three-hour blank tape, The Full Monty, Friends 
Windows - Titanic, Elgar's Third Symphony, Sophie Mutter; In-store - Elgar, Bruce Ford. Classics For Pleasure promotion with two CDs for £10 

K2HMV £22; In-store - Gimme Shelter, Spacehog, Shania Twain, Van Halen, Déni Mines, Robbie Williams, Bernard Butler, Rialto, LL Cool J, Montrose Avenue, Ether; Press ads - Van Halen, W.A.S.P, Déni Mines, Kinks, Abbey Road Uncut, Lilys, Sven Vath, Maximum Speed 
Singles - Robbie Williams, Bernard B Pulp, Transistor; Windows - Simply The Best Disco, Simple M store - Simple Minds, Perfect Day. Morcheeba, The Corrs 

i Singles - Tin Tin Out, Pulp, LL Cool J, Hanson, Aaron Carter, lan Brown. Robbie Williams, Bernard Butler; Albums - Jackie In-store - The Lost World 
Singles - Robbie Williams, Bernard Butler, Tin Tin Out; Albums - Spacehog, Dust Junkys; Windows - Eric Claptoh, Space, Bernard Butler: In-store - Oh What A 

_ Singles - Bernard Butler, Ether. Transistor; lUultn Windows - John Martyn, Bluetones, ïiEiKsiEs ^ Shania Twain, Finley Quaye: in-store - Sony sale, Eric Clapton, Madonna, singles range promotion; Press ads - Sony sale, The Lost World 
sss] Singles - M People, Transistor, Bernard Butler. Destiny's Child, LL Cool J, Space Raiders, Rialto, Ether; Windows - soundtracks range promotion; In-store - Morcheeba, Simple Minds. Ginuwine, Pulp, Robbie Williams, George Martin; Press ads - Spacehog, imani Coppola, Tortoise, Motorhead 

WH SMITH Sing|es - Bernard Butler, Aaron Carter; Album - Perfect Day; Windows - Perfect Day, Mantovani; In-store - Titanic, Charlatans 
wnniwnDTUC ln"store "" Bluetones, Fantastic 80s, Oh nuuiWUKlnb vvhat A Night, Eric Clapton. selected CDs at £9.99, buy Madonna's Ray Of Light and get Bedtime Stories for £4.99, buy Eric Clapton's Pllgrim and get August for £4. 

BEHIND THE 
COUNTER 

PAT GEARY Music Mania, Glasgow 
IAn ori ■ originally planning to open a record shop in London but decided to do it here a year later. We're on a major High Street in tbe West End of the, city and very close to the university. In the last few years there has been a big shift in student taste away from indie guitar-based bands to dance j^sic and our stocking policy has refiected 
Ihe store has a strong spécialisation in country music and I currently présent a radio |how on Clyde 2 called Urban Cowboy. 7, n'a Twain, LeAnn Rimes and The ™avorlcks have ail been big sellers for us for w 50 we've beeh ahead of th® game- LaS sh the Mavericks' new album outsold ^adonna and we sold a lot of Madonna. fhis week has been big for singles, fhand for Run DMC vs Jason Nevins has ueen building for weeks on the back of 
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imports and its sales have been very strong. Texas, Kylle Mlnogue and the Spice Glris have also ail been fast movers from the start As Kylie's fanbase has got older we've done much better with her product and the forthcoming album should be a winner. On the albums front Shania Twain s Corne On Over is steaming out now that it has been re-released and re-packaged for Europe whde our two other star performers are The Bluetones and Tortoise. We currently have an EMI mld-price promotion in full swing h rh includes Blur Runrig, Crowded House and John Barry. As à spln-off we've just done a cchjp ad in the country music press to boost awareness of f®b'urad
T!i
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such as Suzy Bogguss and Tanla Tucker. Whereas students tend to stic to one nurchase at a time and are always watchmg thé pennies, country music buyers splash out. They're enthusiastic, big spenders and a rtiM^iire to deal with. 

il 
ON THE ROAD 

SHAY DARE, BMG sales & promotions manager, SW 

running of the team 1 an office. The job is certainly stretching me more. As far as singles go, Natalle Imbruglla's Big Mistake and Flve's When The Lights Go Out have gone in very high for us thls week and are still flying. The re-promotion on Natalle Imbruglla's 
and we're already seeing its sales resurge. Kylle Minogue's single Breathe is a new release for us this week and is looking as if it wili be in the top 15 next week. There's quite a bit of mystery around Kyiie and ail my dealers like to hear the latest gossip about 

her. We're pre-selling her new self-titled album - due at the end of March - and prospects are looking good. There's a spécial hologram édition on the initial shipment and ifs golng to look stunning on the racks. Demand for M People's new single Angel Street, out next week, is beginning to build and a re-promotion for Fresco wili kick off or March 23. It keeps golng. se albums that jusi 
single ai from Arethra Franklin, bc Is Still A Rose. One of our most exciting long-term development acts is Welsh band 60ft Dolls, signed to Indolent, l've got to know them because they fréquent one of my stores in Newport and they're a very lively bunch with a cracking live act. Their forthcoming single Alison's Room is the one that is tipped to put 
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ALBUMS RELEASES FOR 23 MAR-29 MAR, 1998: 304 # YEAR T0 DATE: 2,996 

_ □ PERKINS. CABL THE OEflNITI □ petersontOscar ULTWAT 

inumiin 
iG - Eagîe's Gift 01505 842 668 RB-Red Baron 01784 482079 SRD- 

0NE-One Stop 01233 612022 S - Select 01737 
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BBC The Arrivai Of Borders Books, i 
lusic & Cafe - One of A 

S3r" 
^ '|°

p°',era tr
re°-_ " ' J 1 »« W 1 

You should enclose an audio de examples of your work. 
For further détails and an application form, contact BBC Recruitment Services (quoting réf. 27293/MS) by March 20th on 0181-740 0005, Minicom 0181-225 9878. Alternatively, send a postcard to BBC Recruitment Services, PO Box 7000, London WI2 8GJ,or e-mail recserv@bbc.co.uk quoting réf. 27293/MS and giving your full name and address. Application forms to be retumed by March 25th. 
It is expected that interviews will be held week commencing April 6th. 
You can also see this vacancy on http://www.bbc.co.uk/jobs/e27293.htm 

BOIB 
Working for equality of opportunity 

Two exciting opportunities have arisen at 
STAR 

a member of Europe's leading software marketing group for a 
Multimedia Buyer 

Video Buyer working for a young, 
Lhe relevant induslry 

n Harrington Telstar Distribution Limited Units 3-4, Northgate Business Centre, Crown Road, Enfield, Middx. EN11TG 

Unisk week 
TO ADVERTISE 

ON THE 
APPOINTMENT 
PAGES PLEASE 
CALLANNE ON 

TEL: 0171 921 5937 
MARTIN ON: 
0171 921 5902 

OR 
FAX: 0171 921 5984 

PRODUCTION CONTROLLER   To mn Production Dsp: Mlhin major record co. 2 yoarst- Parts within me record industry, a leadership qualUtes. 
handle 0171 935 3585 

MUSIC RETAIL 
saJcs of Brass and Woodwind and0che second's'ellng Music/CDs. 
Salary £10-£11 k, good benefits package 
Write to: Mr D. Mcek, Oiappell of Bond Street, 21 Silbury Arcade, Central Milton Keynes MK9 3AG. 
Closing date for applkatiom 27th March. 

Financial Controller 

llh Floor, 8 Montague Close, Lond 

PINNACLE RECORDS HAS AN - OPPORTUNITY ON THE \ T i 
PINNACLE STRIKEFORCE noÉ 

Based in the West Midlands, you should preferably be 21-25 with some previous sales expehence, possibly from audio retail, be a highly motivated salesperson, possessing an all-round knowledge and enthusiasm for a wide variety of music and also hold a clean current driving licence. 
In return, both of this position commands a compétitive salary package, including a fully expensed company car. 

Your C.V. should be sent to: 
Chris Maskery, Sales Director, 

Pinnacle Records Electron House, Cray Avenue, St Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent BR5 3RJ 

Closing date; Monday 27th March 1998 

OMEGA MUSIC 
VACANCIES 

MANAGER - ASSISTANT MANAGER BASED IN NORTH WEST 

Altrincham:Crewe:Macclestleld:Nt 6th Store opening Ivloy 98 

COALITION MUSIC & MEDIA Are looking for a music press officer with excellent contacts in music weeklies/monthlies. 
Based in Chiswick. 
Plense send C.V. to; Pandora Powell, Coalition Group Ltd, Devonshire House, 12 Bariey Mow Passage, 
london W4 4PH 
MUSIC WEEK MARCH 21 1998 
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Intensive Music Industn OxêrvieTv 8 Week Part-timc Evcning CouSc inS.' """T™' Ro*ally Calculalions. 

For An Information Pack Call Global On 0171583 0236 

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 

fTTT 

BUSINESS T0 BUSINESS 
Stanley House - West London Programming & Pre Production Studio 

CHART CD'S AT LOW PRICES 
Snedion Sstai^aboutlqve g'es 

UOWaRICHIE TOULY^^LWESO^S^ SJs 
SPTCEcSlS BIGWn^ECTYLE £7'.|5 

oc^m/colour SCENE marchS^already aS 

The Tim e JWaçh in e 
' ™Tob

|uesyXamn,ln8 Sel"''P' s',pporlins s t",5l of vlnla8e 
• Cunent Industry standatds such as Akai, Sample Cell and Digidesign 16 iracks of Pro Tools and 16 tracks of ADAT • Natural daylight/air-conditioning • A highly skilled team of professional engineers for full lechnical support Access to overdubbing facilities. a large collection of mies, old and new • Free parking • Bar, restaurant and roof-garden 
Senes recording studio. If ail this fails to inspire you then our in-house reflexologist can even takecareofyour stress. For furlher détails call Kelth or Andy at Stanley House on 0181743 6A5A 

RPM 

JANET JACKSON VELVET ROPE £7^3 VVHAM Sils PEARLJAM YIELD 17 93 CHWSREA GRSLTOTHTIS 2 t?-95 

'cofmcsooN 'dSeb!bS^CKR^ £7'9S OR LESS 

Iw3 SSicore nios 100 pure S'ss CALL MIKE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION @ MULTIPLE SOUNDS DISTRIBUTION TEL 01524 381133 TRX 01524 381177 
Repeat Performance Mastering 6 Grand Union Centre, West Row, Undon W10 SAS ^ ^ Tel. 0181-960-7222 Fax. 0181-968-1378 

in store security cases 
• maximum security for audio visual display 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm Systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product 
• easy to use and fully guaranteed 

contact Mike or Steve 
Pro.Loc Europe Royal Albert House Sheet Street, Windsor Berkshire SL4 1BE Tel: 01753 705030 Fax: 01753 831541 

CHAIN REACTION 
CD ★ CASSETTE ★ V1NYL MANUFACTURE Vinyl 45p per unit (500 minimum) MANUFACTURING * MAJOR DISTRIBUTION PROMOTION * PUBLISHING ★ LICENSING 500 CD singles. 0nly£485 1000 CD singles 0nly£800 

D singles up to 25 mins. îds LS7 4HA Phone/Fax: (0113) 22î 

imsk: week 
FOR ADVERTING RATES 

TEL: 0171 921 5937/0171 921 5902 

ARABESQUE DANCE DISTRIBUTION Exclusive UK distributors of DMD, 3 Lanka, Cybertronic, Overdrive, Overdose, Energised, Pire, Hyper Hyper, Influence, MES, Suck Me Plasma, Tetsuo, Virtual, Nexus, Bonzai, Bonzai Trance, Bonzai Classics, Matsuri Productions ARABESQUE IMPORTS Worldwide non parallel Dancc, Rock and Pop Imports. 

ARABESQUE EXPORT ie and major labels, budgets and overstocks. LARGE BACK CATALOGUE ALWAYS IN STOCK 
! 29-39 SBRUNG ROAD, LONDONW3 8DJ UK SALES TEL 0181 992 7732 FAX 0181 992 0340 INTERNATIONAL & BUYLNGTEL; 0181 992 0098 FAX 0181 992 0340 

i 

THE MUSIC STOREFITTING SPECIALISTS 
JUKE BOX SERVICES 

0171-261 0118 
Huisic week 

 hard disk recording, full IN 24 track ADAT, 24 track analogue, 80 < î-coded DAT, Analogi inel total recall V-VUUBQ UHI, «na.uau»   ? -- 3°ip,^"S R' Sync to picture, voiceovers, audio duplicano 3 recording areas (1200 sq.ft) visible from c°n.t.r°'r°0 
Ail rooms acoustically isolated & air-conan Video production, filming, editing & duplication BBC Approved Facility 

CD-R - dfev - 
srr:#' 

10 £39.50 50 £157.50 
INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS 
TEL: 01480 414204 
FAX: 01480 414205 

THINKING CAPS ALL THE TIME. 

Lift^ Market Sériés, a very small prioe to pay for huge CD sales 
its's proved to be a great investment. 
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ry to fois, 15 rea"y pushing his luck """ 2oe Bal" (right) of the dressed for the part - in 'ring boss, no real bobbys 

Some   Britain's platter spmners. But Scott Piering when he tipped up at Radio One to persuade Ri s 2oo Bail irZhtV 7lu merits of Audioweb's new single Policeman SKank - ' ^ 0f th6 
a copper's umform. Fortunately for the Appearing L spotted Scott and charged him with impersonalg a Tôlicam ^ IT**. 
was able to unload his goodies on GLR a„a POl,Ceman before he 
Fraser Lewry (below). 

mm 

■son GLR and XFWs head of music 

Remember where you heard it: 
With The Jésus and Mary 
Chain destined to see some 
strong chart action with 
their forthcoming Cracking 
Up single, Création boss 
Alan McGee reveals some 
of his A&R secrets. "I think we 
asked them to eut the album a 
wee bit and they toid us to 
fuck off," says McGee. "The 
idea of A&Ring is pure 
fallacy. We let our bands be 
bands." And if that means they don't 
always see eye-to-eye, so be it. 
Perhaps that's why Jim and William 
have written two very différent songs for 
the album Munki. One Reid came up 
with I Love Rock 'n' Roll, while his 
brother took a completely différent 
angle when he composed his song - I 
Hate Rock 'n' RolL.Another group which 
are finding their rightful place back in 
the charts - after a heart-rending 25- 
year absence - are The Wombles. 
Perhaps now it can be revealed that at 
one time in his high-flying career Sony 
Music Europe président Paul Russell 
once donned a Womble outfit for a 
TOÏÏLsbow. And before Peter Felstead was managing the Boo Radleys he was 

ELS 

also a secret womble suit wearer. How 
the mighty have fallen...After ail the 
shock! horror! of her "copied" version 
of Torn, The Sun's Andy Coulson will no 
doubt be outraged to learn Ms 
Imbruglia has only gone and done 
another cover. But don't fret you pupils 
of the journalism school of mountains 
and molehills, because this cover 
happens to be a newly-shot pic for her 
début album. Those fussy Yanks 
thought the original design of Left Of 
The Middle was a bit, well, leftfield for 
their tastes so they got the lads and 
lassies at RCA to do them another one. 
Still, as RCA marketing guru David 
Joseph figures, when you're initially 
shipping out 650,000 albums to the 
Americans you 
don't lose any 
sleep over having 
to take a new 
snap...They're 
chuckling down 
at Island. It 
seems the boffins ; 
behind the 
company's 
recently-launched : 
internet buying ; 
facility, which 
enables users to 
snap up records 
from the label's 
superior catalogue, 

are able to log the e-mail 
addresses of purchasers. And 
they have been deiighted to 
see the support Island is 
getting from the rest of the 
music industry. It seems most 
of the label bosses and a good 
proportion of their staff just 
can't get enough of U2's 
Joshua Tree...Ralph Baker at 
management company Equator 
Music isn't a happy bunny 
after finding himself 60 notes 
out of pocket. Baker had 
stumped up for a round of 
tickets for his daughter, son 
and friends to enjoy Urusei 
Yatsura at the Hanover Grand. 
But he was mightily cheesed 

off when his 17-year-old daughter - 
enjoying a birthday evening last 
Thursday - was turned away from the 
strictly enforced over-18s gig. "There 
was nothîng about âge on the tickets or 
in the ads," rages Baker. "It's sloppy." 
However, he and around 60 other 
underage punters who were turned away 
at the door may be soothed by a letter 
the band will be personally sending to 
their disappointed fans...Rondor Music 
had good cause to celebrate the 
number one single and album in last 
week's chart. They had a double header 
with writers Will Jennings, who co-wrote 
Celine Dion's The Heart Will Go On, and 
William Orbit, who of course helped pen 
Maddie's new album Ray Of Light  

Everlasting 

of the hit parade In 1968 
impressed (net) with the Casualty cast's of his chart topper. In fact, he was so outraged when he ran Into Rebecca Wheatley, who plays Amy Howard in the hit TV sériés, he tried to put her Into a casualty ward for good. Lucklly warner.esp man Judd Lander managed to get his bulk between the pair before they came to blows, and Dooley has It on good authorlty that they klssed and made up when the news came through that the new dise has gone sllver. 

music week 
Incorporating Record Mirror 

Tel; 0171-620 3636. Fax: 0171-401 8035 
Hl Mfller Freeman 
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SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE: 0181-317 7191 NEWSTRADE HOTLINE: 0171- 638 4666 



London Records know where it's at 


